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DOLL SALE. HAVE YOU GOT
Many styles of Dolls we have bought
larger lots, and shall run off duplieate

stock at retail

as

follows:

19 cents.
-14 “
Medium Size Dolls at only
“
10
Fair Size Dolls at only
Also as almost a gift to the children,
20 dozen dolls at ouly 2 cents each, limited to one for each child.

Large Dolls at only

BROS.

RINES

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
Are
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease.
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion ? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mbs. Chas. Hathorn, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a constant and intense

BACKACHE

INSURANCE.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
* I EXCHANGE STREET,
I£tttablii»hefi in 1843.

je!7snly

Telephone 701.
BUSINESS

CARDS.

Herbert G.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
to Patents

«yAll business relating
andfaifbf'illy executed.

promptly
Jul2dsf

DAVID W. SNOW,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
NO. 36 EXCHANGE ST.

dim

no9
—

WE

—

SPEAK ONCE ME!

—OF THE—

Continental Ins. Co.,
OF NEW YORK, JAN. 1, 1883.

Cash on hand and in banks.$ 174,135.02
Loans on stocks, bonds and mort401,750.00
gage (first liens).
U. S. and other stocks and bonds
owned by the Co. (market value).. 3,118,595.00
Real cstatate owned by the Co. (Un059,250.00
incumbered)
Premiums in course of collection.
Interest and dividends accrued
and other property.
584,771.30
Total Assets at actual value.
Reserve tor re-insur-

other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
111; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it. and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
a time.
headache, together with the usual
with all

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
olass American and Foreign Go's al Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

JNSURANCE.

STATEMENT

A

sndlt

dccll

RELIABLE

President.

BACKACHE,

Liver Disease.

Secretary.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange Street.
eodSvr

declO

‘WASH SILKS.’
EMBROIDERERS

cautioned against. MISLEADING IMITATIONS of Braincrd &
Armstrong’s “Wash Silks,” now
in the market, of American mailfactiire, that WILL NOT W ASH
without loss of color and injury to
the fabric upon which they may
be worked.
The method of applying ASIATIC DYES necessary to produce
fast color in silk fibre is a SECRET, PURCHASED, POSSESSED
and USED in America exclusively
Avoid worthless
by ourselves.
imitations by taking only skeins
Silk.”
ticket—“Wash
bearing our
are

SARSAPARILLA

Holidays.

Look! Read and be convinced
that we are selling all kinds of

quality

SILK

wurds*
Patent Rockers, $7.00 $8.00,
$10.00 and upwards.
Patent Rockers, in fancy Carpet
Patterns for $3.00 and upwards.
Easels in Cherry, Ebony, and B.

»»

»*»

Plush top Bouquet Tables, $3.50
and upwards.
A nice Ebony Towel Rack for 50
cents, Ac., Ac.
Cherry and Black Walnut Desks,
Easy, Fancy and Reception Chairs.

just received another fine
piece of these beautiful goods in
the same quality that they have
have

had the exclusive sale of for live
years, and which has proved superior to any manufactured up
Garments
to the present time.
made to order in the very best
manner.
Our garments wear better
give better satisfaction than
tn the market.

and
any

SPECIAL!

One Case $6 Blankets at $4.50.
The Best Bargains Yet Offered.

REMEMBER OUR GREAT SALE
of B. W., Cherry aud Mahogany
Parlor and Chamber Furniture,
and Lace
Curtains,
Turcoman
Ac.
Sideboards, Ac.,

Our goods

are

first-class and

re-

liable and will be sold cheaper
than poor trash that is forced upon our market to be sold.
Now is your time to buy Furniture for housekeeping or a nice
Easy Chair or Rocker for a Christmas

gift.

Don’t buy until you have called

REMEMBER THE PLACE AND BE NOT
DECEIVED.

Deane Bros.
8& Sawyer,
NOS. 188 A 185 MIDDLE ST. dtf

decs

____

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS,
Trnr*»lli«2!K Expense* Included.
Parties will leave Boston
1SS6.
January 14, end Febrnary 11,
All

—

TWO

FOIl

—

GRAND WINTER TRIPS
—

TO—

CALIFORNIA,
with

a

St.
Congress
__dtf

488 & 400
dec4

—

AND AMID THE

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. An Invaluabletonic. “Isasuccess
aud boon for which nations should feel grateful.”—See “Medical Press,” “Lancet” Ac.
Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Biiron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink across the Label.
The title “Baron Liebig” and photograph
no
having been largely used by dealers with are
connection with Baron Liebig, the public
can
informed that the Liebig Company alone
offer the article with Baron Liebig's guaran-

tee^ genuineness.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for til
United States (wholesale only) C. David &
Co., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.

dlawlyS

■

JAMES SMITH & CO.

TWO
AT

as a

fire.
—"Poor

Hkhard.”

We have had two, with your help we need not
—Smith.
have a third.
3 list read these lines and you will know
A bout a movement made last Spring;
M ark well these words and they will show
E uoiigli to read our purpose in.
S ome strange events we will relate,
S omething for you to contemplate.
M oved down the street, eight oxen used,
I tell you 'twas a novel sight,
T o see it you'd have been amused,
II ow well we went and all was right.
And now we have come hack again,
Co. and all, help us remain,
At our old stand in the new Davis Block, 121 Exchange St.. 130 Market St,, by giving us a share
of your patronage where we offer you as good a
bargains in hoots and shoes (if not a little better)
than you can get at any other shoe store ill the city.
HERBERT C. LORD, Clerk.
dec5
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BOSTON ID NEW Ml

DAILY PAPERS,
the city,at pubdelivered by carrier to any part
lishers ’prices. Subscriptions taken for all the
Subleading publications at publishers’ rates.
scribe here and avoid trouble and risk.
and
News
Graphic
Christmas issues of London
just received.
of

THE

MONTHS
MAGNIFICENT

HOTEL DEL MONTE. MONTEREY.
Farther Time at nny of Nistrrn DifferA
Health and IMcnnare Resort*
Choice of Borne. Homeward—Person. dealso
in
California
visit
Frien.ln
to
siriug
accommodated—A!i Arrangements First-

ent

Cinss.

£jf-Send for descriptive circular.
W. RAYMOND,
298 Washington St., opposite School St.. Boston.
dec9
__''et

REMOVAL.
has
H. HARMON, Attorney for Claims,
Davis
removed from Centennial Block, to the new
and Congress streets,
Block, corner of Exchange
on Congress St.
opposite City Building, entrance
filled and fully
Mpolimiou Claim*, unlessof the
law, will l>e
to
the
expiration
prior

proved,

TortlmX'uee. 0.1885.

opposite Preble

HORSE R. R. STATION,

Ijouse.

School Boots at Cost
purpose of assisting the hard
a difficulty in
working parents who find
obtaining good uchool Boats cheap, I
School
Children’*
mcII the bewt quality ot
time.
Roots at prime cost for a short
For

the

w^lj

M. G.

PALMIER.

oct26_________dtf

PICTURE FRAMES.
Artistic Skill, Original and Elegant Designs, Superior
Workmanship, Reasonable Prices.

CYRUS
610

F.

CONGRESS

DAVIS,
STREET.

uo20

codtf

«ec9d&w3w

SOMETHING NEW.
Woman’s
Temperance Calendar, published by the
unions
Christian Temperance Union,
Orthroughout the State supplied.
ders must be sent in early.

L. DAVIS,

FESSENDEN,

N. G.

—

GrandestSeenerv of the Rocky Mountains

H^U

OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

jun27

48 EXCHANGE

STREET.

SLEDS AND SNOW SHOVELS
'Wliolesale and Retail.

JKENDALL

*

eodtmar4

WHITNEY.

Pennsylvania

Mines.

Freely Used
Badly Injured.

Pittsbuko, Pa., Dec.llO.—Pine Bun, about one
mile below Elizabeth, was the scene of another
riot this morning between striking coal miners
and men who have been working the past two
weeks at a reduction. This morning about halfpast three o’clock, when 25 miners were on their
way to work in Lynn's mines they were met by a
squad|of200 masked men who demanded that they
return to tlieir homes. This they refused to do
aud the mob then made an attack upon them with
clubs, sticks and stones. The riot lasted two
hours, and ten men were injured. One of them,
named Newton Campbell, a driver, was set upon
by six strikers, and beaten until insensible. His
injuries are believed to be fatal. Bichard Hall
and Samuel M. Hayford were also seriously injured. The others got away with slight cuts and
bruises. After standing their ground for nearly
two hours the non-Onionists were driven off, and
tied to places of safety. The strikers then stayed
in the vicinity of the mines until after daybreak
waiting for more miners to come to,work,but non#
made tlieir appearance.
Tiie mob then wedged the switch of a private
railroad running to the mine, and disappeared
A train coming along a short time
over the hills.
after was thrown from the track, and the engine
but

no one was

hurt.

Word was immediately telegraphed to Pittsburg
for assistance,at 11 o'clock the Sheriff and a posse
left for the scene. The mob is believed to be the
one organized to visit all the mines today where
are working at a
reduction, aud more
men
trouble is anticipated.

SHOCKINC
Wien Buried

FATALITY.
Alive in a Sewer.

Three Taken Out Alive and One

Body

Recovered.

Dec. 10.—An accident occurred
men were buried
alive, four of whom have been taken out, one
dead and the other three so badly injured that
they are not expected to live. The remaining
four men are buried deep under ground aud are
surely dead. The unfortunate workmen are:
Max Rosenlrarg, aged 27, taken out dead; Henry
Frigert. dead, body not reached; John Wycoaf,
left knee crushed, chest aud abdomen terribly
contused. He is not expected to live. This man
was wedged between timbers so that the body
was reduced to less than four inches in thickness.
He may
Henry Walter, head cut, legs crushed.
He
recover.
August Krebst, fatally injured.
his
full
length,
was pinned in between timbers
and remained in that position three hours, with
the whole weight of the mass of earth resting upAll have families.
on him.
William McGill was buried under the cave-ln,
He
but dug his way out without being injured.
says there were four men dead below him; one beItalians.
The
the
others
and
Grigert
ing Henry
accident occurred in an excavation being made
for a large sewer, the channel being 22 feet deep.
A large force of men were at work on a platform
Without
in the ditch and others in ths bottom.
warning the braces which held the plank walls of
either side, gave way and an immense mass of
earth and timber caved in upon the men below.
As the victims realized that they were being hurried alive tlie air was filled with heartrending
cries for assistance, which the bystanders were
unable to render, for the whole street, including
the sidewalks, gradually slid down into the exea
vation.
Akron, 0.,

here last

evening in which eight

FROM WASHINGTON.

to

Belgium.

WEATHER.

THE

Portland, Me., Dec. 10, 1886.
| 7 a M 111 a m|
Barometer. 129.691129.672
53.3
Therino’r.. 49.2
Dew Point. 49.2
|48.3
Humidity.. 100.0 83.0
W
Wind. S

Velocity...

8

Work of the Committees.
The Senate committee on privileges and elections took up and discussed the presidential succession 1 till hut adjourned without action. The
committee will meet for further consideration of
the measure next Saturday.

American Bankers’iAss*ciation.
Various petitions signed by citizens of the state
of Iowa were placed in the petition box of the
House today, reciting that the president, secretaand treasurer of the American Bankers’ Asso-

ciation and leading newspapers ot eastern cities
have joined in a conspiracy to Increase the value
and purchasing power of funded debts and fixed
incomes through depreciation of general values
bv Die demonetization of silver. The petitioners
ask Congress to place the coinage of silver on an
the
equality with the coinage of gold and thatrevepublic debt be liquidated as rapidly as the
nues of the government will permit,

42.4
38.9
87.5
N

W

38.4
35.4
89.0

NE

3
|4
CloudyICloudy Cloudy

4

7

Weather.. Foggy Clea’g
Mean daily bar...29.711 Maximum tiler....55.3
Minimum tiler.... 38.3
Mean daily ther. .45.9
Max. vel. wind.. .24 S
Mean daily d’w pt.43.3
Total precip.05
Mean daily hum. .90.8
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Dee. 10, 1886, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
all stations.

at

_

Wind

Thermo’ter
I
v

Place of

**

1

a
*

a

London 29.89

39
41
40
23
39
35
37
44
34
33
34
49
61
49
45
26
34
30
29
23
24
31
15

Boston, Mass 29.85
Eastport, Me 29.80
Mt. Wash'd! 30.00
New Yolk...
Norfolk, Va.

Philadelphia.
Washington..
Atlanta, Ga..

Charleston...
Jacksonville.
Savannah,Ua
New Orleans
Cincinnati, O

29.80
29.97
29.98
30.02
30.04
30.10
30.28
30.18
30.22
30.22
30.38
30.28

Memphis.30.31
Pittsburg.... 30.15
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.03
Cleveland.... 30.1G
Detroit. 30.14

Oswego.
Alpena,Mich
Chicago, Ills.

29.97
30.07
30.24

Marquette...

30.07
30.15

14

Duluth, Minn 30.19

Milwaukee.

9
14
15
2G
G
9
13
9

St. Louis, Mo 30.32

St.Paul,Minn

30.26
Omaha, Neb. 30.39
Bismarck,Da 30.32

St. Vincent.. 30.21

*J I § o|
1-a 1 s?
!*
§n
J3
«
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—17
—20
—11
—1G
—12
—20
—19
—20
—23
—19
—14
—15
—18

NW
NW
N
W
NE
NW
NW

8
G
9
24
Lt
Lt
14
Lt
20
8
16
8

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

—8
—6
—8
—IS
—11
-12
xl
—6
—8
—2
0
0
x2
x4

W
W
W

22
13
16
14
Lt
13
10

Cloudy
Thretg
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

so

Fair
Clear
Clear
NW
Clear
NW
Clear
NW
Clear
W
Clear
NW Lt Clear
—17 NW 9 Clear
-G NW
7 Fair
—1 NW 10 Cloudy
G Clerr
xl SW
—12 SW 12 H.Sn’w

G.

N

SW
W

SW
NW

LtSn’w

Cloudy

W
W

12 Clear

W

G LtSn’w
Lt Cloudy

W

G

Cloudy

NW 8 Clear
NW Lt Cloudy
S
Lt Cloudy
Likbmann,

Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S.

A.

MAINE.
Captain Ceorge A. Preble.
[Special to the Press.]
Batii, Dec. 10.—In the recent sudden death of
Capt. Preble of this city Bath has lost a valuable
citizen. His age was only about 05. He retired
from the sea with a competence while in the
prime of life, and has since been in no active
His notable presence will be much
the street and in the prominent circle
In which he moved. He was a well read mau.in
general history, took an interest in antiquarian
matters, was an active member of the Sagadahoc
Historical Society, was a great reader and of remarkably good memory. He was a leading member of the Bath Board of Trade, and at a recent
meeting the following resolutions of respect to
his memory were passed:
Whereas, by the sudden deatli of Capt. Geo. A.
Preble this Board has lost a valued member; and
Whereas, the deeeased has served with credit
to himself and a benefit to the community as a
member of the City Government in 1859.1878,
1879 and 1882. in the deliberations of which he
took a promieent part; as a member of the Governor’s Council in the term of Gov. Connor; as
State qpmmlssioner on tax valuation, in which
capacity he was very efficient in earing for the interests of Sagadahoc county; as a director of the
business.
missed

Another Account.
Dee. 10.—There was a very
narrow escape from a terrible accident on the
New Brunswick railway this morning. Two or
three weeks ago the Dominion Bridge Company
was awarded the contract for constructing iron
bridges over the north and south branches of the
Oromocto river. They have been unable to get
the steel to complete the bridges, and for some
time trains have been obliged to run over temporary wooden structures. This morning the freight
train from the west crossed the first bridge in safety, but when the engine run on to the second
bridge tile structure gave way, and the locomotive tumbled into the river, dragging a car with It.
The engineer escaped with his lire, but the fireman, Richard Smith of St. John cannot be found.
It is believed lie lias been drowned.
About an hour after the accident the night passene r train came thundering along.lt crossed the
first bridge in safety, and was speeding on to the
other, three miles distant, when it was signalled
met
that the freight train
ahead
had
a
to
with
an
came
accident, and it
and
the
conductor.
standstill,
deeming it
prudent to return to the last station, gave orders
to that effect. When the train reached the bridge
which it had crossed ill safety a few minutes before the entire structure was found to have been
swept away, leaving only the rails stretching
The passengers then realized the teracross.
ribly narrow escape they had. Both trains are
still between the two broken bridges, and it is
impossible to state wten they can ne reached or
got out of their predicament.

John, N. B.,

a>

g.”

Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y

and the train had a very narrow escape from a
terrible disaster. All trains west have been canceled on account of the accident. Both bridges
have been undergoing repairs.

on

jvnux et Lincoln, rauroan; as a
UI rector oi ine
Batli National Bank since its organization; as tlie
first and
ot
the
"Bureau Veritas," in
agent
which capacity his efforts were of great benefit to
tile shipping interests «f the State, and finally, as
a member of this Board; therefore,
the death of Capt. Geo. A.
Resolved, That
Preble this Board has lost a most valuable member and our city has suffered the loss of one who
ever sustained in a marked degree the confidence
of tile public, as a man of unquestioned honesty
in all matters pertaining
and integrity, ever
to the best interests ot the public to lend Ills
valuable counsel and aid.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, toether with the sincere condolence of its meiners, be sent to the family of the deceased, copied
on the records of this Board, and published in the

only

by

XLIXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Dec. 10.
A resolution offered by Mr. Mandersou was
agreed to, directing the printing of 10,000 copies
of the President’s message and of the accompanying reports of heads of departments.
Mr. Edmunds introduced a bill to provide for
the establishment of a postal telegraph. Referred
to tlie committee on post offices and post roads.
In introducing the bill Mr. Edmunds said it was
the same bill he had introduced at the last session of Congress which went to the committee on
post offices and post roads, and was reported upon
by that committee so late in the session that the
subject could not be considered by the Senate be
fore tlie expiration ot the session. He hoped the
committee would pow take the earliest opportunity to report on ft. He wished to press it to a
vote after a reasonable discussion and examination. It may be added that differing from his
former position on the subject he should now be
willing to purchase attheir actual value the plants
of any telegraph company that may wish to sell
them to the United States, not the value of the
stock watered or unwatered but the actual value
of the materials, lines, implements, etc., as such
value may be appraised by some tribunal in which
we would have confidence.
A resolution offered by Mr. Morrill was agreed
to, directing payment from the contingent fund of
tlie United States upon presentation and proper
audit of vcuhers of actual and necessary expenses
of the Senate committee appointed to attend the
funeral of Gen. Grant.
Mr. McPherson presented a joint resolution of
the legislature of New Jersey recommending Congressional inquiry into the fitness of a portion of
the territory of Alaska for the purpose of a penal
for a long term or life term convicts. Recolony
ferred to the committee on territories.
Mr. Dolpli introduced a bill to repeal the law of
the last session providing for the settlement of
claims of officers and enlisted men of the army for
loss of private property destroyed in the military
service of the Unted States.
Among other bills introduced were the follow-

ing:
By

Platt, to relieve commercial travelers
from license or taxes in a state of which he or the
merchant he represents is not a citizen.
By Mr. Wilson of Iowa, to promote peace
among nations.
ByMr. Plumb, to open to homestead settlement
certain portions of Indian territory. (This is the
Oklahoma bill of last Cougress.)
By Mr. Call, to repeal all laws and parts of laws
prohibiting pensions to wounded soldiers and
officers without proof of loyalty; also to amend
articles of war so no persons can be tried by
court martial for desertion whose offence was
committed two years before his apprehension,
provided he has been that length of time in tlie
United States since his desertion; also a bill to
amend section 4400 of the Revised Statutes so
that vessels under five tons burden and used for
private purposes shall not be subject to license.
By Mr. Plumb, an additional article of war. It
provides that any officer serving with troops or
any soldier not on furlough who gambles, or a»y
officer of the arinv whether or not serving with
tne
troops who by gamming snail win money
from an inferior officer shall De court martialed,
and that any post trader who permits gambling in
his establishment shall have his appointment revoked and makes it the duty of every commanding officer to enforce the provision of the act.)

By

Mr.

Mr.

ations

Voorhees,

to

repeal

the statute of

allowances of pension

on

limit-

arrears.

At 2.17 tlie Senate went into executive session,
having first resolved that when it adjourns to-day
it shall be to Monday next.
When the doors were reopened the Senate adJourned until Monday next.

AN EXCITINC SCENE.

§

A

local papers.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10.—Bolivar, the largest
elephant now in crptivity, on Monday afternoon

Pillsbury

and Chairman Brown.
Washington, Dec. 10.—It is reported about
the Senate that prominent Massachusetts Democrats have written to the President urging him to
withdraw the nomination of Pillsbury as Collector
of Internal Revenue. They proceed upon the
assumption that his rejection is certain. Friends
of Pillsbury say that he would rather be rejected
than have his name withdrawn.
It is announced that Senator Hale’s object in
Introducing the resolution relative to Mr. S. H.
Brown of Maine in the Senate yesterday was to
make a basis for an investigation. The Senate, as
soon as the reply from the Post Office Department
shall have been received, will doubtless order an
investigation. It is believed that at least one
hundred recommendations for fourth class post
offices in Maine were made by Chairman Brown.

Bequest

for a Public

Library.

Belfast, Dec. 10.—By the deatii of Mrs. Nancy
Green of San Francisco, the city of Belfast receives $30,000 for a public library, bequeathed in
1840 by her brother, Nathaniel Wilson, an officer
of the navy and a native of this city.
Want an

Investigation.

Dec. 10.—Various rumors are
afloat in relation to Monday’s railroad accident.
It is said neither the engineer nor fireman saw
Herbert Leach when struck by the engine. The
only injury found upon his person was a cut at the
back of the head. The Boston & Maine railroad
has requested an investigation. A coroner's jury
was summoned here today, and the inquest com-

BiiiHEFOitD,

mences

Collectorship Question.

Thomaston, Dec. 10.—The selectmen of Thomthat in March, 1884, Capt. Samuel

aston state

Watts served

a

written notice

on

them that he

longer a citizen of Thomaston, and consequently not a resident of the Waldoboro cillectorship district. This is in answer to a despatch from Washington that Mr. Watts is looking
after the collectorship of this district.
was

no

CRANT MONUMENT.
The Officers of the C. A. R. Select
Washington as the Site.
Washington, Dec. 10.—A general order has
been Issued from the headquarters of the G. A.
Q. in this city, iuform( g members of that organization that “Washington has been selected as
the site of the proposed monument to Gen. Grant.
To suitably mark the event and to evidence for
atl time an equal share of comrades of the Grand
Army in this work of commemoration the various
posts are requested to prepare rolls containing
the name, rank, regiment and post of each donor,
which, when returned to the National Headquarters, will be bound into a volume and properly
cared for, and provision made to furnish each
p«st a lithographic or other suitable form of engraving of the finished monument. The quartermaster has been directed to deposit the funds
received as contributions with a trust company
and it is to be solely dedicated to the erection of
the monument and subject to no other charge
save only the cost of printing and distribution of
the rolls and the proposed engraving of the finished monument; and all the time and labor expended in this behalf by the Grand Army or aiiv
of its comrades shall be without cost to the fund/’

ROCHESTER,
The

Lion

and an

Elephant of Fore-

paugh’s Engage

in a

Deadly Fight.

hadaterriffle encounter with the Nubian lion
Prince, at the winter quarters of Forepaugh’s
menagerie in this city. The lion, which was valued at *2,000, was killed. The trainer had entered the cage with the beast.
Prince was in a
surly mood and attacked him, and endeavoring to
loosened
the
the
trainer
cage and fell out.
escape
The lion bounded out after him, clearing his body
He did not turn back,
as lie lay on the ground.
however, but pursued lys way through the ring
ham, and entered the open door of tlie elephant
Bolivar stood nodding where he was
house.
Tlie lion atchained to a stake near tlie door.
tacked and an encounter ensued which did not
end until tlie Hon was crushed to death.
Mr. Vanderbilt’s Investments.
New Yoke, Dec. 10.—The Commercial Advertiser Igives YVin. H. Vanderbilt’s investments as
follows:

Four per cent government bonds
paying a quarterly dividend of
*325,000. *40,000,000
Government bonds of other denominations
25,000,000
Railroad bonds.
80,000,000
New York Central stock.
5,000,000
Lake Shore stock.
12,000,000
7,000,000
Michigan Central stock.
Northwestern stock.
8,000,000
30.000 shares of Rock Island stock.
3,870,000
20.000 shares Lackawanna stock....
2,480,000
100.000 shares Philadelphia & Read-

ing.

State and city bonds.
Real estate and miscellaneous.
Manufacturing stocks and mortgages
Total.

2,300,000

2,000,000
5,000,000

2,000,000

.*194,060,000
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New Pension Examiners—After
the Rumsellers.

[Special to the Press.]
Rochester, N. H., Dec. lo.-Tlie new board
of pensioners for Strafford
county consisting of
tluee members—Doctors Hayes of Great Falls,
Parker of Dover and Klkins of
Farmington—was
formed here yesterday. Two of these arc Democrats and the other is a Republican.
The liquor dealers have got to look out
pretty
sharp now as Rochester has got a Law and Order
League, consisting of the best men of the town,
with a membership of over 200. The selectmen
have agreed to give the league their
support and
it is expected that the league will suppress the
liquor traffic.

Emperor

William

Dangerously

III.

London. Dec. 10.—A despatch from Berlin
says Emperor William is seriously ill and fears
entertained that his ailment is of a serious
character.
The Balkans War.
are

Nlssa, Dec. 10.—The number of Servians

en-

camped here exceeds 100.000. They are well
armed. Col Horvatoviteh, the commander is vigorously arranging the defences.
Ri stchitk, Dec. 10.—Turkish volunteers are
arriving here daily singing as a war song “Hail
Bulgaria."
ney win iorm a separate Datiauon.
Bulgarian war preparations continue unabated.
Bblukadk, Dec. 10.—Peace negotiations have
commenced in earnest on the basi3 of a personal
union of the Bulgarias, and the nomination of
Prince Alexander to be governor of Roumelia for
five years.
Lon don, Dec. 10.—The London correspondent
at Belgrade says that the Powers have instructed
their agents to further as far as possible a conclusion of peace. It is stated that Servia and Bulgaria have intimated their readiness to submit to
a decision of the Powers.
London, Dec. 10.—The Servians today attacked the Bulgarian outposts at St. Nicholas, Izvar
and Krivofer and were repulsed at all points.
An Unknown Wreck
London, Dec. 10.—An American three masted
schooner was passed December 3,120 miles north
east of Cape Finisterre. She had been stripped,
her decks were awasii and she appeared to have
been in collision. Her hnll was bfack and [a vellow ribbon was painted on her rail.
An Invincible in Dublin.
Dobbin, Dec. 10.—The aggressive section of
the F'euian Brotherhood in this city was somewhat startled today by the lanuouncement that a
man who recently surrendered to the police for
protection, and gave his name as John Kelly, and
bis occupation its a laborer, is really Joseph
Smith, the Invincible who turned informer and
testified against the men hanged for the assassination of Lord F'rederick Cavendish and Under
Secretary Burke in Phoenix park. Kelly, when
he surrendered himself, stated that he was a mem
her of tile organisation, and had been notified un
der pain of death to shoot Mr. Curran, the county
court judge who examined the Invincibies under
the Crimes Act, Mr. Bolton, the crown solicitor,
and others. He also said that he was concerned
in the malicious burning of corn belonging to the
Artoue Industrial school, and he mentioned the
name of some farmers whose hay and corn were
also burned. It will be also remembered that op
March 24 last, a report was published throughout
Great Britain, stating that Joseph Smith, the informer, had <Ued from intemperance. On May 7
it was again announced that Joseph Smith had
died in London, where he had for a long time
been a hopeless drunkard.

Foreign Notes.
Documents have been^discovered lat Mandalay
showing that an offensive and defensive alliance
existed between France and Burmali.

Report and Election of

Explo-

Officers.
The annual meeting of the society was held yes-

Its Occupants

from

Hurled

Beds into

Their

Pittsburg, Dec. 10.—A peculiar natural gas
explosion occurred at Cannonsburg, Penn., yester"
day. A large frame residence was blown in pieces
occupants were liurled from their beds inthe lot surrounding the house, alighting some
30 feet away. The building was owned and occupied by Wesley Greer, and was situated on Main
street. The explosion, whichoccurred at 4 o’clock
lifted the roof from the house with such terrific
force as to carry it some distance away. The
sides of the building, bulged out bv the explosion,
and its
to

Immediately

collapsed.

the

fragments

of the

took fire, and in less than an hour the
whole was in ashes.
The occupants of the building, Mr. Greer, his
wife and two children, a babe 10 months old and a
boy of four years, were all in bed sleeping soundwhen the explosion occurred.
ly
They were carried with the
flying debris, bed and all, out into a
two-acre lot, which surrounded the building, but
structure

none of them

were

hair and moustache

fatally injured.
were

Mr. Greer’s

burned, and his back

seriously injured. Mrs. Greer was burned
about the head and hands, and her hair was partly burned off The baby miraculously escaped injury. It was securely wrapped up in bed. and the
clothing, it is supposed, saved its life. Tlte fouryear old boy was less fortunate, being badly burned about the body. The report of the explosion
was heard for miles, and aroused the neighbors,
was

who

came to their relief and conveyed
place of safety. The dwelling and contotal loss.

quickly
a

them to
tents

are a

Lived I 25 Years.
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 10.—John Parker, a negro
said to be 126 years old, died at the poor
farm here today. His last words were, "Wake
up for de great Jubilee.” Parker had been a
slave in Alabama, Georgia and Texas for exactly
me hundred years of his life. He was the original
‘Old Black Joe” in Milt Barlow’s famous character, long bearing that title.
THE CREEK ORATORS.

Rev. Dr. Dalton’s Fifth Wednesday

there has never failed to be at these lectures
luring the seven years they have continued.
Of the three forms of government which we find
n civilized communities, said the lecturer, the
nonarcliieal, oligarchical and the democratic, on
y the last is favorable to political or pepular oraory. Orators have appeared indeed under the
irst two, but not often, or of the highest rank,
t'he reason is obvious. Kings and aristocracies
;overn by displays of physical force, by armies
md
armed
Democracies
police.
depend
lpon the people, being a
government of
be people, by the people.
The decision
>f the people
the necesis final. Hence
lity of addressing them and the use of eloquence
is a means of persuasion.
Accordingly we are
lot surprised to discover the greatest orators of
intiquity in Athens, in the ages of her greatest
reedom.
Neither in ancient, nor in modern
1 imes, has there been another city
in which ora-

public speaking, played

so

conspicuous a

Private claims and public policy were deermined by the whole people, or their represent*
itives, in response to pleas made by the ora, ors who
appeared before them. Hence the suc1 :ess of
the Sophists, whose business it was to
each young men how they might become successul popular speakers. Elocution and the art of
hetoric were the prominent points on which they
I ;ave instruction and proclaimed their ability to
nake their pupils proficient in. They sprinkled
iver all a few high-sounding phrases of Sophistic
(hilosophy to tickle the ear, while they really
>erverted the understanding and often corrupted
he heart.
In a high sense, Homer is orator, as well as
met. for the Iliad abounds in speeches equal or
| uperior to those of Milton’s devils in the first
j wo books of Paradise Lost.
In like manner, we may call the Greek historims, orators, for they composed admirable speechJ s and ascribed thei* to their chief characters on
;reat occasions. In this higli art,Thucydides surmssed all others. He puts almost perfect oraions into the mouth of Pericles, but It is now imwssible to say how much of them really proceed'd from Pericles, and what part was invented by
he historian. Probably the celebrated Funeral
iration ascribed to Pericles, and which has servd as a model for all subsequent addresses of this
find, was spoken by Pericles pretty much as gtv>art.

by Thucydides.

:ii

Orations as such, belonged to one of three classviz; political, forensic, and occasional or epileictic, as the Greeks called them. Political adIresses were intended to influence public opinion,
forensic appeals were made to the courts of law,
,nd occasional addresses were usually eulogistic
f some man. event, or occasion. Of these, Isorates is allowed to have written the best, while
,s speakers, the admiration of the public was dlided about equally between Isacus and Lysias.
sa?us was the more artificial and rhetorical, as
hat phrase is popularly understood, Lysias the
's,

nni*n

on

urliouj

uv

onH noraiifiaivn

rrViic

♦!»§»

that conceals art. But both these were eelipsby .Eschines and Demosthenes, who were
ivals till the popular verdict was given in favor
f Demosthenes, a verdict which time has fully
ustained. For as Homer is the poet of the world,
nd Plato the philosopher,so to this day Demostheles is the orator of all time, without a peer and
rithout a rival.
It is interesting to know that the occasion of
his verdict was a mean attempt of .Eschines to
uin his great rival. After a long and faithful
ervice to his native city and the cause of liberty,
j Itesiphon proposed that a golden crown should
>e awarded Demosthenes as a token of the city’s
.ppreciation of his public service and personal
utegrity. Eschines moved by envy opposed
his m a powerful oration in which he made an
ngenlous, but most malicious attack upon
Demosthenes’ public career and personal probity.
Eschines’ oration was exceedingly adroit, miI crupulous and able of Us kind. He surpasses
lunius as a master of the ignoble art of insinuaj ion, abuse and vituperation. It was concei 'e in
| he grand style, no pains were spared in composiion, and it was spoken in solemn tones, and with
The orator paraded
in air of injured innocence.
ds own piety and his patriotism, aired them both
vitli many protestations, and shed copious tears
iver the fallen fortunes of his country, which he
ittributed to the pernicious counsels and arrant
owardlee of Demosthenes. To all this, Demoshenes replied in the accents of truth and with
he air of an honest man. He met Eschines' peronal accusations by a quiet appeal to the imparial judgment of his fellow citizens, among whom
Eschines and he had lived from the first, and who
vere perfectly familiar with the general tenor of
heir lives. From this, he proceeded to compare
heir public careers and counsels, omitting Hotting and setting down naught in malice, but giving
m ample and unvarnished account of allquesions in regard to which they had differed and
mrsued opposite courses.
Then he made his
Inal appeal to the people to judge between them
iccording to the law and the evidence.
Four fifths of the Jury Impanelled for the occalion, decided in favor of Demosthenes, and drove
Eschines as a false and malicious accuser,
life. From that day to this
nto exile for
Demosthenes’ Oration de Corona (On the Crown)
las been universally regarded and admired as
lie greatest speech ever spoken.
Demosthenes has been often compared with
jicero, but their style of speaking bad but few
mints of resemblance save perspicuity and an
iffective arrangement of topics. Cicero was difuse and ornate; Demosthenes simple, sentenIous and direct, disdaining all ornament, and alvays keeping Ills main point steadily in view.
Of course all great orators like great poets,
lave much in common, and all orators have made
careful study of Demosthenes.
Chrysostom
;ertalnly did, and so probably did Savonarola,
Sossuet and Bourdaloue.
Mirabcau had much
if his method, and Chatham of his power and
ropularity. Patrick Henry, Webster and Clay
vere the wonder of tlielr day, but we should have
;o combine the three to make one Demosthenes,
rhat is to say, the characteristic qualities of the
hree. met In the orator of Athens. In brief, the
rentus of the Greeks for oratory culminated in
Demosthenes, as poetry did in Homer, and pliilos>phy in Plato, painting in Raphael, and sculpture
n Phidias and Michael Angelo.
History is impressive and full of instruction,
iliilosophy is profound and far-reaching, poetry is
uiblime and beautiful, and oratory lias contests
■qually stirring to the blood, aim triumphs but
ittle inferior.
Such is a brief and imperfect account of the
nost famous of the Greek orators,—
"Those ancients, whose resistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce democracy,
Shook the arsenal, and thundered over Greece,
To Macedon and Artaxerxes’ throne.”
In the course of his address, Dr. Dalton reninded the audience that the first critical edition
if Demosthenes’ dt Corona with notes, was editid by the late Dr. Champlin, while professor of
ireek at Waterville. The edition was for a geniration uied at Harvard and other leading coleges.
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IN THE RINKS.
BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.
at the Bijou is the popular

To-niglit
skating
waning of the week, in being laaies’ night.
Special attention is called to the new scale of
prices. Saturday afternoon the second polo game
jf the Grammar school league will take place.
The Shailer vs. Cumberland meet for the first
:ime, and the boys are all playing very good polo
md take great interest in the game.
BIJOUS. 3; GRANITE CITYS, 2.
The Bijous defeated the Granite Cltys last night
n Augusta 3 to 2.
There was a large crowd in
;he rink and the game was a good one. The
summary tells the story:

Cltys.
Sheehan,
Gay,
llranlte

Rood,

Cocke,
Patterson,

Positions.
1st Rusher,

2d
Centre

Cover Point,
Half-back,

places

will be admissible.
During the year there has been distributed to
those whose condition merited the benefits of its
charities, the follow ing articles:
143 yards woolen dress goods, 48 yards cotton
flannel, 11G yards wool flannel, 483 yards print,
619 yards cotton cloth, 17% yards sllesla, 31
yards cambric, 16 yards woolen cloth for boy’s
wear, 51 yards gingham 16 yards woolen shirting, ‘.18 pairs boots and shoes, 19 pairs rubbers,
14 pairs hose, 5 pairs mittens, 3o ready made
new garments,
1265 second-hand garments, 7
bonnets and hats, 5 comforters, 3 quilts, 2 blankets, 1 shawl, 1 cloak, 2 felt skirts and $95 In
money.
Compared with other associations of larger resources this may appear trifling, still we nave reason to know that these gifts accompanied as they
have been by kind and encouraging words of the
visitor, have made many a sad heart glad and infused new hope into more than one desponding
•oul.
There has been held since our last annual report was presented, 39 weekly meetings, all of
which have been particularly interesting and unusually well attended; the largest number present
at any one meeting was 39. The average attendance for the year exceeds that of any other on
record. We are also happy to report a steady mnf m#»nihfirshin.

view of the fact that we are now approaching that part of the year, wiien the heaviest tax
upon our time and means occurs,and that the work
to be carried on successfully must have funds, we
therefore look to friends for aid, and trust they
will extend such help as may be in their power.
The appeals to our friends have always been
met with a generous response. We douDt not it
w ill be the same now, and that our treasury will
be abundantly replenished.
For the statement of the receipts and expenditures for the year you are referred to our treasurer’s report.
YVe are now making preparation for our annual
sale, and any contributions of money, goods, useful and fancy articles would be thankfully received
In cfosing this report we would again extend
the thanks of the society to each and all who have
In any way rendered assistance cither by donations of money, clothing or material for clothing
our behalf.
or by individual efforts
The dailv papers are especially entitled to our
received at their
courtesies
for
the
thanks
many
hands.
Hespectfully submitted.
Sarah J. Beale, Sec.
Portland, Dec. 10th, 1885.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
The Martha Washington Society in acccouut
with L. C. Dodge, Treasurer, from Nov. 28, 1884
to Dec. 10,1885:
Dr.
For cash paid per order president.*406.12
15.25
For cash balance in treasury.
In

Considering the severity of the storm and slippery walking, a gooa-sized audience was present,

or

were earnest workers and were among the earliest members of the society. They have gone hence,
to be filled by others, who will
leaving their
do weC if they are accounted wortlty of those who
have gone before. We shall also miss from our
number the familiar presence of another of our
old and valued members, Mrs. Eliza L. Whitney,
who since our last annual meeting has passed on
to tlie life beyond.
As one after another of our members are passing away, may it stimulate us to labor with greater energy for the benefit of suffering humanity.
But little idea of the actual work accomplished
can be gathered from the short sketch included in
our annual reports; little can be said that is new,
The work of one year will essentially very nearly
resemble that of another, still we think a brief
reference to the work achieved through the year

crPARfl

Lecture.

ory,

secretary’s report.

entering upon the usual subjects which
necessarily belong to this report, it is fitting that
special mention should be made of the loss the
society lias sustained during the year, by the removal to their spiritual homes of two of the
former presidents of the society, Mrs. Benjamin
Kingsbury who for more than twenty years was
its esteemed and highly honored presiding officer.
Mrs. II. It. A. Humphrey was elected her successor, and Idled the position of president with
efficiency and devotion to its cause, until failing
health obliged her to relinquish its cares. Both
Before

Field.

a

terday.

Bijous.
McAndrews.
Gledhill.

Winship.

Smith.
Pedder.Goal.
_Fickett.
Won by.
Goal.
Made by.
Rush.
Time.
L
Granite Cys. Sheehan. Sheehan.
2m.
20
Butler.
Bijous.
lm.
Sheehan.
1
Butler.
9m.
Bijous.
Sheehan.
1
Granite Cys. Locke.
Butler.
11m.
5
Butler.
Bijous.
Butler.
iyam.
Fouls—Bijous, 1; ^Granite Cltys. 2. Referee—
Ihaddeus welch.
LEWISTON'S
ELITES, 0.
The Lewlstons defeated the Elites in Waterville
ast night in a league game 2 to 0.
NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

Games played last night resulted as follows:
At Cambridge—Cambrldges, 3; Somervilles, 1.
At Salem—Salems, 3; Bostons, O.
At Waltham—Walthams, 3; Haverhills, 0.
At Brockton—Woburns, 3; Broektons, 0.

;$42l,37
Cr
By balance in treasury.8 37.87.
By dividends from Portland Saving bank.. 67.50
By dividends f rom Maine Savings bank... 20.00
By cash from entertainment at City Hall
and supper. 22?'92
By cash from donations. 01.00
By cash from subscription members. 15.00
*421.37
L. C. Dodcie, Treasurer.
OFFICERS ELECTED.

Tlie following officers were elected:
President—Mrs. N. E. Kedlon.
Vice President—Miss Lydia Kilgore.
Secretary—Mrs. George W. Beale.
Treasurer—Mrs. Moses Dodge.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Kev. A. J. Clifford, formerly of tlio East Maine
Conference, died recently in Kansas City, Mo.,
where lie went on account of poor health. His
remains will be brought home to Montieello for interment.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Maine Farmer for this week prints an excellent cut of the residence of the late Nicholas
Hideout of New Gloucester.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

season.

Rev. Medville McLaughlin left Hallowell Tuesday, to spend the winter at the South. He goes
Qrst to North Carolina.
George W. Jackson. who died at the residence
of Willis F. Brown, in Vienna, Deo. 4th, was born
At the age of 7 years
a slave in Georgia in 1840.
lie was sold to a new master, and thus separated
from Ills parents. During the last part of the civil
war he ran away from his master and found a
shelter and welcome in the ranks of one of the
Maine regiments, and came to Vienna. He had
been adopted by Mr. Brown.
The executors of the late ex-Gov. Coburn's will
have received notice that the depositions of A. C.
Marston and Mr. Long of California, the heirs
who ask for an appeal from the decision of the
judge of pr. bate of Somerset county, will be taken for use in the hearing on the petition of appeal
which it is expected will occur in the Somerset
county 8. J. court about the middle of January.
LINCOLN COUNTY.'

Orrin Cummings of Boothbay was lost
hoard on Monday, from the schooner Rival.

over-

OXFORD COUNTY.

Our Mexico correspondent writes: Dr. V. M.
Abbott, aged 54 years, died Wednesday, at the
house of Eugene Staples in Carthage, where he
lias been sick since last Wednesday. The Dr. has
been a long resident of Mexico, aud one of the
His remains will
best physicians in this section.
be brought home tomorrow. No death m this section has cast so much gloom over it for years as
Dr. Abbott’s.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Mr. Edgar Bailey of Mattawamkeag, recently
allot a caribou near Medway.
Mr. J. K. Warner, the special pension agent’
who has been employed in Bangor by the govern
ment for some time past, has been transferred to
New York.
Mr. Frank D. Parsons, head mail clerk on the
Vaneeboro and Bangor route, has been ordered to
Vanceboro to superintend the fumigation of the
provincial mails.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. George Pease of Lexington, a member of
the legislature of 1835, will be one of the liveliest
octogenarians at the reunion.
Mr. B. E. Eaton, agent of the Maine Central
railroad at Skowhegan, in crossing the track in
the rain and darkness recently, stepped upon an
icy rail, his foot slipped and he fell- violently, dislocating his shoulder.
Within a stone’s throw of each other, on Madison street, In Skowhegan, are the following exmembers ot the Maine Legislature: Gen. Isaac
Dyer. Hon. L. H. Webb, Wm. M. E. Brown, Esq..
Sewall Dinsmore, Esq., H. S. Steward, Esq., .fas.
F. Coffin. Esq., Silas Leland, Esq.; also S. J. Walton, Esq., the present representative. The Reporter questions whether any other spot of territory in Maine of the same size, Is blessed with as
many statesmen.
Another electric light company has appeared in
Skowhegan, which offers to put in a plant and
guarantee to run it for about one-half the price

paid.

Joel Bartlett, now of New Richmond, Wls., is
one of the living ex-members who served Harmony In 1830, when the legislature was held in Portland.
The Skowhegan Reporter says that the Maine
Central Company are to give the residents on the
south side of the Kennebec a passenger station
in tlwv *>»r!v •mrintr

Several well-dressed tramps, who profess to be
lecturers, are doing Waldo county.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Colburn of Belfast, will
soon celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their

wedding day.

Mr. Georgs E. Brackett of Belfast, will write biographies of the late W. H. Simpson, editor of the
Republican Journal, Mr. Lynde and Mr. Wheeler,
late of the Bangor Whig, to be read at the next
meeting of the Marne Press AssociationTwo men. evidently tramps, says the Journal,
attempted to enter the house of Simon Staples on
Miller street, Belfast, Saturday, at midnight. The

men tried the doors and windows, which were fastened. The noise aroused the inmates, and Mr.
upon the scene, fired two shots
Staples appearing
at the tramps, but without effect.
Before the Belfast police court, Tuesday, Mrs.
Lydia Larrabee of Jackson was committed to Jail
to await the January term of the Waldo county
Supreme Judicial court, oil the charge of murder
of one Mrs. Helen M. Larrabee, of Jackson, Monday, Nov. 30th. The particulars in the case have

been
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Mr. Lawrence

replied that in the nature of
things it would be impossible for anybody to obtain the most thorough evidence on such short

notice. It is a matter of evidence and of, pcrliaps, the construction of the court. He had
tieard that there was some question about the
rote of Harvard College.
Mr. W. B. Lawrence moved that a recount of
the votes be made.
Considerable confusion followed,the point under
discussion being whether or not any action by the
meeting was necessary to bring the committee’s
report up for discussion again.
Mr. Olney said that he was informed that the
certificates held in trust by the trustees of the
road had been used in voting for the ticket which
was declared elected.
He moved that the report
nf the counting committee be not accepted.
Tlie president stated that the proceedings had
been the same as they had been for the last' ten
years.
Mr. Baker inuved that the votes thrown by the
trustees be rejected on the principle that no officer of a corporation who holds votes in trust for
the members of a corporation has a right to cast

them in opposition to the wishes of even a part of
the members of the corporation.
The president replied that he was not aware of
any decision which conforms to the statement of
Mr. Baker; on the contrary, he was advised by
counsel that no such decision had been made, and
that the trustees had a perfect right to vote.
Mr. Baker cited a case where the treasurer of a
corporation sought to vote on several hundred
shares in favor of a certain ticket,and the election
was declared illegal by the Supreme Court.
The president replied that that decision was
under consideration by the counsel whom the
trustees consulted In the matter, and the trustees
were advised that it had no bearing upon the mat
ter.
Mr. Baker was of the opinion that they were
not bound by the private advice given to one

party by

his private counsel. He moved that the
certificates standing in the names of the trustees
of the Eastern Kallroad Company be rejected
from the whole number of votes declared cast for
the ticket declared elected on the ground that
such certificates being held by the trustees in
trust for all the certificate holders cannot be legally cast against the wishes of a pai n of the holders,
and on the further ground that all such certificates, as soon as bought by the trustees, must be
canceled and are lielu as canceled under the law.
Mr. Lawrence moved an adjournment of the

itidwitlino other powers, and that purpose havmg been accomplished and the result declared,
10 motion could come before the meeting,
He
therefore ruled the motions out of order.
Amid some excitement, Mr. Baker appealed
[rom the decision of the chair.
Mr. Henry I >■ Hyde said that if a motion to ad
lourn indefinitely could be entertained, there was
no reason why a motion to adjourn to a fixed time
could not be entertained. Therefore the motion
to adjourn to January 8th must be in order. A
notion for a recount would also be in order.
The president, after consulting Hon. W. <;. Kuslell. the counsel for the trustees of the road, said
that he had considered the subject, he had already

printed.

Lecture on New Mexico.
Mr. Clarence Pullen, ex-Surveyor General of
New Mexico, delivered a lecture on New Mexico,
In Ceutral Hall, Dover, Tuesday evening, before a
good-sired audieucc. He gave a very Interesting
description of the history of that portion of our
country, and also of the inhabitants, their man
ners and customs.
The speaker exhibited on the
stage specimens of blankets, sashes, baskets,etc.,
manufactured by the natives of that territory and
obtained by 1dm during his sojourn among them.
The proceeds of the lecture go to the Y. M. c. A.
of Dover and Foxcroft, ana will be of great assistance to them in their work.

CENERAL NEWS.
Despatches from various portions of Michigan,
Iowa and Wisconsin report a heavy snow fall
Wednesday. Trains have been badly delayed
in
J
several plaees by drifts.
Riel s remains were taken to Winnipeg Wednesday night, from Regina, in charge of two Catholic
priests in a private car. Their movements were
kept secret.
Paris papers record the death of the Duke
Jean de Persigny, son of the former Minister
of Napoleon III., and last representative of
one of tlie most famous families under the
second empire.
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;he whole object of the meeting was aecomplishjd. He therefore declared the meeting dissolved.
Confusion reigned supreme for a few moments,
Mr. Baker claiming the right to appeal from the
lecision of the chair in regard to the motion to
tdjourn to Jan. 8th, and the president reiterating
hat the meeting was dissolved.
Mr. Hyde then called upon some of the certifl:ate holders r present to take the chair, and after
tome delay Mr. Baker
called the certificate
folders who remained in the room to order. After
tsking if the president of the trustees was in the
room and would assume the chair, Mr. Baker askid for. nominations for temporary chairman and
secretary, and was himself elected chairman, and
Mr. W. E. L. Dillaway secretary.
Mr. Lawrence
moved to adjourn to Jan. 9th at 11a.m. The
motion was carried and the meeting dispersed.
THE BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS LEASE.
There is one reason why the Maine Central desires to lease the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad
about which nothing appears to have been said.
When the road from Bangor to Bar Harbor was
built considerable was said about the terminus at
Frenchman's Bay ultimately becoming a port of
entry for ocean steamers, and a line of steamers
was run for a season between Bar Harbor Ferry
and Nova Scotia.
Had the Bangor & Piscataquis
railroad been secured, as it was hoped to do when
the offer to lease it was made, then the Maine
Central would have greater inducements to nmke
advantageous propositions to a line of oefean
steamers to make Bar Harbor Ferry their terminus. With such an arrangement the Maine
Central would get a pro rata of 132 miles, from
Greenville to Bar Harhor. Ferry, on all through
freight that might be delivered to them by the
International railroad for transportation to the
latter place. Under present arrangements the
Maine Central will obtain the transportation of
through freight from the International road, when
built, from Mattawamkeag to Vaneeboro’, a distance of 59 miles, which will be more advantageous to the road so far as mileage is concerned
than to attempt to revive its scheme of making
Bar Harbor Ferry a port of entry.
Since Bangor rejected the oiler of the Maine
Central for the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad the
friends of the railroad from Skowliegan to Monson
and Greenville arc very confident that the same
will be built at an early day. The survey from
Monson to Greenville was completed last week,
and it is announced that a verv favorable route
was found.
This week the party will begin their
survey from Monson Junction to Skowhegan.
Mr. Matthews, the manager of the Monson railroad, proposes to spend this winter selling the
stock and bonds of the road, and the only quesiion that apparently now remains as to whether
>r not the extension of the road will be made will
be settled when the stock and bonds for the same
ire placed upon the market.
The friends of the
road are confident that It will be built.
SANDY RIVER RAILROAD.

The gross earnings for the year was 823,240.30,
m increase of $2,675.62 over last year.
The net
sarnings was $6,726.79. There were 15,516pasteugers carried during the year and 8,593 tons
freight. The road has three locomotives, four
bassenger, one excursion, one baggage, mail and
express car, one saloon, eight box freight cars,
biueteen platform cars anda snow
The
plough
road is in line condition. The directors have
bought nearly all the six per cent, bonds due in
1900, and by vote have mortgaged the road for

5200,000.

The Ice Business.

WALDO COUNTY.

previously

BREEZE IN

Tiie following details of the discussion at the
afternoon session of the Eastern railroad’s annunual meeting in Boston, Wednesday, may be of
interest;
Shortly before 4 p. m. the meeting of certiflate
holders was called to order, and tiie president announced the result of the ballot as follows: Whole
number of votes, 14,600; necessary for a choice,
7301; .Jacob C. Rogers, 7406; diaries J. Morrill
7686; Edward W. Hooper, 7396; U. K. B. Jackson, 7557; John Cummings. 7406; Richard Olney,
14,600; Arthur Bewail, 6024, Geeree C. Lord,
7184; Nathaniel J. Bradlee, 7194; Samuel C.
Lawrence, 7194; Frank Jones, 7o57. The six
gentlemen llrsl named were declared elected.
Only two of the retiring directors, Messrs. Rogers and Olney were re-elected.
Mr. Richard Olney asked if any ballots had been thrown out.
The president replied that there had, for Irregularities. but not enough to’affect tiie general re
suit. The whule amount thrown out was $269,Mr. Olney
600, and it was for non-registration.
said he understood that all those votes were cast
The president replied
for persons not elected.
tliat they all were, with the exception of one,
upon the ticket thrown by 11. J. Steveas, attorney. In reply to further questions by Mr. Olney
the president stated that the certificates belonging to Harvard College are registered in the name
of the president and Fellows of Harvard College,
and the votes were thrown by Mr. William T.
Blake, the proxy being signed by President Eliot
for the President and Fellows. Mr. Olney exhis last questions by saying that he had
plained
been informed by Mr. Edward W. Hooper, treasurer, of the college, and one of the defeated candidates, that his proxy had been mailed to John
Quincy Adams at Washington. Mr. Adams had
left tiie city and the letter is in his office unopened. The list of bondholders whose votes were
thrown out was read by the president.
Mr. Orville D. Baker of Augusta, Maine, then
offered the following protest, saying at the same
time that lie wished to cast no imputation on the
fairness of the trustees in counting the votes:
To the Trustees of the Certificate Holders of the
Eastern Railroad Company:
The undersigned, a holder of certificates of indebtedness of said corporation, hereby protests
against the declaration of the vote of said certificate holders for directors of said company for the
ensuiugyear, for the following reasons:
1st. Because sufficient votes have been thrown
out in the count of said votes to change the result
of said election.
2d. Because votes have been improperly admitted in said counting.
3d.—Because said count of votes is illegal, unauthorized and invalid.
William B. Lawrence.
The president said the votes were thrown out
tor non-registration; if not registered tiie votes
could not be cast. Would Mr. Lawrence give a
specific instance of votes being imnrooerlv ad
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Clinton is enjoying a business boom.
Twelve dwelling houses have been built in Oak-

uow

DETAILS OF THE

meeting until January 8th pending the decision
if the point raised.
The president ruled that, the meeting being
called for the sole purpose of electing directors,
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To be Ministers Resident and Consuls General
of the United States—Boyd Winchester of Kentucky, to Switzerland; Frederick H. Winston of
Illinois, to Persia; John E. W. Thompson of New
v„rir i'itv in ilavti: Win. A. Seavof Louisiana. to
Bolivia: Mess. A. Hopkins of North Carolina, to
Liberia; Walker Fearu of Louisiana, to Roumania. Servla and Greece.
To lie Consuls General of the United States—
Jacob Mueller of Ohio, at Frankfort-on-the-Matn;
H. Clay Armstrong of Alabama, at Iiiode Janeiro;
Michael H. PBhlan of Missouri, at Halifax.
1). Lvncli l’ringle of South Carolina, to he Secretary of Legation and Consul General of the United
States to Guatemala.
To lie Secretary of Legation of the United
States—Frederick S. Mansfield of Texas, to Japan
Joseph L Morgan of South Carolina, to Mexico;
John G. Lee of Pennsylvania, at Constantinople;
James Fenner Lee of Maryland, to Austria-Hungarv; Christian M. Siebert of New York City, to
Chili; Charles A. Dougherty of Pennsylvania, at
Koine; Edward 11. Strobe] of Now York, at Madrid ; Wm. W. Kocktll of Maryland, at Pekin; Henry Vignaud of Louisiana, at Paris.
Henry L. Muldrow of Mississippi, to be First
Assistant Secretary of the Interior
George A. Jenks of Pennsylvania, to lie Second
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
William E. McLean of Indiana, to be first Deputy Commissioner of Pensions.
Jos. J. Bartlett of New York City, to he second
Deputy Commissioner of Pensions.
Stratherm Stockslager of Indiana, to be Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Robert B. Vance of North Carolina, to he Assistant Commissioner of Patents.
Frank Gordon of Georgia, to be principal clerk
of surveys in the general land office.
Territorial Governors—Edmund Gross of New
Mexico, of New Mexico; C. Meyer Zuliek of Arizona, of Arizona; Edward A. Slevenscn of Idaho,
of Idaho; Alfred P. Swbaeford of Michigan, of
the District of Alaska: Samuel C. Hanser of Montana, of Montana.
Tube Postmasters in Maine—Delancey Young
at Auburn; Timothy Shaw, Jr., Biddeford; Joshua S. Palmer, Portland; Frank L. Thayer, Waterville; Albert B. Page. Houlton.

3 P M | 7 P M |11 p M
29.736 29.786 29.807
50.1
45.2
83.3

Serious Accident on the New Brunswick Railroad-One Man Killed.
St. John, N. B„ Dec. 10-While the east bound
freight train on the New Brunswick railroad was
passing over the bridge across the north braneh
of the Oromocto river today, the bridge gave way
and the engine fell into the river.
Fortunately it
uncoupled itself, and the cars remained on the
track, one hanging over the gap. The engineer
escaped with slight injuries, but the fireman,
Richard Smith, is missing, and is supposed to
have been drowned. The night express from Boston soon afterwards passed over the south branch
bridge, aud the eugineer, learning of the disaster,
attempted to back his train down to Fredericton
Junction, and it was then discovered that the supports of the south branch bridge had given way(
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RAILWAY MATTERS.

MARTHA WASHINGTON SOCIETY.

BLOWN TO PIECES.

through a bridge.

St.

Washington, Dec. 11.
Indications lor Portland and vicinity—Fair,
colder weather.
The indications for New England to-day are
colder fair weather, winds generally from north
to west, higher barometer.

Executive Nominations.
Washington. Dee. 10.—The President sent
tlie following nominations to the Senate today:
To he Envoys Extraordinary and Ministers
V
Plenipotentiary of the United States—George
N. Lutlirnp of Michigan, to Russia; Jabez L. M.
of
Indiaries
Denby
Curry of Virginia, to Spain;
diana. to China; John 11. StaUo of Ohio, to Italy:
diaries D. Jacob of Kentucky, to the United
States of Colombia; John E. Bacon of Soutli Carolina, to be charge d'aifairs of tlie United States
to Paraguay and Uruguay; Lambert Tree of Illinois. to be Minister Resident of tlie United States
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upturned,

Brass, Ebony and Cherry Stands.
Music Racks of all kinds. Cherry
in Embossed
Rockers
Patent

Leather, and a great many other
Novelties too numerous to men-

&

BAH MANN

Men in

TURNER BROS.

and upwards.
Foot rests in Plushes, $2.50 and

U

_

Riot Between Strikers and Non-Union

SEAL PLUSH.

W., $2.50

are

iand represented as genuine
Mueller (lTri) eyes. C. M.
FAKI.Hy. 4 Exchange
Hi., is the sole agent in Maine
for the Mueller Eyes, and they can be obtained
only from him.

THE LABOR

Furniture, Drapery, Bedding, &c.,
lower than any other house in
PRICES OF FEW OF
Maine.
OUR MANY NOVELTIES THAT
WE are offering for Christinas at
almost one half the former prices.
Easy Chairs in fancy Coverings,
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00 and upwards.
Willow Rockers, $2.50 and up-

inferior
frequently sold

Artiflcial Eyes of

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; G bottles for $5.00. AltA WARREN, ProjelOeodly-lstorlthpcF
prietor, Bangor, Me.

& SAWYER.

DEANE BROS.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

THE BRA1NERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,

BROWNS

NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILA., BALTO.
eod3m

For the

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

scp24

FURNITURE

Rates of Advertising—One inch ol space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.

AGENTS,

ART

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown's Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and

$4,938,501.02

ance.$1,953,694.10
Reserve ample for
all other claims_
449,580.00
Capital paid in in
cash. 1,000,000.00
Net surplus. 1,535,221.82
-$4,938,501.92
The safety funds now amount to—$1,250,000.00
CYRUS PECK,
H. H. LAMPORT,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, il paid In advance
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The Kennebec ice men are putting the houses
and machinery in order for Idling. The past season’s shipments from the Kennebec show the largest ever made, being 770,000 tons.
There are
now in the houses to carry over for another
seatons.
The
40,000
houses
son;!
net empty, all being
in order for Idling tire coming winter, make a total
rapacity of 1,000,000 tons. Thus it will be seen
a lively winter’s work is before tile Kennebec ice
lealers, and there wdl be a great tjemand for labor. As ad the companies have recently erected
suitable and convenient boarding houses, men can
llnd ready employment and good accommodations
during the harvesting season. On the Penobscot
River 63,000 tons have been loaded and 21 600
tons are carriep
oyer. The capacity empty, ready
or Idling the coming winter, adds
up to
rile coast business fads somewhat 163,50o
tons,
beldnd
its usual shipments, loading 166,000 tons and having on hand 110,000 tons, with empty buildings
of 262,600 tons capacity.
Thus, should the
empty ice houses in Maine be ad filled during the
coming winter tlie harvest will exceed ad others
and the present outlook warrants
expectations ot
a large harvest, which would sum
up uearlv one
and one-half million tons.
The honses m the
are
Kennebec
models of convenience neat in am
peurance, tastily painted or whitewashed. During
the shipping season, when the river is
full of vessels. going and coming together with
large
and powerful tugs, pleasure boats andmany
the Boston
steamer, few more pleasant or lively places can be
round. Coming up on the steamer star of the
East during the busy season, one old traveler, fully expressing himself with his long Texas’’ accent, allowed, "I reckon, it's a regular Harmon's
show.”
Patents to Maine Inventors.
The following is the official list of patents issued
from the U. S. Patent Office, to citizens of Maine,
on Dee. Hth, 1886, reported from the office of
Patrick O’Farred, solicitor of patents, Washington
D. C.:
E. B. Aden, Portland, assignor to J. N Brooks

tf«ftsandCsahoM!dge'
F. A.

Mass” ,,;liIlu« ma'cl“n'>

assignor to Oakland
Bailey
Oakland, roller skate.

Company,
E. A.

Roller Skate

Scales, Lowell, Mass., assignor by mesne
assignments to Electric Fare Register Co Port
land. Me.,electric register and recortw

forfarS;
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these matters still prevails. If the sources
diphtheria cases which have occurred
on the Hill during the past year could be
correctly traced, it would be found probably
that a considerable per cent, of them were
due to contact with a patient sick with the
disease, or oftener to contact with some
article that had absorbed the poison. Public
funerals are another prolific source of the
spread of contagious diseases and they
should under no circumstances be allowed.

FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 11.
We do not read anonymous letters and communcatlons. The name and address ot the writer are
n all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We camiot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
If President Cleveland ever aspires to become a paragrapher on an English journal he
has a good recommendation.

people

as

it does in the newspapers.

The Princeton
sion

recently

on

College trustees held a sescollege hazing and came to

rightful place

among

gentlemen.”

The latest and most wonderful Democratic

specimen

is the

Brooklyn Eagle. It calls

upon the members of its party to appreciate
their victory without clamoring for a change.
Brother Rust thinks the mission Brother
Brown has tried to execute has been not only
That dea thankless but an impolite one.
pends a good deal on how much Brother

Brown gathered in for expenses.
Chairman
The Belfast Age says
Brown has not been in Washington in a
private capacity, but as a representative of
the interests of the Democratic party. We
notice, however, that in his letter calling for
contributions he uses a big I and forgets to
mention the Democratic party.
that

A VOICE FROM

'THE PENOBSCOT.

Bangor Commercial.
Reform is necessary in Presidential

mes-

EDITOR BASS AGAIN AT HIS DESK.

Bangor Commercial.
Uncle Edmund Wilson will probably not
secure the Waldoboro collectorsnip, but it is
reported that be has been offered the position of night watchman at the Riggs House.
A DESERVED

RECOGNITION.

Somerset Reporter.
The nomination of Hon. T. B. Reed for the
Speakership by the Republicans was not only a deserved honor but was a formal recognition of him as the leader of the minority
of the House.
A MUGWUMP ON MR. MANNING’S REPORT.
New York Evening Post.
Supposing this custom to have been followed by Secretary Manning, we take leave
to say that the joiner who prepared the
eighteen pages on mono-metallism and bimetallism, or, as he calls it, “Metallism—MoA more dreary and
no and Bi,” is a crank.
baffling and unnecesssry disquisitwn was
The
never put in print.
terminology is painful ana in places exasperating, and the reasoning laboriously intricate and obscure.
THE

LABORING

PEOPLE

AND THE

The Lowell Courier thinks that if the Hoar
succession bill passes the President will find
at ever}' Cabinet meeting a lot of gentlemen
who may be his successors, and asks, “Will
it add to the harmony of the Cabinet meet-

ing?” We do not understand that addition
to tlie harmony of Cabinet meetings is the
object of the bill.
What lias become of all the postal cards ?
Complaints that they are not received until
long after orders are sent in are numerous.
This has especially been the case among the
Mr. Vilas would have
Maine postmasters.
done quite as well if he had given Maine

postal cards and less

postmasters.
But come to think of it Chairman Brown was
not using his influence for postal cards.
new

The latest returns from

the

English

elec-

tions indicate that the Tories and Nationalists combined will have a majority of two
over

It

the Liberals in the next Parliament.

hardly possible that a ministry that has so
majority as that, and so unreliable
Mr. Parnell’s support
a one, can long exist.
can be depended on only so long as such Irish
measures as he demands are supported by
the Tories, and agood many of the latter
is

slender a

will

soon

grow restive under his dictation.

It is difficult to ascertain what grounds
there were for the recent stories of a threatened revolt at Salt Lake. The Mormons assert that there were none whatever, while
the Gentiles are just as positive that there
were reasons, and good ones too, for believ-

ing that trouble was brewing. The fact
probably is that some of the young bucks
were on the eve of kicking up a disturbance,
but that there was no deliberate plot to
measure strength with the United States
government. The Mormon leaders are not
fools.
_

Congressman Springer’s proposed

amend-

„M»hts to the House rules, or something very
similar, will probably be reported to the
House from the committee on rules with favorable recommendation, and passed, though
not until after a hot debate. The purpose of
rules is to facilitate business and to ensure
its conduct in an orderly manner. Many of
those heretofore in vogue in the House of Representatives have never done this. On
the contrary' they have obstructed business
and in frequent instances deprived the majority of its|inherent right to legislate. The appropriation committee heretofore has had the

This should

whole House at its mercy.

no

longer be:_
At a recent meeting of the New Hampshire Club, the valued insurance law was
talked over, many prominent citizens of the
State taking part in the discussion. Some of
the speakers looked upon the law as bad in
every respect—bad in principle and bad as a
matter of policy. Others regarded the principle of it correct, while admitting that it
had worked disastrously in practice. The
Hon. 0. C. Moore of Nashua was the only

gentleman who vigorously defended and approved it. The prevailing opinion appeared
to be that it would be of no use to call a special session of the legislature, as the chances
were that not enough of the members had
changed their minds to ensure the repeal of
the law. Several gentlemen expressed the
opinion that with the masses the law was
more popular now than the day it was passed,

and that public sentiment was opposed to its
repeal. Mr. Moore made a good point against
the insurance companies that had withdrawn
from the State, bv pointing out that manv of
these companies had just paid risks on prop-

erty in Galveston voluntarily incurred under
a law similar to the New Hampshire law
they complained of so loudly.
SOME SUCCESTIONS.
Last winter there were ten or twelve
of

cases

malignant
resulting fatally. The

diphtheria on Mun joy Hill,

of a

type, the most of them
disease lingered until summer when it apThis fall however the
parently died out.
disease reappeared, and at the present time
it is causing considerable alarm among the
residents of the Hill. Cases have occurred
in other parts of the city, but the disease appears to have been confined largely to the
It is the prevailing belief among the
residents of that locality that the disease had
its origin in an unsanitary condition of the
Monument street school house. In support of
this opinion are cited the facts that the ma-

Hill.

jority
were
ease

of the cases have been of children who
dis-

pupils at this school, and that the
disappeared soon after this school

was

closed for the summer vacation and reapsoon after it was opened in the fall.
These facts though by no means conclusive
are sufficient to arouse suspicion that all is
not right in that school house, and the school
committee have acted judiciously tin closing
the school until a thorough examination can
be made.
But the residents of the Hill should not be
too sure that they have traced the cause of
the disease to the school house. When a disease recognised as a filth disease breaks out
in a house suspicion should first be directed
against the sanitary condition of the house
when it appears, especially if the victims
Children spend more time in
are children.
their homes than they do anywhere else. Six
hours of the twenty-four they breathe the air
of school houses, but during the most of the
remaining eighteen they breathe the air of
their homes. First andforemost, therefore, attention should be paid to the air they breath e

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Canon Farrar lectured forty-one times all
told during his tour just ended.
King Theebaw is not a full-blooded Bur-

His mother

□Over thirty

was a

men

have

Shan.
now

different times in the new

been killed at
for New

aqueduct

York city.
Next Easter Sunday falls on the ‘25th of
April, a fact which has not occurred since
1734, and will not occur again before 1043.
A man in Nicholas county, W. Va., has
seven wild bears in a pen, and is fattening
One of them already
them for market.

weighs 700 pounds.
Stepniak's new book will be entitled “The
Russian Storm Cloud,” and will contain
chapters on the Russian Army, Poland, Terrorism in Russia, European Socialism and
Dynamiters.
A Georgia paper prompted by the spirit of
the soundest political economy, grumbles bethe ballots used in the recent Atlanta election were printed in Cincinnati.
Some of these ballots, by the way, have been
sent North as curiosities, and it is safe to
cause even

Strictly

the distinguished guests.
If the writer or the Record, says the Boston Post, ever gets an opportunity he ought
with Mr. Dana of the

New York Sun, and he would find him a
wonderfully versatile man. If his good fortune should come to him in the summer he
will mill

jar. uuiitt

a

pinvc

unc ui

ura niuai.

attractive in the country. It is filled with
trees of almost every variety that will grow
in the climate. There are caverns of mushrooms, and there used to be many chicken
coops, homes of the domestic fowls which

at home. It does not follow that because no
bad odors are perceptible in a house that

therefore, the air is pure and wholesome.
The most deadly gases are odorless. The
only practicable way to determine that no
noxious gases are present in a house is to determine that there is no way in which they
can get there.
People rely upon their noses
in this matter altogether too much. A careful examination with their eyes, coupled
with a little knowledge of the laws governing the movement of gases, would generally
lead to a more correct appreciation of the

W.O.WAjEtEJ,
dec7

<•

rtUCC,

suiuctuuca

ui

the lack
sick with

of the nature of diphtheria
of proper isolation of patients
them and the neglect of thorough disinfec-

tion of articles of furniture or clothing that
circumay have absorbed the poison. The
lars of the State Board of Health have undoubtedly done something to correct these
faults, but much carelessness in regard to

Call and examine.

FRANK B, CLARK, 515 Congress
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NEW BRANCH

IN PORTLAND.
A Fresh Stock Now

Photograph Studio, THURSTONS,
Congress St.,
House.

3 Free Street Block, Portland,
STOOLS AND COVERS.

This new and beautiful Studio lias just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

MR. J. M.

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.

UNEQUALLED

eodtf

FOR DAIRY USE.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Haskell & Jones,

PATRICK & CO.
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS CONANT,AGENTS.

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting

a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have Some

Light Fane;

Blood Purifier cures Cancer, Catarrh, Scrofula,
Eczema, Ulcer, Rheumatism and Blood Taint,
hereditary or otherwise, without the use of Mercury or Potash.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Drawer 3, Atlanta. Ga.
N V 157 W. 23d St.
d&wnrmcTh

jan'i

Hale’s Honey the great Cough cure,
& beauand $1. Glenn’s Sulphur Soap heals
tifies 25c. German Corn Kemover killsComs
Whisker Dye,
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and
Pike’s Toethacke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Deans RheuDrops cure In one minute, 26c.
26c. 50c

sure cure 60c

eod2dp&wlynrm

Streets,

call your attention to our large, varied and substantial

in ppnta
ceLl9*

186 MIDDLE STREET.

Commencing with the KITCHEN
to be found in any store in New England.
shall show the finest line of Ranges ever exhibited by any Stove Store, or Furniture and Range Store combined, in the New England States. We have set up on
our floors continuous rows of Ranges and Parlor Stoves if set up in one row will
reach 400 feet long, and at prices that astonish eyery one.
we

$15,17, 22.50, 25, 27, 29, 30 and

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on

har»dj.(

Ranges
$60, and Parlor Stoves from $3.65

up to $35.

Open

Grate Stoves from $15 up to $30. Air Tight Stoves
from $5 to $15. All the Ware, Pipe and Zinc, and a
Picture goes with every Range at the above prices
for cash, or on our Contract System.
For the DINING ROOM we shall offer handsome Cherry or Walnut 8-feet Pillar
Extension Tables for $15 and upwards. Marble Top, Walnut and Cherry Sideboards, beautiful patterns for $20, $22.50, $25, $30, $85, $40, and up to $75.
Dining Chairs, cane or perforated seats, for 97 cts., $1.15, »l.o5, $1.50, $lv*7>
$2.00, and up to $2.25 for the pure unadulterated Imported Vienna pining Chair,
and are up to $6 in leather. For Cash or on our Special Contract System.

Handsome

shall offer a beautiful line of all Wool Carpets at 60 cents per yard.
patterns in small, medium and Large figures.
we

PORTLAND THEATRE.
; AM WITH YOU ACAIlNi

Friday and Saturday Evenings

W. J. FERGUSON,
in nil. Great

The

jan31___

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

A FRIENDLY TIP!
Seats 75and50cts; Gallery 35 cts. Sale of seats
dccodtd
Wednesday, Dec. 9.

commences

The Ladies of St. Stephen’s Church will liold their
annual Christmas Sale at the

YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION HALL,
Tuesday Afternoon and Ere.,Dee. 13th.
Refreshments will be served at 6 p. m.

deell___atd

“THE YORKE”
—

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 16.
dtf

iMflMAM

BY—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Per Cent Interest.

FOB SALE BY

H.

—

ATLANTIC

EMERY,

1SS middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in New
England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, ProvidenceR.. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, It. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings Bank, Keene. N. H. Nashua Savings Bank,
Nashua, N. H. Littleton Savings Bank. Littleton,
N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R—6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
194 miDDl.E

January

Furniture.

—

deell

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

Seven

AT

GILBERT’S,

_dtt

—NEGOTIATED

Stephen’s ^hristmas Sale.

St.

YORK,

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed.

TRIP,

ORIGINAL DUDE,

A Whirlwind of Fun, Bright and Npnrltling ITIu»iCy Roaring Situation*.

AGENTS FOR GREEN & BATEMAN

_

Creation

In J. H. FARRELL'S Great Laughing Sensation,
four acts, entitled

Investment Securities
for Sale.

NEW

ONLY!

N I CHTS

TWO

SIR CHAUNCEY

Credit Issued, available in all the Prinof Europe.
Investment Securities Rough! and Sold.
eodtf

Wo.

iu Hair Cloth for $35 and up t. $80. Now we wish it understood that our $35
Parlor Suit is the cheapest suit we will sell, preferring to lose a customer for the
present than to sell him anything cheaper to work to onr disadvantage in thejuture. Parlor Suites upholstered in Mohair Plush, trimmed, plain, and in combination of colors, for $45, $50, $C0 an«T upwards. Parlor Suits in Crushed Plush
for $55. Note wliat we say, Crushed Plush for $o5 and up to $17o, and all kinds
of Parlor Suits to select from., More than a hundred suits in the store and storeand we are quoting wholeroom, manufactured by ourselves in our Boston factory,
sale prices. Onr only request is come in before you buy.

Chamber

rgp-Dr. Vincent is father of the Chautauqua
movement in tills country and is one of the most
eloquent of platform orators.
Ipf-Adinisslon 05 cents; Reserved seats 35
cents. Reserved seats now on sale at Stock-

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

YORK,

Only.

Insure Against Marine Risks

BONDS!

SUITS

PARLOR

“THAT BOY.”

decsdim*

PARLOR

THE

FOR

REY. J. H. VINCENT, D. 1).

The Popular Young Comedian

cipal Cities

Bearing

Stufor $4, 6, $8 and upwards. Easy Chairs $3.50, $6.75, $8.00 and upwards.
dents’ Rockers $9, $11, $15, and handsome SewingChairs with upholstered leathWood Top Tables and Marble Top Tables,
er seats at prices never before quoted.
splendid assortment, for Cash or on our Special Contract System.

Lecture by the Renowned

Dec. Ilth and 12th.

to. 218 Middle Street

decl

FOR THE SITTING ROOM

SEVENTH Y. M.C. A.
At City Hall, Monday Evening, Dec. 14

B. BROWN & SONS.

BANKERS,

up to

10 cen,»*

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 26 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
C. H. KXOWLTOX. Manager.
deciodtf

bridge^_decBdlw

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Starling and Continental Exchnnge
bought and sold nt most favorable rates,
Travelling and Commercial Enters of

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Ladies!!!!!! .7!:.iPreCeentS 1 skate3~

SUBJECT:

1

which we shall offer at prices hitherto unheard of in the History of the Furniture Business, being determined to make the 8tli month and the first December
that we have done business in the city of Portland surpass any previous record we
have hitherto made, and to accomplish this end we have been ordering and have
now in stock, and arriving every Jay, one of the finest and best assorted stocks of
Fnrniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges, and

at

eodtf

Bankers and Brokers

HOLIDAY GOODS FOR THE MILLION

WALNUT, ASH, CHERRY, PINE AND MAHOGANY.
FORTY

DIFFERENT

PATTERNS.

We want to say to those interested,we bought them in 100 set lots for our three
stores, and we want to say further that the lady or gentleman who wants to bay a
Chamber Set and does not look our stock through and get onr prices is not anxious
to SAVE MONEY. We haye made the assertion that our prices are lower. We give
The combined sales of B. A. Atkinson & Co. for the year will
the reason why.
reach $600,000 worth of Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, Ranges, Bedding and House
Furnishings generally, and as a consequence we are compelled to buy in enormous
quantities. Now we put the question to you in this way: a 500 pound lot of tea
100 Chamber suits can be
costs less per pound than to buy the 5 pound lots.
bought at a much lower figure than 5 Chamber Sets can. Thus we are enabled to
What think you? Remember the styles are the
save our proiit in-the buying.
latest, the lumber all kiln-dried, and the workmanship thorough. Come and see
our Chamber Suits from $16 up to $200 for cash or our Special Contract System.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

STREET, Portland.

1,1884.janldtf

Premiums

on

Marine Bisks from 1st

i^ary.’.1884.t03l3.tDe.Cember.:*3,958.039.44
marked
Policies
Premiums

PORTLAND

not

on

off 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70

Total Marine Premiums..85,505,796.14

TRUST COMPANY,

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884. ..84,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

First National Bank Building.

ASSETS:

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

$12,938,289.38.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
jelO
_eodtl

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid oil and after Fen. 3, 1885.

EDUCATIONAL.

CHARLES W. CRIMMER,
TEACHER OF VIOLIN AND GUITAR
and other Instruments,
or Residence No.
Portland, He.

No. 180 Middle St.,
Sepl7

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.

125 Pearl St.
d3m

LOSSES PAID IN

FLOUR.

THIRTY^DAYS

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNCER &

HANGING LAMPS!

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,
191-2 Exchange St.

Portland,

dlmeodllm&w6w

feb3 ’86

WHITYEY,

91 Preble St.,
dec4dtf

Lincoln St.,
POBTEANH, ME.

cor.

DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician,

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Keed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
beirto; all cases that are given up as incurableI
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians.
will take their case to treat and cure them. I flud
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Hours—9 a. m. to 9. p.m. novlOd3m
Dr.

—

Job

j

AND

Monongahela Plush Top Tables.
These goods will be handled only by us in this
Wednesday. This will be the handsomest

971-2

Printer,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

_novlleodtf

THE HURON

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE BEST.

Ask Yoor Grocer for it. Take No Other.

PARTNER IN HAY BUSINESS.
I

want a
capital, to do

with small
active
ESTABLISHED
side work; investigation courted.
man,

youug,
the out-

n A DIEDfm fliein ’’niiudriphi*
our

authorized

PILLSBURVS,

DELIVFRED FREIOHT PREP AIR,
or

We will

agents.

Deliver

BECAUSE IT MAKES

Better Bread,

MIND WHAT WE TELL YOU.

It will

surely Pay to Give

Look the goods over, ask the prices
sold shall be just as represented at

us a

and if suited, leave your orders.

Call,
Everything

BUILDING,
CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STREETS,
DONNELL

Braucli of the Oreat Nassau Hail Furniture and
Carpet Store, 827 Washington Street, Boston.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
nr»Tm\T
dec7

EVERY

Manager,

EIVESMINGr.
dtf

or to have
erv sense,

TEED.

Than any other Flour.

IS

THICKEST.

For Sale by All First-class Gronov20eodlm

Life Insurance was scarcely known in
this country. Then it was that the great

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE, of New York,

For further particulars about the club
on or address, for circulars,

'

ftWVJSs,
PHOTOGRAPHER

TRULY ASTOUNDING.
In 1843

it thoroughly FI KsT-CLAN* in evand SATISFACTION «U ARAN-

photography, call

Pillsbury’s Best !

500 miles,

Free!

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB RATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for. and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICE* for their
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the DUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeav-

More Bread,
Whiter Bread,

Reclining Chairs for the old folk. Students’ Rockers, Rattan Rockers, Camp
Chairs, Sewing Chairs, Blacking Boxes, Corner Chairs, Ladies’ Pat. Rockers,
Rugs, Mats, Hassocks, &c.

Thousands Upon Thousands o! Useful Durable Goods

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ.
PANELS
$6.00 PER DOZ.

WHICH IS

—

~AND ENDS.
lili SLEDS FDD BOVS AUD GIRLS.

On and after November 1st, 1885,
our prices will be for

GET THE BEST,

until

ODDS

Address "HAY,”
dec7dlwBox 235, Boston, Mass.

N.W. AYE* A SON.

opened

for the money in the country.

d3m

28 years.

aud will not be

cers.

—

dec8

city,

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

PRINTERS’ exchange,

tended to.

will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E.

shall open a very fine assortment of Hanging Lamps and you can rest assured
the prices will be away down, as this is our first attempt at handling these goods.
We shall sell them all the way from $2.50 upwards. Complete, ready to hang.
we

to any depot, let the distance be 10 miles, 20 miles, 50 miles

Book, Card

Trotting Sleighs at Reasonable Prices
and a good

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't Be Beat!
I

MARKS,

WE HI.

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOUSE.
d6m

PORTLAN^ ME.

229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

aiiu

nov6

janye

Order.

Factory-Filled Salt.

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art.
a

LANCASTER BUILDING,

are a

to

ASHTON’S

PECK,

AIM:—To Pleaw.

Tuning

nol3dtf

HASKELL&JONES,

gradually

Federal Street.

Evening Adnii**ion:
....10 cents|
(»ents
nt*»«
*Kates.
Ladies.10 cents (

SOLE AGENT,

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Is nature’s own remedy, made from roots gathered from forests of Georgia. Tlie above cut represents tlie method of its manufacture twenty
inyears ago. The demand lias been
creasing until a $100,000 laboratory is now necesThis
the
trade.
to
great Vegetable
supply
sary

_

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Opening,

—AND—

Specific

65 College Mm dents,
45 iu the Orchestra, 20 in the Glee Club.
Evening tickets. 75 cts. ana $1.00, now on sale
Hall fare on M. C.
at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
It. K. "Harvard” tickets exchanged for "Martha
until Thursday night. Positively no exchanges
dec8dtd
Friday.

—AT—

oaiv

matic Pills

well-

our

UP ONE FLIGHT.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

Men’s Furnishers at Whole-

Swift’s

CRAYONS,

And invite all to call and examine samples of work, at
known Studio,

\
\

(Bue DeRivoli) )

respectfully

Wright,

dec2

imprint

would

Ton hand.

jau.

SWAN & BARRETT,

G. A. ATKINSON & CO,

S

the most acExquisite and Artistically Colored PHOTOGRAPHS
have one of
ceptable and appropriate Present or Holiday Gift. We this
country.
the very best Water Color and Crayon Artists now in
and are making a decided specialty this season of
Miss E. P.

—

are

—-an

sole and lin-

’

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust FHnds, constantly

-OF

__dtf

Opp. Preble

lished in this city.
The Cans French Shoes are hand-made
of the highest grade of Kid produced in
France, and by the best workmen.

Furniture, Carpet, Stove and Range Store

for 70
we shall offer Velvet Carpets for $1, $1.10, $1.15 and $1.25, or Tapestry
cts., 75 cts. and up to $1. Body Brussels 95 cts., $1 and upwards. And

the Jeweller,

NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

"CANS"

wm be pieased to iearn that
agency for these beautiful
dress shoes has been estab-

manager oft' Portland Branch

547 CONGRESS ST„ SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

Christmas

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

WILLIAM

Has the largest and best selected stock of Watches in Solid Gold, Ladd,
and Crown Filled and Silver Cases, ever shown in this City.
I will sell yon Watches lower than any other dealer in first-class
goods. -A beautiful line of Ladies’ Watches in Solid Gold Cases from
Come where
$20.00 to $75.00. Over 200 Watches to select from.
sold
Watches
suit
I
as
can
see
the
can
you.
surely
stock,
largest
yon
on installments.

McKENNEY,

BANKERS

—

Boss,

478 1-2

IN AMERICA.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

MENU, THE JEWELLER,

LAMSON’S

SHOES

,gt.

American Watches!

about the public men of the last 30 years,
about French novels, or trees, or a hundred other subjects. He won’t say anything
about the tariff, however, for he hasn’t taken

a

are

_(ltf

all suitable for Christmas Cifts.

or

FRENCH

Manager.

offering and shall sell through the Holidays a great varifor the
ety of Photograph Albums at prices that cannot be beaten
same quality of goods.
Large Albums bound in Morocco, with extension clasp and padded
that will stand as much wear as any Album made. Only $2.00 each.
Fine Silk Plush Albums with patent bindings and extension clasp,
$2.00, $2.25 and $3.00.
Outside of these we have an unlimited number, embracing the new
dark inside, and Albums bound in Seal, Calf and Morocco at lowest
prices.
Children’s Books in a great variety, Scrap Books, Cold Pens and
Pocket
Pencils, Bibles, Plush Boxes, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Purses,
and
Cards
Novelties,
Calendars,
Card
Boohs,
Cases, Cologne Stands,

i_t— *
vfttvivooMvoo,

desire to do it as cheapmost frequently of
ly as possible. The modern water closet is a
great improvement over the old fashioned
vault when properly made, but when it is defective, when not properly ventilated and
trapped, and the gases escape from it, it is
much more dangerous, inasmuch as it is generally much nearer the living rooms and
therefore its exhalations are much more likeof the
ly to be breathed in by the inmates
house. We have no doubt that should an exof
pert make an examination of the drainage
a main
he
would,
of
Portland,
the houses
We
jority of cases pronounce it defective.
have no doubt danger lurks in hundreds of
houses where it is not even suspected.
Prolific causes of the spread of diseases

-

AND

Afternoon Ad mini* ion:

I am now

or

The

England!

(ilUMI SALE (iF PHOTWiRAPH ALBIUS.

real condition of things. It is a fact unfortunately that much of the plumbing of our
houses is very defective, the result sometimes
OI

-

You are Cordially invited to visit

peared

H-Mtm & iHim

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND ME.

Mr. Dana’s neighbors loved too well. Then
the 'guest will find his host ready to talk
with him on any subject from politics to philology. He will tell him much about the war

a lesson in political
economy since Horace
Greeley died, If the young man who thinks
Mr. Dana a crank does not want to talk he
will find that Mr. Dana can play a pretty
game of billiards; he and Mr. Laffin, the
present publisher of the Sun, have spent
many a day knocking the balls about. If
Mr. Dana is a crank, cranks are good people
to know.

novie

Corner Pearl and Middle

Sostoffice,

evening

Open Evenings.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

Pearson
Postmaster
gave him a
thorough insight into the methods of the city
while ex-Postmaster General
ames redeemed the reputation of the country for hospitality by a handsome dinner to

an

Thursday.

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers in New

Largest

York

spend

One Price.

Grand Coucert by the

on hand a
have
assortment of bonds for Savings
Banks, Trust Funds, and private
investors yielding 4 to 6 per cent
interest.
(>0(^*

part

a

to

last

BIC MARK DOWN of a portion of our stock, comprising fine
which are being sold at LARCE REDUCTIONS from
and SUITS
regular retail prices. Large lots of OVERCOATS
just received from our wholesale house in Boston, which
Men’s
are being disposed of at about cost to manufacture.
fine all wool Frock Suits in Scotch Cheviots,Black and Brown
Whipcord Worsteds, regular price $15, $17 and $18, NOW
OFFERED BY US at $8 and $10 per suit. Men’s fine ALL
WOOL WINTER OVERCOATS made to sell for $15, in severMen’s fine $20 Blue Chinchilla
al styles, at only $10 each.
Winter Overcoats only $15. Consolidated lot of BOYo KNEE
PANT SUITS, regular price $6, $8, $10 and $12, now marked
down to only $5 each. Young.Men’s $6 Winter Overcoats for
$3—just think of it. Boys’ Reefers for boys of all ages, $5,
$6 and $7. Men’s HEAVY RIDING ULSTERS$6.50, $8, $10
and $15. Young Men’s $15, $18 and $20 Suits for only $12.
in price
Young Men’s elegant 4-Button Frock Suits reduced
a smal
are
from $22 to only $15 to close. The above goods
of the enormous stock of bargains we have to offer.

say that Atlanta printers could not have
done any worse. The prohibition ballot was

curiosity. It represented an individual
with a bottle in hand travelling over the
verge of a chasm, an angel supported by
clouds rushing to his rescue, and a wife and
three children in the foreground, who are
placed so as to have a good view of the catastrophe incase the angel fails to save the
wretched man.
There is no interviewer who does not
speak well of the late Thomas A. Hendricks.
One of them relates an incident in the Baker and Hendricks campaign, which was
one of joint debates, that explains some
things, thus: “When the local committee of
Democrats and Republicans at these speechmaking places came up, each to get their orator to take him to a place where he could
have food and lodging, when Colonel Baker
was asked if he had anybody with him, he
would respond that he was alone, and off he
would go with the Republican squad. When
the question was asked of Mr. Hendricks he
would answer with a wave of the hand, comthe reporters, ‘All these gentleprehending
men.’ ”
Josushi Nomura, Postmaster General of
Japan, is an intelligent man about forty
After perfecting as well as
years of age.
possible the mail service of Japan, he resolved to find out what was worthy of imitation here. His trip to Washington was
singularly'unfortunate, as upon the visit of
his party to the Post Office Departmeut word
came that Mr. Vilas was sorry to be unable
to see them from stress of business. In New

11,
kCO.,
Bankers and Brokers HEREIN SODALITY
No. 32 Exchange St.,
good Harvard Glee Club,
constantly
CITY HALL, FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER

—

LIQUOR

N. Y. Tribune.
The Knights of Labor in Lynn; Mass.,
have practically succeeded in securing the
closing of all retail stores in that city at 6
o’clock p. m. the year round except on Mondays and Saturdays, and it is now seriously
proposed that they move upon the liquor saloons and compel them to observe the same
rule. This is an extraordinary plan, aiming
almost at abolition of the liquor traffic, for
nine-tenths of the saloons would have to be
closed altogether if they could not do busiIt may not be carried
ness in the evenings.
into effect, but it suggests the summary manner in which the laboring people of the
whole country can stop the liquor traffic just
as soon as they realize the fact that it is the
greatest foe to prosperity and one of the
most potent causes of hard times.

nese.

us

9th STOCKBRIDGE.

H. I. PM

goods

TRAFFIC.

more

__

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL CLOTHING SALE OF THE YEAR!
by

AMIISKMKNTS.

financial.

miSCELLANIiOl’S.

255 MI3DDLB ST.

was commenced

sages.

the righteous conclusion that “the ruffian has
no

j

_____

Boston & Portland ClottiingCo.,

CURRENT COMMENT

We question whether Mr. Cleveland’s message occupies as much space in the thoughts
of the

iUIMCELLANBOlTS.

of the

514

Congress Street.

oct21dtf

NEW

STYLE

PIANO

FOKTES

organized. Its assets were then only $32,OOO-to-day, uearly S 100,000.000
haying
paid out to its policy holders more than 8* • 6,000,000. It has issued more than !»»J,000
Policies. Its dividouds have been so large that
many of the policies have more than doubled;
some have trebbled in amount and are thus enabled to take care of themselves in a few years.
It is now issuing the most liberal form of policy
with no liability to forfeiture. Everybody should
look into it, and insure with this old and reliable
company- Apply to
was

W. D.
No.
be

31

LITTLE, Agt.,
Exchange

Street.

Intelligent Male and Female Solicitors will
employed and receive liberal compensation.
dec4

d3w

Ci Ca Ci
MEETING of the Children’s Christmas Club
will be held at Reception Hall. City Building. Saturday, Dee. 12. at 2 o’clock t>. nt. All
Children having dolls and work belonKing to the
Club will return the same at this meeting.
All ladies who served in any capacity last year
in the refreshmenl room and are willing to serve
this year will please report to Mrs. Staples at Saturday’s meeting.
Per order of the Committee.
declOdSt

A

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the Mallet
& Davis

new

style upright piano, Steinway

& Son

Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
114Vg Exchange St.. Portland.oct20dtf

LUSTRE

PAINTING!

Metallic Bronze Powders for Decorating

on

SILK, SATIN, PLUSH, VELVET, ETC.
—

FOB SALE BY

H. H. HAY & SON,

Druggists

—

and Paint

Dealers,

Junction Middle and Free Streets,
decs

FOB!

»NO,

.IB.

dlw

Cal. & .. }V4
Crown Point. IVs
Eureka. 214

PRESS.

TELE

FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 11.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Irishman lell from a scaffold to theground
are
A fellow laborer called out: Mickey, Mickey,
y®
“but
speechMickey,
dead."
replied
No, not
less.”
An

_

HillsRemarked by K. C. Joiner of Allen, 1*. O.
dale Co., Mich., “Nothing gave my rheumatism
such quick relief as Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.—
Relieve it infallible for rheumatics.
Elsie (seeing for the first time a calf)—“O, mamma': These must be the little cows that give condensed milk.”
_

a specific for any one comIf there ever
plaint, then Carter's Little Liver Pills are a specific
for sick headache, and every woman should know
this. Only one pill a dose.
was

“Dear me, I’m

continually getting

into hot

wa-

“Well, you needn’t make
ter,” said the oyster.
such a stew about it,” said the spoon.

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu clears the voice. All speakand singers are beginning to use it.

ers

majority

The

of young men are so much
that they haven’t any time to be

ashamed of work
ashamed of themselves.

weak and
My friend,Book here! you know how
Carter’s
nervous your wife is, and you know that
Iron Pills will relieve her, now why not be fair
about it and buy her

a

Henry James in liis

25; prime mess $12312 60;extra prune 9 50
$10; mess 10 50; Western prime mesa pork at
) 50S$11
Lard6%@7c p lh m tierces; 7 Vi® 7 >4c In 10lb pails; 7y2@7*4c in 5-ib pails; 7s4@8e in 8-lb

*13

,,

pads.

Hams 9V4®10c p ib,

story asks, “What’s the

A
hone?
use of brains if you haven’t got a back
the
good deal. A man with brains can lure ad
a
at
wants
$1 day.
back bone he
%

We have a rapidly increasing sale of Atlilophoto our
ros, which is giving excellent satisfaction
of
customers,” Bullard & Foster, druggists, say
their trade in the great rheumatism and neuralgia cure, in and around Keene, N. H.
iters
Who wonders at the number of funny " merWasn’t it named after a
on this continent ?

flour.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

—

_

1 85®1 90.

1 50; common at $1@1 25.,
Hay—Choice prime hay, $20; fancy $21; fair to
good at S18®$19; choice Eastern fine $16:5$18;
fair to good do at ®15@$16; poor do at $13@$14:
East swale $ll@$l2. Bye straw, choice, $17@
$18; oat straw $11@$12 P ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 60@05c;do Hebron 05
®68c; N II Kose 53,a;58c; Me Central at 55®00c;
Burbank seedlings 55@60c; N Y Hebrons at 45',a
48c; do Rose 65c; do proliflcs 50@66c; Eastern

Apples-Choice,

Chicago Cattle

Market.
By Telegraph .1
Dec.
10,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 9,CHICAGO,
500 ; shipments 25,000; 10c lower shipping steers
at 3 30@0 00; Christmas beeves at 6 65; Stockers
and feeders —; cows, hulls and mixed 1 90@4 00:
through Texans at 2 40@2 75; Stockers at 2 25@
@4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 40.000 jsliipments 5100 ;steady;
rough and mixed at 3 50 53 70; packing and shipping at 3 70@3 90; light 3 40@3 75; skips at 2 60
@3 30.
Slieep-Receipts 3.000; shipments 000; steady;
natives 2 0053 90; Western 2 25®.3 25; Texans
2 60@2 90. Lambs p head 3 50@4 60.
Domestic markets.

PORTLAND, Dec. 16.1885.
In Grain a reduction will he noticed on Corn,
Sugars have advanced
Meal and Cotton Seed.
again, granulated being quoted at 7bic and Extra CG-’ic. Sweet Potatoes and Onions are up
about 25c. Apples dull.
The following are to-day’s quotations for Flour,
Grain. Provisions, &c.:
fdruin.

Flour.
Superfine and

High Mixed Corn.59@60
low grades.3 25@3 50 NewCorn car lots52@57
59@60
Corn, bag lots
X Spring and
XX Spring. .5 00@5 25 Meal, bag lots... 58@59
Oats, car lots—41 @42
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 00@6 25 Oats, bag lots—42@48
Cotton Seed,
Midi, straight
ear lots 24 00@25 00
roller .5 25®5 50
do bag.. .26 00@27 00
clear do_5 00®5 25
stone ground.4 75®5 00 Sack’dBr’n
car lots.. 18 00@19 00
St Louis st’gt
do bag...l9 00@20 00
roller.5 50@5 75
clear do....5 25®5 50 Middlings, 19 00@23 00
do bag lots,20 00@24 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.5 75®0 00
PorkFish.
Backs ...13 00@13 50
Cod,
<]tl—12 50@12 75
Large Siiore3 25®3 50 Clear
Mess.10 60@11 00
Large Banks 25®3 50
Small.2 75 ®3 00 Mess Beef. 109 50@10 00
Ex Mess.
00@10 50
Pollock.2 50®3 25
Plate ....11 00@11 50
Haddock.1 50®2 00
ExPlate.il
50@12 00
Hake.1 75®2 25
—

HerringScaled^ bx..l4®18c
No 1.12®15c

Lard-

Tubs^ ^..6%@7c
Tierces.6%@7c
Pails.7 @7%c
bbl—
Mackerel
Shore ls.l9 00@21 00 Hams t>lb....9V2@10c
do
coveredlOV2@HV2
Shore 2s. 7 OO® 8 00
Oil.
Med. 3s. 5 00® 0 00
Small.2 75® 3 50 KerosenePort. Kef. Pet. 7%
Produce.
Water White.10%
Cranberries—
Maine.4 50®5 50 Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl.113
Cape Cod... 6 50®7 00 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Pea Beans... 1 85® 2 00 Ligonia.10%
Medium—1 75®1 85 Silver White.10
German nidi 40®1 50 Centennial.10%
Raisins.
Yellow Eyes.1 66®1 761
Irish Potatoes. 50®55 Muscatel.2 50@3 50
London
3 25®3 50
Lay’r 3 15^3 37
St Potatoes
Onions.3 25®3 50 OnduraLay. 11V2@12%
Valencia.6%@10
Cabbages.$10r®®12
Mugar.
Turkeys.15®17
lb.7%
Chickens.12®14 granulated
Fowls.
9®12 Extra C.6%
Meeds.
Ducks .16®17
Geese.14®15 Red Top.2 25@2 37
Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
Apples.
Nodlieads_2 00@2 50 Clover.10%@llc
Cheese.
.2 00®2 25
Snow
@11V2
Tallman Swtsl 75®2 00 Vermont —10
N.Y.
factory 10 @11V2
Nol Baldwins
Butter.
and Greenings
24@25
1 25@1 75 Creamery $? lb
Evaporated 1? lb 8®llc Gilt Edge Ver ...21@23

Choice.18@20

I.emons.

Florida.4 50®;.' 001 Good.15@16
Messina.4 00®4 50 j Store.10@12
Malagers.3 00®3 50j Eastern Eggs.
extras.27
Oranges.
.26
Florida.3 25@3 75 Canada & Western..
Island.26

Limed.19@22

Foreign Exports.

LIVERPOOL. (Steamship Sardtnlaan—21,267
bush corn 7475 do wheat 8364 do peas 569,675
do butter
lbs bacon 542,056 do cheese 104,800
328 es splints
36 697 do meats 186,000 do oatmeal
11 do
8 lio leather 10 do effects 12 do matrasses
ilrv goods 15 do tacks 650 bags flour 100 bbls
4388 do apples 85 bdls steel.

pork

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Dec. 10, 1885.
Reoeived by Maine Central Railroad—tor Port
and 30 ears miscellaneous merchandise; Jor conroads 99 cars miscellaneous merchan__

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

following quotations of stocks are received

dailv:

....

Maine Central Railroad..116
Boston A Maine Railroad.160

-37%
New York and New England Railroad.
85
Atch., Topeka and Santa he Railroad.
Belle Telephone.173
Mexican Central 7s.•. “JV*
173
Boston & Albany Itailroad.
Boston & Lowell Railroad.132
6s......
Railroad
Eastern
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref. 85Vcom.

1W

New York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]

on
call
NEW YORK, Dec. 10, 1885.-Mouey
mercantile
continues easy at 2@3 per ccut. Prime
conExchange
Foreign
paperat4@5 peremit.
tinues dull and steady and quotations unchanged.
Government bonds dull and steady. State bonds
acdull and stronger. Railroad bonds moderately
after 2 15 p
tive and steady. The stock market
cent.
per
and
advanced
i/ifEtiVa
in became strong
deLate in hour, however, was again weak and
clined a fraction, closing weak at neither highest
nor lowest figures of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre
gated 577.595 shares.
b
The following are to-day’s quotations ol Government securities:
United States bonds, ..
New4V2s, ..
New 4Y2s,
New 4s, leg.
New 4s, coup.123,8
Pacific 6s of ..72o /s
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:
_

coup.%
Alton.-.1?®
Alton preferred.ISO

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.134
A
A

Erie..'
Erie

..

preferred

NEW YORK, Dec. 10.188o—Flour market—
Receipts 20,478 hhls; exports 376 bbls and 526"
sacks; without further change, ruling weak and
dull; sales 13,300 bbls.
Flour ;quotations—No 2 at 2 36@3 35 {superfine
Western and State at 3 20 a 3 60; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 4053 86; good to
choice do at 3 9055 50; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 0056 25; fancy do at
at 5:305 5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 3o
60; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 40®
60; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
6 255'5 50; choice to double extra do at 5 60®
5 70,'Including 275 bbls city mill extra at 4 90®
4 95; 500 bbls fine do at 2|35®8 35; 400 bbls su40®
perfine 3 15 &3 60; 1200 bills extra No 2 at 33 40u
3 90; 3500 bbls winter wheat extract
75.
3
45a5
at
extra
5 80; 4100 bbls Minnesota
Southern Hour is firm; common to fair at 3 60®
Flour
60.
4
to
choice
at
10®6
4 05; good
Rye
firm at 3 25@3 60. Wheat—Receipts 28,623 bu;
exports 40,462 liusli ;%®lc lower with little more
doing for export; sales 76,000 spot; No 2 Spring
at 95c; No 2 Red 94'Ac: No 1 Red State 99Vac;
No 1 White at 971/4c.
Kye dull. Barley firm.
Corn declined 14®%c,closing heavy speculation
more active; export demand fair: receipts 113,574 bu; exports 154,518 bush; sales 32,000 bush
spot; No 3 at43V3@43%e; No 2 at 51Vi@51V2C
in elev. Onl* a shade lower and rather quiet; receipts 22,800 bush; exports hush; sales 96,000
busli spot; No 3 at 34V2C; do White 38%®S?c;
No 2 at 35@35%c; do White 39% c; Mixed Western 35@37c; AVhite do 37543c; White Stats at
38542c. Coffee steady. Sugar firm; CoVs®
Extra C at 5%c;
»ic; Extra C 5A4 "5%c;AVhite
Yellow at 4%5 5ysc; Mould A at 7c; Off A at 6c;
at 7c; ConfecGranulated
A
6%5 6%c;
Standard
tioners A6%56%c; cut loaf and Crushed 7y*c;
Powdered 7%c; Cubes at7g7y»c. Petroleumunited at 901,4c. Pork is firm; mess at 9 871/2®
10 121/2. Beef is dull. I.ard shade lower and
quotonly moderately active; AVestern steam spot05
for
ed 6 371/4 ; refilled at|6 65 for Continent; 7
S. A. Butter firm on choice; Western 10®31c;
fiat
Western
31®32.Cheese
firm;
Elgin creamery
at 7@9c; State 7@9i/4c.

f5

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Jo

and

size

[By Telegraph.]

“Bread is the staff of life” and good bread cau
always be made by using tlie Congress Yeast Powder which was never known to spoil a batch of

The

to

P lb; country at

Butter—Northern creamery, good to cnoice. 26
21@22c;
@28c; fancy @—c; New York dairy
fancy.c; Vermont dairy 22®23c; selections
@24c; common to good 1 a u 20c: extra Western
fresh made creamery 26@28c; fancy —c;
common to good 22®25c; Western ladle packed
10@12c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than
these quotatums.
Cheese—Choice North at 9@9y2c: lower grades
according to quality; Western at 9@9Vic.Job lots
Vic higher.
Kggs-Neai by 30531c; Eastern extras, at 27®
and
28e;fancvat 29c; East firsts 26c: New Yorkfresh
Vermont at 26c; North at 25@26c; Western
at 23® 24c; Island at 26c. and N. S. at 26c; held
stock 20@22c; Western pickled —®19c. Eastern
limed at 20c.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 80a
1 85
bush; choice New Y*ork large hand picked
do 1 7G®1 80; small Vermont hand picked pea at

ry CllSS?

necting
dise.

according

cure: small I0@10y2c.
Dressed hogs, city, 5V4@5V4c
4%c; live 4V2c.

60@65c; Chenangoes 50@53c.

box?

new

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Dec. 10. 1886.—The following arc to
day's quotations of Provisions, iic.:
Pork-Long cut 12 00@12 60; short cuts 12 60
@12 76; backs 12 50513 00; light backs 12 00®
12 50; lean ends 12 25®12 60; pork tongues $13

..

if
po

—

3Vad.
jWlieat
Freights
CHICAGO,Dec. 10,1885.—Flour dull; Southern
steam

firm

AVestern at 4 75S5 00; Wisconsin at 4 65®4 85;
Michigan 3 50®4 90; soft Sprhig 3 70®4 00;Muinesota linkers 3 50a4 50; patents 4 76®5 50;low
grades 2 00 u,3 00. Rye Flour 3 30®3 60. AArheat
lower; December 05%@87i/nc; No 2 Spring 86*4
®80V4C; No 3 at 68@7iyac. Corn lower at 41®
42i/4c. Oats weaker at 28%c. Rye quiet; No 2
at 61c. Barley steady ;No 2 at 65e. Pork moderately active at 8 90@9 80. Lard lower at 6 00 a
6 021/2. Boxed meats quiet—shoulders 3 70®3 75;
short ribs at 4 80@4 871/2; sliort clear 5 20®5 25.

AVliiskey steady at 115.
Receipts—Flour, 13,000 bbls; wheat. Oo.OCO
bush ;corn, 122.000 hush; oats. 62,000 busli; rye,
6,000 bush; barley, 33,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, (>,000 bbls; wheat, 8,000
bush: corn, 138,000 bush-.oats, 79,000 bush; rye,
7,000 bush iliarley, 28,000 husli.
ST. LOUIS. Dec. 10,1885.—Flour quiet AVlieat
11-TPl,-.....

I*acifie...^.....

Burlington

a

Iioon

I1KI0

urhnof

barley,

*2

Cedar Rapids. 7b
*

visual.

Den Si Iii“ Grande.
E. Teun.. V. & Ga..
do

pref.

Missouri Pacific.1
Houston & Texas. gp,.
Kansas & Texas. po*/*
Morris & Essex.tfp
Mobile & Ohio.
do pref.
Oregon
Kiehmoud & Danville.
Adams Express.Jg!’
American Express. ,.pVs
U. S. Express.
Wells. Fargo Eqpress.
Louisville & .. gpws

Nav...1ao'/i

Union Pacific 1st

..

1

da

do Sinking Funds.A-|.
22
St Louis & San Frau.

pp’/a

1st pref.
Lake Erie & West. Ip
Long island. 79
Manhattan Elevated.117 Va
Metropolitan El.lo<>
.87%
Erie lids
Central Pacific lsts.}}i /a
Oregon Nav. lsts.rip,.
Union Pacific stock
.PP?8
Lehigh & Wiikesbarre.\
Denver & It. Gr. lsts.J23J4
Kansas lsts, Dun div.11114

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKK, Dec. 10. 1885.—The following
closing quotations forlmlning stocks to-day:
Colorado

are

DETROIT, Dec. 10,1885.—Wheat steady ;No 1
White 92V2c; No 2 Red 94y2c.
Receipts, 25,900 hush.
NEW ORLEANS,Dec. 10,1885.—Cotton steady;

middlings 13-lCc.
MOBILE, Dec. 10,1885.—Cotton is quiet; middll Ag 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Dec. 10, 1885.—Cotton steady;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON,Dec. 10,1885.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 83/±c.
MEMPHIS,Dec. 10,18,85.—Cotton steady; middling 8% c.
European Markets.
Bv Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 10,1885.—Cotton market is
dull; uplands at 5 l-10d; Orleans 6 6-16d;sale»
8.00'1 bales {speculation and export 500 bales.
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 180 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
172
Canal National Bank.loo 170
100
Casco Nat. Bank.100 158
54
52
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
150
First National Bank.100 148
122
Merchants’National Bank.. 75 120
145
National Traders’ Bank.100 143
85
90
Ocean Insurance Co.100
90
100
Portland Company.
55
60
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
111
State of Maine 6s, due 1889.110
115
Portland City 6s,Municip’l variousloo
124
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907 -.122
107
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
102
Bath City 6s It. R. aid various.... 100
116
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid. ...113
123
Mun.120
long
6s,
Bangor City
105
103
Belfast City Cs, R. R. aid
107
And. & Ken. li. It. 6s. various....105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895..110
111
Leeds & Farming’tn, It. It. Os.109
122
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .120
127
Maine Central R. It. Consol 7s —125
108
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
104
Co. 1st mtg 6s—103
Portland Water
■■
108
3d mtg 6s.100
110
3d mtg (is.108

Homestake.

Pa

,

8U

Iron Silver.

Cphir.
Savage.
Caledonia. B. II.

Hr.
2

a

California M Ining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
followSAN FltANCLSCO, Dec. 10.1885.-The
of mining stocks
ing are closing official quotations
to-day:
Bodie Con.
Hale & Noreross.
Savage .........
Yellow Jacket.
Best & Belcher.

iA

*

Iff
I?,8
iff
Best.lys

*

yard, Eastport.
,,
,, ...
Cld 8th, sell Jas A Garfield, Woodbury, Balti...

more.

cash.

,,

NORFOLK—Sid 7th, sch Standard, Oram, for
New York
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 9th, schs E M Golder,
McLeod, Portland: L C Ballard, Providence.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 7th, sch Georgie L
Drake, Parris. Kennebec via Washington.
BALTIMORE—Cld 9th, schs Chas H Wolston,
Hinckley, Galveston; Bertha Warner, Lathwaite,

Richmond,

Va.

Commercial St.

SALE—3 Traverse runner sleighs with
box tops for two horses; can be at small expense altered over to one horse. Apply to L. J.
5-1
PERKINS & SON, 489 Congress St.
SALE—Grocery Stock and Fixtures will
be sold at public auction Wednesday, Dec. 9,
1885, at 113 Congress street, at 2 p.m. W. D.

FOB

JONES,

FOB

Absolutely

P.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in earn.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.
niar7
dly

best thing known

the

Caracas.New York.. Laguayra....
Auranla.New York. .Liverpool ...Nov
Nevada.New York..Liverpool....Dec
Labrador.New York..Havre.Dec
Orinoco.New York..Bermuda—Dec
Rheatia.New York..Hamburg ...Dec
City of Puebla ...New York..Hav&VCruz.Dec

14
15
16
16
17
17
17
Republic.New York..Liverpool....Dec 17
Sarmatian.Portland ...Liverpool ...Dec 18
Doc
Albano.New York..Hayti
Etruria.New York..Liverpool....Dec 19
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. ..Dec 22
St Germain..New York Havre.Dec 23

GOOD

Copper

o.oSh^■■-1:::

In’oin

3STEWS.

THURSDAY. Dec. 10.
Arrived.
Steamer Pottsville, Bacon, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sell Applila & Amelia. Willard. Boston.
Sch Josie. Smith, Boston for Machias.
Sell Van Buren, Montgomery, Boston for 1 ort.
Sarah
C,£cU
Sell

Hill, Robinson, Rockport for Boston.
Mopang, Farren, Millbridge for Boston.

Steamship

Sardinian!*??*

1

PROF.CHS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
of the Iron
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order
Crown ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, t&c., dbc., says:
«LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,butalso worthy
of the high commendations it has received m all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

BY BOTH

capable

good, energetic,
good
woman,
WANTED.—A
partner, by ladv
and
pleasant business. To the
very
making
Address for
right party will give a good chance.
interview, BOX 1572, Portland. Me.9-1

man, a sitassisstant
reference.
bookkeeper;
Address CLERK, Press Office,9-1
a

or

can

\\TANTED—Men of pleasing address to introYY duce a new speciality in Portland and outside towns. Call or address ROOM 85,JU. S. Hotel, Portland.9-1
first class Salesman J on" the
road, by a wholesale grocery firm, liberal
Address SALESMAN,
salary to the right man.

WANTED.—A
r. O. Box

WANTED—A

WANTED—By a girl to assist in general work, will go for small wages,
also a Scotch girl wishes a chance to do general
work, good reference. Apply at 228 Va Middle St.,

SITUATION

over

ready with my assortment

or

a

WANTED—Boat;

and Gentlemen wishing

corner of
call
table board for Gentlemen $3.00 ;|Ladies

moved from 31 Pearl street to No. 28 Union St.,
first door below the bakery. Thankful for past
patronage we desire a continuance of the same at
our new

quarters.8-1
Congress

gas:

Agents

TIER, tjen’l. Agent.

of

BEStNESS

keeping

for

a

WANTED—Horse
month
longer, light use, best of feed and
5-1
27 Thomas St.
or

Address, HORSE,

to

travel for a wholesale

WANTED—Situation
grocery house, by young man with small
merited.
route worked
a

a

up; salary
This Office.

expected only as

5-1

small family, three or four
rooms for housekeeping, furnished throughif required. Address
references
exchanged
out;
HOUSEKEEPER, Press Office.4-1
a

American girl a situation
By
to do housework in a small family or an eatof
references
best
given. Inquire at No.
ing saloon;
4-1
47 NORTH ST., City_

WANTED

Me.
Portland,dim

—

an

girl

do general housework

to

4-1
WANTED-A
at 38 HIGH ST.
milk farm
and wife for
WANTED—A
and who understand farming. Apply at
head of Brown Wharf,
a

EYE WATER.
Valuable Discovery for llio
Preserrotion of Might.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, burn, itch or feelas though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it atrial, it will relieve you atonce.
These are true symptoms of approaching failure of
vision. lSv its Immediate use when the vision first
begins to' blur, the use of glasses may bedelayed
For all inflammation of the eyes
for years.
and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble with the tear passages, it lias no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or where
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cataract, this is guaranteed asure cure. Prepared
(only) by BURNHAM BROS., Opticians, No. 496
Main street,Worcester Mass., and 390 Main street,
A Non- and

Buffalo. N. V.
Price 50c per package. Large packages, extra
strong, for severe cases of inflammation, $1.00.
sepl7d3m
For sale by Druggists generally.

jg
i||

g
|

|

Bg
a

j3

I

S
a

A

g

H

1

G. A.

;jj
P

decSdlw

dozen of any other Wind. Between the
porous plasters there is but
plaster is modern, scientific,
prompt in action, safe, pleasant to wear, cleanly,
and cures ailments in a few hours which so others are able even to relieve. This fact is testified
to by 5000 physicians, pharmacists and druggists,
voluntarily, and over their own written signatures.
Imitations of Benson’s plaster, under the names
of “Capsicin,” “Capsicum,” VCapuein,” “Capclclne,” &c., are offered for sale. I nose are shameless. Purchasers may protect themselves against
by
imposition by examining the article tendered see
the dealer. Ask for Benson’s Plaster and
that the "Three Seals” trademark is on the face
cloth and the word “Capcine” is poroused in the
dec7MW&S6m
middle of the plaster itself.
a

a

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

Middle
near corner

Street,

of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf

jet 9

TrTTTC T> A "PTT'D may be found on Meat Geo,
J II lO X Al Ji XV P. Howell SCO’s Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where adyertis.
lug contracts mav be made for It IN NEW YORK.

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muTHE
tuality, is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.
POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
terms, and no chance

ITSdefinite in all its

misconception.

POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTARLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

ITS

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT

IT PAYS

DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 00,
any

number of days.

POLICIES

ISSUES

ITplans, and its

on

all

approved

premium plan and
NONFORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are special features of this company and issued by
none other.

Mt. Desert and Machiiis Steamboat Company.

steamer “Lillie” will run between Mount
Desert Ferry and Millbridge through
the month of December, after the withdrawal of
the steamer “City of Richmond” from that route.
The “Lillie” will leave Millbridge at 9 a. m. Friday, December 4tli; returning, leave Mount Desert
Fery at 10 a. m. next day. Thereafter and until
further uotice she will leave Mount Desert 1 erry,
weather permitting, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a. m.; leave Millbridge Mondays and
l’AYSON TUCKER,
Thursdays at 9 a. m.
General Manager.
no28d3w
Portland, Nov. 27,1885.

THE

ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for a
of its plans.

JAMES

circular

SINKINSOIM,

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Portland, Maine.

eodtf

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

Liverpool

and

From Liverpool!
via Halifax. !
THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3

Portland Service.
via

THURSDAY,
Dec. 10
24
31

Sardinian.
SarmAtian.
Parisian.
Polynesian.
Sardinian.

10
17
31

Portland
Halifax.

From

axFAMER

California,
Japan, China,*

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York] for Aspimvall on
the 1st, lOtli anil 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

But is

an

original compound,

made from the PUREST
STOCK, and is sold by the
makers and dealers nearer the

production than
Laundry Soap in

cost of
other

any
the

See that you get this
not accept any of
and
Soap,
the numerous imitations that
market.

Hands

are on

every bar.
eodtdec21

augl3

GET—Desirable rooms with first-class
board; furnace heat and gas; also table boardat No. 12 BltOWN ST.4-1

HELP-Ladies and gentlemen
for us at their
own homes, daytime or evening; the business is
no
canvassing or
light, pleasant and easily done;
peddling, ..ood salary paid to smart workers who
furemployment
devote Full time to it, steady
nished.
Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
26-6
6163.
Boston, Mass., Box

m.

eodtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fish
Cotton and other merchandise in tin >
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse re
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

GET.
_

GET—New house,

TO Clark St.,

contains 8
new

justfinislied; situated on

Spring St. and street

near
rooms and

bath room, cemented cellar,

furnace; immediate possession;

all respects.

cars;

desirable

in

N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange
iQ-i

st._

GET—A first-class tenement of 6 or more
convenrooms; Sebago water and
ient. Inquire of THOMAS J. FOSTER, at Foster
& Brown’s, Saccarappa.or write to CHAS. J. lUa8'1
TElt,

TO

everything

Norway, Maine._

GET-A first-class up stairs rent of nine
rooms. Apply to EZRA HAWKES, corner
Exchange and Congress
GET.—Up stairs tenement at No. 19 HenInquire of L.
ry St„ rent $16 per month.
REDLON, 119Vz Middle St._30-2w» tf

TO

Sts._4-1

TO

GET-House No. 170 Neal St. For full particulars inquire of FRED N. DOW, rooms 6
and 7, No. 12 Market 8q.octlO-tf

TO

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young: possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 161 Middle

STORE

To Let.
to let, single or in suits, with board.
99
No.
at
High street, cor. of Spring.
Apple
dtf
mayl3

ROOMS

TO

397 Commercial tilreet.

LETT

in the Thompson Block, Nos. 117,119,
121 and 123 Middle street, a few doors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 164 hr,ii kett St., Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

STORES

ton.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton lor Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Brettou’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
0Ct9dtf

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

•LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL .SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.
SAIUWC DATES

j

STEAMERS,

j

‘Sarnia

26th November,
lOtli December,
24th December,

ivtli

31st
; 14th

Toronto

‘Oregon

December.
December,
January.

1886.

‘Sarnta
i 28th January.
7th January,
BBISTOL SERVICE:
For Avonuioutlt Dock (Pirect).

1

Avonmouth

STEAMERS.
Dominion
Texas

November,;
12th December,!

21st

^'“nd

[

On

Bates of Passage:
Cabin.$50 and $80. .Return. $60 and $160
..Return. .$60
IntermediateS30
Return at lowest rates
Steerage.... $13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8djf

nml after MONDAY, Ort. 13,
train* will run a* follow’* :
DEPARTURE*.

XTr.idr.vil

TICKET OFFICE:

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, <fcc.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
facnlty and a sale nnequalledforbyit any
the
other distillation have Insured
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

•‘ITS SPECIALTIES.”
DR. THOMAS’ECLEC-

COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, DIPHOIL

TRIC

FOR

THERIA, SORE THROAT,
BRONCHAND
CATARRH,
TROUBLES GIVES IMIAL
MEDIATE RELIEF.
THE MOST VIOLENT ATNEURALGIA
OF
TACK
RECEIVE

WILL
ATE

NEW

YORK.
*'ty

mario
I IMPORTED

RE-

A
AS
FACT,
NEURALGIA
FOR
CURE
IT HAS NEVER FAILED.
IN

L IE F;

U00LPH0 WOLFE’S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER STREET,

IMMEDI-

PERMANENT

AND

run

iHumm
cc

5

o in

WHPwn

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON, Supt.

I

oclBdtf

Portland and

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also Goneral Managers lor New England lor the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

HARRISON, MAINS

CONSUMPTION
Croup,

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGE.”'*"'

Commencing Monday,

Oct. 5,1885,

Until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leate Portland as follows: 0.00 a. in., for
FnbynnM, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lnncuatee, Woodiiville, Montpelier, St. John.,
bury, Newport. Burlington, Swnnton,
Ogden.burg, and all points on connecting
linen.
3.00 p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. m., fjom Bartlett and way stations.
3.33 p. m., from * wanton, Burlington and

all points

on

through line.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oc3atf

October 3,1885.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October 11, 1S85.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30.3.30 p. m.
ArriVe ill Boston 10.30 a. 111.,1.15,4.45,8.00 p.m.
Boston for Portland 8.30 a. in., 1.00, 3.30
p. in. Arrive at Portland 12.30, 5.00, h.08 p. in.,
Scar boro and Pine Point 6.15, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30, 5.45 )>. 111. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddefordand Kcnncbunk 6.15, 8.40 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Well* Beach 6.15, 8.40 a. m.t
3.30 p. III. North Berwick, Great Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrrucr
Lowell, 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.60 p. m.
Rochester,
Farmington and Alton Raj
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m., Manchester ana
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a. m^
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects
Kail Lines to points West and South; the 1
^
-—
with Sound Lines for New York.
Bai lor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and

■

1.00 p.

m.

SUNDAY

TRAINS

for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS

LEAVE

At £.00 A. 31.:

PORTLAND

Every day (Night Pullman) for

Riddeford, Kittery, PortMuaouth, New bury
port, IpNu ieh, Salem, Lyuu, CheUra. Somerville and KoNtou, arriving at rt.2(> a. in.; At
9.00 A. 31.: For Cape Elizabeth, Searboro,
We#t Searboro, Saeo, llidileford, Kenuebuuk, VVellM, North
Iterwi.k, Conway
Jiunction, Kittery. Porixmouth, Newburyport, Auirmbury. Snleua. Eynu, Clu-Ura
nud Ito«ton. arriving at 1.10 p. m.. connecting
with Kail Lines to New York and South and West.
At t.OO P. 31.: For C'npe Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saeo, Itiddet’ord, North
Berwick,
(Conway Junction, stops only to leave passengers)
Kittery, Portsmouth, New buryport, Amenbury, Naleui, Lyuu, 4'helsen hikI Boston,
arriving at 5.00 p. in., connecting with Sound and
At 0.00
Kail Lines for points South and West.
P. 31.:

(Express)

for Boston and

principal Way

Stations arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. in., connecting with Kail Lines for New York. TRAINS
LEAVE BOSTON for Portland, t7.30, 9.00
a. m., 12.30 week days, t7.00 p. m. daily, arriving
in Portland 12.05, 1.00, 4.45, 10.50 p. ni.
tThe 7.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. in. trains run from
North Berwick to Searboro Crossing via West fern
Division, stopping at principal Wav Stations.
UUI.I.MAIV pari,OK ( ARM on trains
leaving Boston 9.00 a. m„ 12.30, 7.00 p. m., and
Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
THROUGH
PUL15US
SLEEPING
EARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
(or sale at Portland Depot Ticket Offlc*.,
and at Union Ticket Ottice, to Rxchnng.
D. J. FLANDERS, Clen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’I Manager.
dtf
oct9

<I2wSSB ahdCE

aas

been cur-

ed times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

Bronchitis,

Throat, Chest and Lungs, when

br •*’
other remedies fail.
HEl’BT, JOEHOOB h LOBE, Prop's, Burlington, Vt.
feb!3
MWF&wy
F“' “u

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from tile spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 4H hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUN DLETT BROS.,
je23

Asthma,

Whooping-Cough,
Pleurisy,
Lung Fever, and all disease* of the

~

and all points in the
West and Southwest.

Northwest,

Street.

OF ALL KINDS,

FOR SALK

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francictco,

OKSUMPTION

WINES and LIQUORS
IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

TO

Cniinda,

..

PAIN
DR.

1883,

For Auburn and EewNton, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and p.20 p. m.
Fqr ffforham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. in.,mixed.
For f.orhani, Montreal and Chicago,1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewimtou nnd Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Liorhnin, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. 111.,
mixed.
From Chicago nnd Moutrenl, 12.05 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

I 8th December
30tli December

AND
A COLD
LUNGS.
HER

3, 1883.

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

1885-6-winter ARRANGEMENTS-! 885-6

Liverpool

Oct.

A. M.
P. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & O. R. R.).9.00
“[ Bridgton Junction.10.35 4.45
5.45
Bridkton, arrive.11.35
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.55
6.56
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. 'A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
dtf
oct5

ALVAH HIINLMNtT.

aug29dtf

street.

.Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.
Connection, via Grand TrnnU Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.4B a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. ni.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.60 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

DOMINION LINE.

THOMAS' LCLECTRIC
CURED HER IN 24
THE
OF
ONE
HOURS.
BOYS WAS CURED OF A
SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WONDERS IN OUR FAMILY,

or

TO

..

OIL

TO GET.

Rinnford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.

connect for San Fran-

Japan,
and Australia.

PATS NO
FANCY PROFIT

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

ocfl2dtf

CHANGE OF TIME.

To

i

I

21

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

not

Depot

7

Jan.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, *13.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St.. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
<>«
nov28

^Steamer of 10th does

trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be nad of S. H. Hellen, T’»?k**t Agent, Portat foot of Preule fct., and
land & Rochester
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
•does not stop at Woodford’s.

Commencing

ALLA N_ LINE.

ADVANTAGES of this Company are

THE
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUIT-

WANTED,
in city
country to work

9 a. m. t«

MAGGIE J. CHADWICK, Orr, mastei
For freight, apply to HALL & HASKELI
declOd3t
179 Commercial St.

Portland, Bangor,

Adjusted

a

AGENTS WANTED.

HOTEL, ROOM 18,

For ilcw York.

_

OF
ON

11©

STORAGE.

SCHK.

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
to the Massachu$725,200.00 by the New

setts standard,
York standard.

TO

Names of many ladies treated in Portland wil
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

No.

HAS

IT$400,000.00
according
and of

GET—Large furnished front room, very
pleasant, lias sun all day. Apply at 23
CASCO ST.
_5-1

FRED n. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.
KICK'D K. GATI.EY, 6!) and 01 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 466 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 6 Temple Place, Port lane
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.

1vl4dt.f

ITS

922,570.50.

an

eod6m

rnarll

PRESENT|ASSETS ARE $0,322,001.07, while its liabilities are only 85,-

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Hnltimore, Wonhington, and the Mouth, and
with RoMtou A: Albauy R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Wewtbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Mauager.
ocltf

LAKE MAHOPAC, N. Y.
MY DAUGHTER WAS VERY
BAD OFF ON ACCOUNT

house in Boston,

KOO.IM

ers

4 i>.

company’s

Livermore, Maine.

wholesale

one

11

AT U. S.

DOLyear of

line. None others need apply. Address
P. O. BOX No. 1455.
decOdtf

F. F. HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me.
GEO. C. FRYE,
H. P. S. GOOLl),
H. H. HAY & SON,

Every Saturday, from

enty-one millions of dol-

Twlars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

dry goods
BY
salesman to sell dry goods in the State of
who has
established trade in this
Maine,

CURED

numerous varieties of
one choice. Benson’s

FARE $1.00
THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

^

without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 08 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years experience and hundreds of eases cured iu different
parts of tlie State.
Read tlie following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeptical.
Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, tlie undersigned, having been successfully
Dr.
T.
C.
Fisk, can recommend Dim to
treated by
the confluence of the public. His method is simpainless, and requires no detention
ple, almost
from business.

Planter

to

TOTAL PAYMENT

A

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly

WANTED.

<

g
g

PILES.^

STEAMERS.

4,208,602.74

Dividends,.

GORDON, Special Agent,

—

barque Nicola, Brown,
Ar
New York via Boston.
Boston, Dec 10—Ar, barque Mary Agues, from
Bahia Blanca; sch Eva May, Mayaguez.

5,592,112.84

•

■

g
dies "than any fifty-cent package of |
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely 2
wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it can4M
not be procured of the Trade, we willll
E.
Deliver Free on receipt of price,
1000 Sheet Roll 50 cts, | Sample Packet 10 cts.

jexo

policies,

Surrendered

m.

For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nn*hun, Cowell, Windham nud Epping
at 7.30 a. ui. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For RochcHtcr, Npringvale, Alfred, Wnterboro nnd Waco Hirer, 7.30 n. ui., 1.05
Returning,
p. ui. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m., 11.20 a.
m., and 3.40p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. in., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For <«orham, Soccnrnppa, CumbeHnnd
Mi IN, Went brook nnd Woodford’* at 7.30
a. m.. 1.05, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. in. from Portland connects at Ayer
Junct. with IfooMac Tunnel Route for the
West, and at Union Depot, Worcemer, for
New York via Norwich Cine and nil rail,
via {Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R. R

BOSTON

3,140,251.

Endowments paid.

pay the grocer more money
The word
to recommend.
WELCOME and the Clasped

FEW first-class insurance solicitors for Life
Insurance for one of the oldest and best
companies doing business. A good commission
paid to the right men. Address

a

p.

for the

$7,892,51

a

WANTED.

p

j'TS

Portland. Me.7-1

Address L.,

TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS.
More than twenty-five per cent of its
weight is due to the best remedial
agents known to the profession, by
whom it is conceded that in incorpointing them with Toilet Paper there
is n certainty of application and benefit otherwise unattainable. Unsolicited letters testify to its remarkable
One thousand
curative properties.
Bhcets contain more of these reme-

a. m.

first class

W.

:a|

Has bad tldrty-flve years’ experience

or

10

For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS & CO.,
113 Slate Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
feb8

WANTED —A thorough ac
countaut and good business man is open for
engagement; has a little money to invest on security. Address L J. R., Box 1150, Portland 5-1

Passenger Trains will leave
Cortland at 7.30 a. at., uad
1.05 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union llennt. Worcester, at 8.05 a. in. and 11.16
a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. ana 6.45
l:

—“-

one-half the rate of

sail from San Francisco regularly for
CiSteamers
China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

a

---

Long Wliarf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

WTANTE D—Situation by a Norwegian girl to
r T
do general housework.
Enquire at 120
7-1
MONUMENT ST._

care.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
trains.
ARRANGEMENT-of
On and after Monday, Oct. 13,

LINE.

RECORD 18

__7-1

man

ijs
p§
'ip!

1848.

general housework:
Apply at 27 STATE

his

Portland and Worcester Line.

West bv the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip $18.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. u. 8A.HPHON, Agent,
>0 Lang Wharf, Bostoa.
31dtf

Freights

MAINE.
IN

m.

Philadelphia, at
Insurance

by
TO
cook, situation to cook in Lumber Camp.
Lddress JAMES HOLLAND, 446 Commercial St.,

FOR

duced rates.

Experiment not successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.GenT Pass, and Ticket Agt.
noSOdtf
Portland, November 30.1885.

on

_sailing vessel.

20-2

324COMMERCIAL ST.,
Portland, Me._14-3&W3

DR. BURNHAM’S

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

to do

for

Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follow s: Ttie morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. in.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. in.; tne day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the afternoon trains from Waterville, Augusta, Bath,
Kockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in.; the night
Pullman Express train at i .60 a. m.
■ ,iiuite<l Tickets, lira! anil second class, far
nil point* iu the Province* ea sale at re-

From

eighteen

will

a

tThell.15p.rn. train is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowhegan ou

For NEW YORK.

STEAMSHIP

excepting night Pullman trains will stop

for passengers.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

p.

wanted._7-1

EEOTBERMEN—Wanted

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
All trains

dtf

v

WANTED—Persons

STREET.

M

—

nov20

DIRECT

desiring information in
regard to Ur. Conant's Compound \ apor
baths to correspond with C. M. CONANT, 341
7-1
Cumberland St.

business.

MMUIUATUU

AND ALL PARTS OF

Boston a Philadelphia

a

and Confectioners, Cor. Pearl and MHK St.

Z.THOMPSONJr.

I”

—

Brunswick, Norn Mcotia, Prince Edward* Island, and Cape Breton.
ABBANOEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination.
Freight received up to 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other information at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
New

un-

WANTED—By

WILSON respectfully Invites his
many friends of Poi tlaud and vicinity to free examinations at liis old rooms at United States Hotel. His many wonderful cures are too fresh in the
mind to need comment. Free examinations from
no21dtf
9 a. m. to 8 p. m.

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHN N.B., HALIFAX, N. S.

Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (5 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
and
on
New
Wednesdays
East
Y'ork,
38,
River,
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General
Agent
sept21-dtf

pay
WANTED—Barrels;
cents for clean barrels with two heads,
<il further notice. I. A. GOODY & CO.. Bakers
we

^111.;

—

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

marl

household to

—

Come aiid see them before purchasing.

180

balls,
price
particulars address POND & BRlTTAN, 339
Washington street, Boston, Mass.
_2-1

Every
possess
WANTED
“Mav Ideal” chtinneyless Lamp, better than
W. H. WHITSt.
for sale at 621

Price§!

■

$2.50^

WANTED-People to know that McKusick
YY & Elliott, practical horse shoers. have re-

High Backs, Beep Seats, Soft Cushions,
Low Posted, Broad Step.

Union Street,
no28

a

WANTED—Ladies
nice quiet boarding house will do well to
ELM and OXFORD STS., No. 67;
at

DARD PORTLAND STYLES.
easonable

8-1

first-class row boat about
15 feet in length. Address P. 0.1454.
8-1

Sleiglis 2

adapted for pleasure

M&Fnrmly

Calcutta for do.
akVianna Nov 4th,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 2d, ship Henry Villard,
Perkins, Port Townsend.
TACOMA—In port Nov 24th, ship Brown Brothers, Goodell, for Boston.

M. G. Palmer's,store, ROOM No. 1.

girl
WANTED—A
family of three.
now

9-2

1775.__

smart agent in every town to
apply the Weaver foot Motor for running
machines of all kinds; it’s liked by all who use it,
and sells on its merits; I will give agents a splendid
chance. J. L. CHAPIN, 30 Free St._8 1

Sleighs.

RUSSIAN, CANADIAN AND STAN-

STATES.HOTEL.

middle

aged
D—By
uation as confidential clerk
WANTE
furnish first-class

SMALL PLANTS.

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

Sewall,

Sch Monticello, (of Rockland) Henshaw, Rondoutfor Portsmouth, with cement, put into Vineyard-Haven 10th, leaking.
Sch Austin Lock, of Locknort. NS, 19 days fm
ashore
Anguilla, \V1, with salt for Portland, went
10th on the south side of Nantucket, and remains.
Sch Light of the East, of and from Ellsworth for
Eddyville, put. into Vineyard-Haven 10th with loss
of part of deekload staves 5th, off Chatham.
Sch H A DeWitt, from Jacksonville, for Philadelphia, which put into Newport 7th inst leaky,
has been ordered to New York to discharge.
Will proceed in tow.
Sch Orlzimho, Guptill, at Salem from Port Johnson, reports, while crossing the Shoals 7th, lost
foresail and mainsail.

A restaurant and furnished
60 regular board-

tor parties,
&c.; rare chance forthis business, as it is lonear public hall;
only *1600. For full

a

monev

Our Small Dynamos in connection with a small
Automatic Engine afford the only complete and
practical method for either Incandescent or Arc
of lights are reLighting where a small number
quired in places that cannot be supplied from a
central station.
LARGE PLANTS.
Estimates furnished for the Lighting of Theaters, Public Halls, Mills, Factories, Large Stores,
and City and Town Lighting.
THE MATHER HYNAMO
is tlie only Dynamo that is absolutely self-regulating and which requires no regulating device separate from the machine itself; lamps may he
turned off or on without in any way affecting the
brilliancy of the others. There is no other machine with which this can he done without the use
of an auxiliary regulating device, which is wasteful of power when only a few lights are running,
and which always requires more or less attention
from a skilled attendant. It is the simplest machine yet produced. When used as Motor for running sewing machines or for other machinery
whether large or small, the same principle which
makes it self regulating when used for furnishing
light makes it furnish a constant speed no matter
whether it is doing little or no work, or whether it
is carrying tire full load for which it is designed.
Our prices will always he as low as those of any
other company.
_nov4dGw

I am

in

a

as a

Fine

Francisco.
Passed St Helena Nov 10, barque l’J Carlton,
Ainesbury, Iloilo for New York; 18th, BlCapttan’

coal,

—

large transient trade; suppers

—

X*TANTED—To buy $1,000 cast off clothYY ing, furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest
cash price paid; call or address immediately, Mr.
3-2
S. LEVY, 97 Middle St., Portland, Me.

PLANTS
of any capacity furnished complete for both Incandescent and Arc Lighting.
Galvanic Batteries, Electric Motors, and General Electrical Instruments and supplies.
Our small Motors together with a galvanic battery furnish a practical means of running .sewing
machines and other light machinery.
We are prepared to do electrical work of all descriptions.
We manufacture instruments for delicate and
accurate electrical measurements and can guarantee the best of workmanship.

Sleighs.

St_10-1

CASHIER

—

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations*
EES MAJESTY’S FAVOEITE COSMETIC CLYCEEIMS.
Used by Her Royal Highness thefrinccss of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping,Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, is guaranteed as the best Barsaparllla In
the market.

Exchange

bind;

to

WANTED
Young lady living
in eastern or central part of city, wanted as
cashier in a grocery. Address, G. F. L., this office.

Sherry."

San

10th for treatment at the hospital.
Sch Magnolia. Mills, from Hoboken, with
Boothbav 9th with decks swept.

safe

FOR
lodging house of 9 rooms;

Death losses paid,

_

Sole Manufacturers of 5,10, 15 and 20 Light
Dynamos of the Mather System for the Lighting
Private Dwellings, Ofllces, Stores and all places
requiring small isolated plants.

POliTSMOUTH-Below 9th, sehs J 11 Butler,
Harding, Boston for Ellsworth; Radiant, Hardy,
Boston for Roekport; Mary I) Wilson,Cole, do for
Calais.

is worth

BUSINESS CHANCES.

for

go

WANTED—A

of

for

Sullivan, from St John, NB, fur
New York, lumber loaded, went ashore night of
7tli at the moutlitfif tlie Slieepscot river. She was
towed off 8tli full of water and taken to Boothbay
for repairs
Sch Rival, Stewart, from Hoboken for Bath, put
into Boothbay 9tli, with loss of foresail and mate
Two seamen, (foreigners)
washed overboard.
were badly frostbitten and were sent to Portianu

cased Waltham watch with rubber chain attached.
The finder will be thanked and rewarded by leaving the same at the PORTLAND WATER CO.
decl0d3t
OFFICE.

and wife; situa-

situation to do general housework bv a Norwegian girl. Can be found in
hand
Deering, just across the bridge on the right 10-1
side, third house from the corner.

INCANDESCENT AND ARC SYSTEMS.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Iloilo Nov 15th, barque C O Whitmore,

of the crew.
Br sclir Oriole,

a

OF

nice
YV leather binding. 75 cents per volume, 2
H.
GEO.
DAVIS,
in
one
volume, $1.00.
years

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
—

luan

ATT ANT ED—Chautauquans

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR

Ipswich.

Capcine

Congress
ON from Augusta between the gold
doubled
station and the Falmouth Hotel,

(ltf

10-1

S. L. HOLDREGE, Agt., 153 Essex St., Boston, Mass.

Drisko. Ambov.
GLOUCESTER—In port Otli, sell Addie Jordan,
Harriman, Baltimore for Boston, (sails split.)
GLOUCESTER—:in port, sells Delaware, Ellsworth for Boston; J C Nash, Calais for do; Danl
Webster, Bangor for do; Alfred Chase, Boston for
Roekport; Carrie H Spofford, Deer Isle for Bos
ton; Virginia, Boston for Sullivan; Amelia Cobb.'
Sedgwick for Boston; Silas McLoon, Hoboken for

One Demon’*

Lost.
Tuesday, 8th inst., on the lOEo’elock train
St.

ORGANIZED

or

Electric Light Go.,

FROM

Memoranda.
Baruue Virginia, Pettigrew, at Brisbane from
Boston, reports a succession of gales from Aug 18
to Aug 29, and shifted cargo; Sept 5, a sea broke
stove skylights,
over the vessel, smashed wheel,
Ailed cabin witii water, and seriously injured one

buy Wedding Cake
399 Congress St.
29-3m

FOB

—

follows:

as

Kouklaud and Knox and
K., 7. 10a. III., 1.25 p. in.; Auburn and
Lewidou ;it 8.20 a. 111., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Mwi*ton via Bruiuwick, 7.10 a. in.. *11.15 p.
m.; Farmington. .Tlouuaouth, Winthrop,
Oakland and North Aiaon, 1.20 p. in.;
Farmingtou via Brumwick, 7.10 a. in.
and 1.25 p. in.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

Saeo« IRaine.

a

HOUSEHOLD

Smith, Liverpool via

Thompson, Port Blakely.
SU1 fill Nanaimo Nov 29tli, ship Rosie Veit,

to

place
is at DEERING’S Bakery,
FOUND—The
best

Portland

For Bangor, Ell* worth, I?lt. De»«*rt Ferry,
Vancrboro, Ht. John, Halifax, and the
Province*' Ht. Ntrphrti and Aroo*took
County, 1.20p. ni., via ItcwiMtoU' 1.25 anil
and for Bar Har$11.15 p. ill., Via Augu*ta;
bor, and Bangor A l*i«t utnqui* K. R.,
for
m.,
ill.16 p.
Wkowhejran, U«-lfu*t and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.lo p. m.; Waterville,
in..
7.10 a.
1.20.1.25, tll.lo p. in.; and on Hatfor Augusta, Hal.
urdays only at 6.15 p. in.; Brunswick,
7.10 a.
nud
Gardiner
lowrll,
7.10 a. m.,
111., 1.26, 5.15. til.15 p. m.; Bnih,
11.15
at
on
only
5.15
ami
Saturdays
1.25.
p. in.,
Eincoli*

STEAMSHIP CO.,

ST.___4-1

noted

over M.
small wages. Apply
(I. Palmer's store, MBS. N. H. PALMER'S office. Reliable servants furnished at short notice.

45

Halifax—H & A Allan.
Sell Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison—N Blake.
Ar at

at 49 CEDAR

1885, Passenger Trains Leave

International

a

for Sale.

young
WANTED—By
tion in a hotel
private family,
at 228V2 Middle St.

~

more; brig Carrie Purington. Knobel, Port Spain.
SALEM—Ar Otli, sells Acara, Cummings; Jos
Oakes, Gray ; Orizimbo, Guptill, and Melvin,
Hatch, Port Johnson; Win D Cargill, Arey, New
York; Eliza Ann, Jameson, from Kondout; Sarah
Dinsmore, Chase, Boston for Lubcc; F T Drisko

»K.

Cedar St. and Market

8q.,
LOST—Between
pair of gold bowed eye glasses with chain attached. The finder will be rewarded by leaving

WANTED.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by ail Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
Well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ilways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Oh and after TUESDAY, Dee. 1st,

ON

LOST—Lady’s

cated

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
novl4

maim; central railroad

and after Sept. 16, Steamer Gordon will
leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays excepted, weather permitting) at 2 p. in., for Long
Island. Little and Great Cliebeagne, Harpsweii
and Orr’s Island, Return, leave Orr’s Island for
Portland at 6.45 a. in., touching at Intermediate
landings, arrive at Portland at 9.15 a. in.
For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
sepl6dtf

______

STEAMER**

These have only been used once.
have
beautiful Engravings that would answer for a
.enholiday book or paper. I have a very pretty
graved heading that would answer any time for a
holiday paper. These engravings I will sell at a
very reasonable figure. Address
G. W. MORRIS.
dec8dlw
11 Myrtle St.. Portland, Me.

™

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Gold Watch and Chain. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving same at
5-1
MRS. S. A. RUSSELL’S, 144 Pearl St.

ers:

the

Engravings

Face

RAILROADS.

Congress St., opposite
cabinets *1.00.
7-2

the principal Public Buildings and
OF places
of interest in and around Portland.
I
some

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

..

pm

For Sale.
lodging house in

WASHBTG^BLEAOHING

for New Bedford.
BOSTON—Ar 'Jill, sells Georgie L Hickson,
Harding, Norfolk; JennieS Hall, Hall,Baltimore;
Geo M Adams, Standish, do; 0 L> Witherell, Garfield, do; Lizzie Chadwick, Chadwick, Philadelphia ; C II Eaton, St Clair, Port Johnson; Lunet,
Hinds, and Xlmeua, Pettigrew, Weehawken; Ira
Bliss, Hudson, Karttau; It Bowers, Thompson,
Hoboken; Abbic Bursley, Hamilton, Hoboken;
Whittaker, and Nellie Grant,
J M Kennedy,
Dodge. Kondout; Hannibal, Kimball, and Ella
Coombs, do; Nellie E Gray, Snow, New York:
E Gerry, Perry, do; Juliet, Leach, Eddyville.
Ar loth, sells Annie Gus, Taylor, New York;
Catawamteak,
A L Mitchel), Cole, Hoboken ;
Hunt, New York; W M Snow, Maddox, Eddyville
Cld loth, baritne Louise Adelaide, Orr, Balti-

UNITED

to

Gallery,
chanics’ Hall. Two

tJTEAM TA1VVEBV, in first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

Otli, seh Lookout, Weed, Calais

dec7

place
get your pictures copied
and enlarged in every style of the art, at
FOUND—The
Me518
HARRIS’

Jo

A>vv»w»

Foreign Ports.
At Newcastle, NSW, Oct 31, ship LJ Morse,
V'eazie,for Manila; barqnesHiram Emery, Grimn
and Edw Kidder, Gorham, from Hong Kong; Annie W Weston. Duncan, do.
At Sydney, NSW, Nov 5, barque C P Dixon,
Keen, from New York, ar Oct 14.
At. Nanaimo Nov 28, ship Rosie Welt, Welt, for
San Francisco, ldg.
At Departure Bay Nov 28. ship Commodore,Jordan. for San Francisco, ldg.
At Accapulco Nov 20. ship Josephus, Rogers,
uncertain.

LOST—Near

FOR SALK.

—

for New York.
HYANNIS—Ar

HOBBS, 3 OMarket St.1-tf

centre of
paying
Boston, close to theatres; will sell at a bargain ; reason for selling, other business. Address
declOd.SI
FOSTER GRAY, Boston P. O.

JplSMFJ

NEWPORT—III port 9th, sells Fannie Flint.
Warren, from Lubec for New York; Izetta. Hicks
Bangor for do; Alice Belle, Barker, Providence
fordo; Geo E Prescott, Truworthy, Vinalhaveu
for do; Connecticut, Cates, Providence for do;
Clias Heath, Pendleton, Amboy for Portland H A
DeWitt, Henderson, Jacksonville for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 8th, sells H CHigginsou, Hoboken for Boston; Nellie Grant, do for
do; Annie T Bailey, Weehawken for do, (lost anchor and chain); Garland, Weehawken for Beverly; R M Brookings, Elizabethport for Batli; F' E
Hallock, Weehawken for Bar Harbor.
Sid Bill, schs Catawainteak,
EDGARTOWN
Hunt, Elizabethport for Boston; Nellie C Gray,
S 'W, So Amboy for Boston; Veto, Marshall, Port
Johnson for Proviucetown; Carrie L Hix, Hix,

LET—House No. 269
Inquired JOHN

SALE OB TO
FOB
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton.

Pure*

8-1

Cumberland Mills, a bag containing a sum of money in change. The finder
wifi be rewarded by leaving the same with D. S.
BROWN, South Windham, or H. T. CLARK,
W estbrook.8-1

_l-3_

Crosby.

UUUM,

a

SOMERS, the Hatter,

or

SALE—The subscriber being in feeble
health and unable to attend to business,
wishes to dispose of his stock in trade. Anvparty
wishing to engage in the clothing and outfitting
business will find this a favorable opportunity to
secure an old stand and a small stock, at a very
reasonable price. ALFRED HASKELL, Nos.
370 & 372 Fore St.

,,

VJUAX1G*-.

Auctioneer.__'Ll

The

Beaver Stole.

Middle Street,
LOUT-On
finder will be suitably rewarded by returning
253 Middle Street.

same to

Fob

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOB—In port,9tli. schs
F C Holden. Rich, Providence for New Yolk; SilHattie Godver Heels. Mullin, Newport for do;
frey, Strout, Pawtucket for do; Caroline, HutchHelen
Mar, Hart, Proviins, Fall River for do;
dence for do.
Also in port, brig Rabboni, Deane. New York
for New Bedford; schs W H Archer, Goodwin,do
for Boston; Fannie Butler, Langley, do for Portsmouth ; St Elmo, Sprague, and Tucker, Hardy,
Providence for New York.
Sid fm Narraganset Ferry 8th, sells Alice Montgomery, Fannie L Child, Maggie Muivey, and Ma-

IIUUU

have for sale a
brass AndiL. E. LUNT & CO., No. 8 Union Wharf.
8-1

Elizabethport.

1U1

_9-1

SALE—Andirons. We
FOB
number of pairs old fashioned

rons.

...

„..

2V1IILHI y

b6x 1055.

Address P. O.

1175.
plOR SALE—Horse; jet black, weighs
i
seven years old, perfectly sound, kind and
afraid of nothing. L.C. CUMMINGS* CO., 204

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 9th, brig Gipsy Queen,
Chandler, Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 9th, brigs A J Pettengill, Berry, Havana; Elizabeth Winslow,Locke
Matanzas; sch Nellie V Rokes, Thompson, New
York for Jacksonville.
Off the Capes 8th, barque Zulu, (Br) Hall, from
Buenos Ayres for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, brig Clara Pickens, Eddy,
Savannah; sells Jennie H Stubbs, Stubbs,from
Baracoa: Ella Warner. Holbrook, do; Norena,
Chase, Matanzas; Relief. Wiley, Jacksonville.
Also ar 9th, schs Alta V Cole,Cole. Nova Scotia;
Lettie Wells.Bunker,Calais; J MMorales, Gardiner; Annie Lee, Cole, MachiJs; Inez, Leighton,
Millbridge; Douglas Haynes, Dunton. Wiscasset;
Ralph Sinnet, Pinkliam, and Mary O'Neil, Hart,
New Haven.
Ar loth, sch May Munroe, Grant, Apalachicola;
Hattie Dunn, Poland. Pensacola.
Cld 9tli, barque D A Brayton, Gray, for Buenos
Cardenas;
Ayres; brig Annie R Storer, Adams,
sen F C Pendleton, Fletcher, Porto Rico.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, schs Harmona, BurOlive Elizabeth, Randall, New
gess, Amboy;
York.
BRISTOL—At 9th, sch Red Rover, Young, from

ry E

new

on

WALE—Large double oven Bramhall
FOB
Deane Hotel range; in first-class order; just
tiie stove for a
logging camp; will be sold cheap
for

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM HJt'Olt
City of Chicago ..New York.. Liverpool. ..Dec 12
12
Belgenland.New York.. Antwerp.Oct
Dec 12

arrived at

Coal.2 7 do

C B Paine, Hill-

0000 bush.

73 A

Si,./•

sch

11 nnn Vtll

PORT OF PORTLAND.

CentraTlPaciflc.
a West.126%
HUM.

CHARLESTON—Ar 8tli,

93,000.bush; oats, 7,000 busli; rye, CO,000
bush barley, 19,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 0,000 bbls; wheat 27.000 bu,
corn, 27.000 bush; oats, 0,000 bush;rye,1,000 bu;

MARIJSTE

Pel.,tLack.
UBl, A'

New York.

corn.

Northwestern preferred.

Western Union Telegraph.
Alton A Terre Hautp.
do pref.
Boston Air Line.......

McKown,

lower: No 2 Red at 94<:: No 2 Red 94c; No 3 at
89c|bid. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 33%e. Oats
firm; No 2 Mixed at 28®28%c.

Northwestern.lu®Ys

Union

lots

Sherman
and Portland streets; also land on Spring
and Danforth streets; some of the above caa„5.e
bought below its value if applied for soon. BENI0-1
JAMIN SHAW, 48Vg Exchange St.
urant

MOBILE—Ar 9th, sch Carrie Strong, Strong,
Kennebec.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 9tli, sch Geo W Jewett,

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. DECEMBER 11.

Paul....

SALE-Desirable building
Fob
High, State, Mellen, Cumberland,

sch S W Perry, Whitmore,

___

iirsfiS?!-::’.":"-'.'.::"-""-. :‘IU iSS seff::::::::::::I^|'^ter}:: too
Kt.

BM0B1LE—Ar 8th,

EXCURSIONS.

COST AND FOUND.

FOB SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GALVESTON—Cld 4th, sch B W Morse, Reed,

Con.

Proprietors,

413 Fore Ntrcet.

dtf

NOTICE.
subscribers having leased the Casco Dye
House, 13 Plum St., and having put in entiremachinery, are now prepared todo all kinds
of Dyeing in a perfectly satisfactsry manner. Old
and new patronage respectfully solicited.
All
[1 work left with us will have prompt attention.
uo24dlm* STEWART & GREEN. Proprietors.

rfIHE
X

ly

new

—

"the

all precautions seemed to have Ween taken to
secure good sanitary conditions, still as a cursory
examination could not positively determine the
exact condition of the plumbing of the water
closets, and as there was some odor perceptible in
the cellar under the new extension In the rear
and about the urinals in the front cellar, he would
advise closing the school until full investigation
can be made by the proper authorities.
Mr. H. H. Burgess concurred in the opinion of
Mr. Shaw.
Mr. George C. Burgess stated that the original
vaults in rear of the building were as long ago as
in the mayoralty of Mr. Wescott, cleaned out and
tilled up properly, as he had reason to suppose,
and water tanks built of brick and connecting
with the sewer placed over them; that these
often freezing up were not entirely satisfactory,
consequently two years ago these tanks were
washed out and sealed up, and other tanks,
school
best
such are used
in all our
front
the
in
cellar;
houses,
placed
that the rear extension had been entirely cleared
out and two small school rooms finished therein,
one in the first story, the other in the second, and
that to all appearances and according to the opinion of teachers occupying them, these two rooms
are as unobjectionable as any in the building. Mr.
Burgess described the manner in which the piping and ventilating flues had been placed, under
Dr. Baker
the suggestions of the city engineer.
further stated that this piping etc. had been done
under the general suggestion of an expert.
The city physician gave statements In regard to
the general appearance of the building when he has
visited it, corroborative of Dr. Baker’s statements,
that he had had under bis care some dozen children sick with diphtheria on Munjoy Hill and only
Dr. Ring made a
one belonging in that school.
similar statement in regard to the apparent condition of the school house. All the doctors present
stated that home surroundings as well as school
houses sboutd be scrutinized in looking for
causes of diphtheria, that carelessness in quarantining the sick often contributes to the spread of
the disease, and that the utmost care in disinfecting such homes and in excluding children and
others from such diseased persons should be practiced.
All recommended the precaution of a
thorough examination of the condition of this
school house.
In the course of the investigation the bad sanitary condition of one or two lots adjoining the lot
occupied by the Monument St. school house,
and near the buildings, were alluded to, and the
hope expressed that the investigation should include all surroundings.
Dr. Baker introduced the following orders which

DIPHTHERIA.

press.

Excitement in Regard to the Monument Street Schoolhouse.

FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 11.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

of

Interviews

Reporters

Press

with Persons Interested.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Doll Sale—Kines Brothers.
AMUSEMENTS.
St. Stephens’ Christmas Sale—Y. M. C. A. Hall.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
White Bed Spreads—Kines Brothers.
Casco National Bank.
Morse & Pinkiiam—Fire and Marine Insurance.
Owen, Moore & Co.—2.
Gray’s Syrup of Red Spruce Gum.
National Traders Bank.
Fisheries 1880—Gloucester Net and Twine Co.
For Sale—Houses.
Reliable Insurance—W. D. Little & Co..
Canal National Bank.
For Philadelphia—Sch. A. R. Weeks.
Wanted—Gin.

the

Meeting of the School Committee
Regard to the Matters

In

In order to obtain, if possible, some clue to the
cause of the affliction of Munjoy Hill, reporters
for the Press last evening interviewed several of
the physicians who had been called to cases in
that locality.
Yesterday morning the committee on public
buildings, accompanied Superintendent of Schools
Tash on a tour of inspection through the school
house, but as far as coule be seen everything was
in good condition.
DR. C. A. RING.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain
and the little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known
remedy for diarrhoea, whether arisieg from teething or other causes. Twenty-flve cents a bottle.
decl4
WS&Mlyr
_

STRAINED HIS SIDE.
No. 11 West 120tli St.,
New Yobk, March 5,1885
I am pretty well known In New York as the
one-armed baggage master at the N. Y. Central
Depot. Three months ago, in lifting a heavy
trunk, I strained my side dreadfully. I immediately procured an Allcock’s Porous Plaster.
Every hour felt less pain. I wore the Plaster
three days, then applied another, was well in a
week and attending to my business.
James B. Kennedy.
eod&w.
dec 7
Mrs. Chas. Smith of Jimes, Ohio, writes: I
have used every remedy for Sick Headache I
could hear of for the past fifteen years, but Carter’s Little Liver Pills did me more good than all
dec8d&wlw
the rest.
Public speakers and singers find B. H. Doug& Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops a sure remeoctl4M&W&F
dy for hoarseness.
lass

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Thursday—United States vs. John H. Moss.
Indictment lor carrying on the business of a retail iiquordealer without payment of a special tax.
Verdict guilty. Sentenced to pay a fine of 825.
Geo. E. Bird, District Attorney.
A. W. Bradbury.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Thursday—George Bose

Daniel E.

vs.

Mc-

Cann. Verdict for defendant.
J. C. Cobb, B. F. Hamilton.
D. A. Meaher.
Stephen Grant vs. Eugene F. Shaw. An action
to recover damages for personal injuries alleged
to have been sustained by reason of the careless
and negligent drivimLjujethe defendant.
PlaintiffctoWfcod tfiaf on April 23, 1886, while
cruasttlj; Cross street, at a snort distance below
with Middle, the defendant carelessly
^^wfflnunction
w
and negligently drove his team upon him, knocking him down, bruising his shoulders and arm,
and causing injuries from which he has never recovered.
Defendant claimed that he did all in his power
to avoid the accident, and that the same was
wholly due to negligence and waut of ordinary
care on the part of the plaintiff.
Not having agreed at the hour of adjournment,
tbs jury were directed to seal up their verdict.
Ad damnum, 81.000.
W. H. Looney.
Strout, Gage & Strout.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday—Michael Sullivan, intoxication; 10
days in the countv jail.
Henry P. Coyne and Coleman Mulkern, search
and seizure; not guilty; discharged.
Patrick Malia, open shop on the Lord’s Day;
lined 810 and costs; appealed.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Mrs. Thos. G. Loring plucked a calendula in
bloom in her flower garden yesterday afternoon.
The members of Yates Lodge of Perfection who
visited Bangor Tuesday were entertained by the
Tarratine Club.
Get seats at Stockbridge’s for Dr. Vincent’s
lecture on “That Boy,” to be delivered in the
Y. M. C. A. course Monday evening.
The Washburn Union will hold its first annual
meeting this evening in the vestry of the Church
of the Messiah. An entertaining programme will
be given. The public are invited.
Many times last evening we received complaints
through the telephone from various sections of
the city that the electric lights were out there,
causing great inconvenience to pedestrians.
The Sardinian, Capt. Smith, of the Allan line,
sailed for Liverpool at 3.30 o’clock yesterday
afternoon, with a cargo valued at 8184.000 and
several passengers.
The History of the ancient Plummers and Martins and their descendants in America from 1G36
to 1885 is compiled and Just Issued by Mrs. Jane
P. Thurston, proprietor of the United States and
Muiguviu
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The coroner’s jury In the case of Michael
Kecbles, killed on the Ogdensburg road Wednesday, found that his death was caused by accident,
and that neither the road nor its employes were to
blame.
We have received from the publishers, Oliver
Ditson & Co., two pleasing little Christmas cantatas for children, entitled “The Message of
Christmas,” by Newbury & Townc, and “The
Christmas Gift,” by Rosabel.
The tickets for Sidney Dickinson’s lecture on
“Art in the Netherlands,” to be delivered at City
Hall next Thursday night, can be found at Stock'bridge’s, Cyrus Davis’s, Owen & Moore’s and W.
S. Lowell’s.
It was desirable to call a meeting of the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen to authorize the killing of
a horse yesterday, but the Mayor and chairman of
the Board of Aldermen were both out of town,
and owing to no provision in the charter or ordinances, the meeting could not be called.
In the First Parish church, Sunday, Dr. Hill in
the morning will, by request, repeat his Brooklyn
sermon ou “The Bible.” In the evening the
house is given up to the Portland Benevolent
Society for the annual address by the Rev. Dr.
Basiuord of the Chestnut street church.

PERSONAL.

/

Mr. J. E. McDowell sails for Havana Saturday
In the steamer Newport. He left home for New
York Wednesday.
Mr. W. W. Root, formerly assistant in the City
Treasurer’s office and uow of New York, is visiting the city.
C- T. Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.; W. W. Perkins, New
Haven; E.W. Wells, Akron, Ohio; F. B. Grant,
Providence, R. I.; B. R. Courtney, New York; F.
xjftjjraus, Boston; J. W. Trowbridge, Bethel, were
at the Falmouth last night.
Mr. J. F. Ferris, formerly connected with the
home agency of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. of this city, and for a year past their representative upon the Pacific coast, has been promoted to the position of superintendent of the Pacific
department with headquarters at Denver, Colorado.
_

at Chebeague.
William Allen tells of a pleasing instance of
the migratory habits of animals. Two or three
ago a pairs a pair of gray squarrels were introduced on Little Chebeague Island.
They have
now multipled to the number of thirty or more,

Squirrels

Mr.
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It, they have apparently found it too
straitened for their increasing colony, and like
the human race in similar circumstances, are
looking out for “fresh woods and pastures new.”
Accordingly a number of them take up their position on the trees nearest the bar connecting the
island with Great Chebeague and watch for the
receding of the tide. When the bar is no longer
-—-»overed with water they seize the opportunity and
.ocuttle across to the new and larger fields where
they may increase and multiply indefinitely.
trees ..pon

Children’sIChristmas Club.
A collectors’ meeting of the Children’s Christ,
mas Club was held yesterday afternoon and the
collectors turned in the amount received by them
since the previous meeting, amounting to $42.47.
Tha total collections so far reach $65.55, a grati-

fying showing.
Attention is called to the request in our advertising columns that ladies who served in the refreshment room last year will serve again this
season.
__

—

Thatcher Post’s Entertainment.
At City Hall last evening there was a large audlence and many fine presents were given away.
Mr. I. Phillips, No. 66 Lincoln street, got the
piano. Mr. E. B. ltobinson, the piano dealer, got
The committee in
away with the chamber set.
charge had so many things to look after they
were obliged to postpone the award of prizes to
the handsomest lady and homeliest man until the
next entertainments, which will be given on Saturday afternoon and evening. In the evening the
leading prize will be a lady’s very fine gold watch.

Wedding.

_

A very pleasant wedding took place at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Sterling last evening
on the occasion of the marriage of their daughter
The ceremony
Elva and Mr. Herbert M. Rich.
was performed by Rev. C. J. Clark, and a reception followed, largely attended by the numerous
friends of the happy couple. There Jwcre many

elegant gifts.

Larceny.
Morse and Skillings arrested three boys yesterday for larceny of a box of hulled corn from the
wagon of 8. P. Winslow of Deering, and a piece
of meat from the cart of Simon Libby of Scarboro.
The
Their names are Friel, Lally and Kennedy.
and meat were recovered.

Dr. King said that there had been nine or ten
deaths the past year on Munloy from diphtheria,
and three of these occurred recently, which were
said 10 have originated in the Monument street
schoolhouse. He had not had any cases since
last spring. As far as he could see he could find
nothing to cause the disease in that schoolhouse,
but he couldn’t look underground and therefore
couldn't say what malign influence, if any there
was, in that particular place. He thought the
school should be suspended and a thorough examination made by the building committee and
board of health. He thought very probable that
one very important Ifactor in the spread of the disease had been owing to the fact that the funerals
of those who had fallen victims to the disease had
been held without any restrictions, which was a
most prolific source of contagion.
DR. C. A. BAKER.

Dr. P.aker said he might sit down, if he had
tune and talk enough to till two columns of the
Press and then be as far ofl in getting at any decided reason for the prevalence of diphtheria on
the hill, as if he had said nothing. He had had
several cases, the causes for which were-untraceIn some cases it might reasonably be
able.
thought that defective ventilation was the cause,
and then other cases occurred where the sanitary
regulations were excellent. He thought the only
way to get at the cause surely was to trace the
disease through an expert. A case might occur in
a pupil at the Monument street schoolhouse and
it was possible that child might have come in
contact with another child from a family where
diphtheria had occurred. He agreed with Dr.
Ring in regard to the highly contagious character
of the disease and the necessity for isolation and
all other precautions such as should be observed
in all highly contagious diseases. He approved
nf

havincr

a
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Whereas, so large a number of the inhabitants
whose children attend primary school No. I
Monument St., fearful that the sanitary condition of the school house in that district contributes to the spread of diphtheria:
Ordered, That said school be closed until the
sanitary condition of that school house can be fully ascertained and defects, if any, remedied.
Ordered, That the Committee on Public Buildings of the city council be requested to have a
thorough examination made, by competent parties, of the condition of Monument St. School
House, and to report what may be necessary to be
done. If anything, to place the house in proper

nf t.lift Sfhflftl-

bouse and its surroundings.
DR. SMITH.

Smith, city physician, thought that there
in his experience, great lack ol sanitary pre-

Dr.
was

cautions in cases which had come to his knowledge, and he cited a case of sewer and sink drain
combining to throw out their poisonous gases in a
man’s cellar where diphtheria occurred. He had
had cases on the hill in spring and summer.
Mr. H. H. Shaw, of Shaw, Goding & Co., Is a
prominent resident of the hill, to whom many
have been with complaints. He thought that after
the spring session closed at the Monument street
school, and during the summer vacation, there
was a cessation of diphtheria in that locality, or
at the worst but a case or two.
He thought a
thorough investigation should be made.

condition fnr qchonl

Considerable
Damage
and Water.

Dr. Chas. R. Crandall stated that he knew of 19
20 cases of diphtheria on the hill during the
past six months. Twelve of these cases were
among children attending school at the Monument
street schoolhouse, and who were in classes occupying the rooms on the lower floor of the building.
The remainder of the cases occurred in children
too young to go to school. The majority of these
children belonged to families in comfortable circurastauces, living in houses provided with Scbago
water, and properly drained aud ventilated. Of
the twelve children from the school who were
stricken with the disease, five recovered. The
number of deaths from diphtheria on the hill
during the last six months is twelve. Of the eight
school children who have been under Dr. Crandall’s care while sick with dlpththeria during this
term, six have come from properly drained and
ventilated houses.
Dr. Crandall said that some of the rooms on the
lower floor of the Monument stieet schoolhouse
were modelled out of the former water closets,
the closets being removed to the basement. Complaint has been made about the building fora
long time. The teachers have complained of the
bad odor which came from the basement. Last
spring the School Committee investigated the
condition of affairs, and it was thought that the
work done at that time improved the condition of
things. Dr. Crandall said that he did not believe
any schoolhouse having water closets in the basement could be healthy, but he did not know that
the diphtheria in this school was caused by the
condition of the building, although when the
school closed last summer the disease died out,
and there were no cases on the hill until shortly
after the reopening of the school in the fall, when
the disease reappeared. Nearly all of the cases
have been of the most malignant type.

STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.

A FRIENDLY TIP.

To-night Mr. Ferguson will appear in “A Friendly Tip" at Portland Theatre. The New York
Herald says: “W. J. Ferguson, who represents
the character of the Dude in ‘A Friendly Tip,’ Is
undoubtedly one of the finest character artists on
the stage to-day.
His performance is bright,
breezy and ludicrous enough to make any one
who goes to see it fully satisfied with himself for
having done so.
A despatch from Portsmouth, N. H., last night
laid the company had

MISS EMMA J. WILSON

m.ml.oi- nf

nil.

The following programme was given by this
:lub at their concert yesterday:
Piano Quartet—Overture to Magic Flute,

Mozart
and Mrs.

Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Allen
Morrison.
Vocal Trio—Floating on the breath of evening,
John McPherson
Misses Bartlett. Lewis and Mrs. Morrison.
a Ich wandle unter Blumen,Lassen
(
Vocal Solo
j b Der Hirt.Berg
Piano Solo—Rondo from Sonata op. 10, No. 3,
Beethoven
Mrs. Denison.
Vocal Solo— (a Spring Flowers.Keinecke
irith violin J b An, when I gaze within thoee

held yesday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. All the members
of the board were present except the Mayor who
was absent from the city.
On motion of Mr. Holden Col. Merrill was
chosen chairman pro tern.
The Superintendent of Schools stated that the
board had been called together at the request of
Dr. Baker, supervisor of Primary No. 1, Monument street, and at the instance of citizens of that
district, to consider the state of affairs in that
school. Several gentlemen including Messrs. H.
H. Shaw, H. H. Burgess, Geo. C. Burgess, also
Dr. C. D. Smith, City Physician, were present.
Dr. Baker stated that owing to cases of diphtheria in tho Monument street district, and the
fact that several of the children addicted with this
disease, some of whom bad died, bad attended
that school, the attention of parents and others
in looking for causes had been turned towards
the school house as possibly sanitarily defective.
He further stated that he had, in company with
the City Physician and others, visited the school
premises, and so far as could be discovered everything was in good sanitary condition, and that,
while, if he had children, he should send them
without hesitatiou to that building, he thought
the feelings of parents of the district ought to be
respected, and the most searching examination
of the school house should be made, and defects,
if any found, remedied.
Mr. Shaw, on being called upon, stated that tho
people of his district were thoroughly alarmed at
the recurrence of a malignant type of diphtheria
among children belonging to that school, that
the matter
many had solicited his aid in bringing
before the school board, that, with representative
had accompanied the
men of the district, he
Superintendent of Schools through the rooms and
cellar of the building that noon, and that while

(

obligato.

eyes.Hullweck

Miss Bartlett.
Piano Duet—Sonata in D.Mozart
Miss Blanchard and Mrs. Smith.
Voeal Solo—L’Addio a Napoli.Cothau
Mrs. Morrison.
Violin Solo—12th air with variations, op. 88,
Miss Webb.
Vocal Quartet—The Mountain Brook,

Rheinberger

Misses

Bartlett, Merrill, Lewis and Mrs.
Morrison.

The Mikado.
The case of Richard D’Oyley Carte vs. A. L. Wilbefore
came
Judge Webb in the Circuit
jur,
up
motion
3ourt yesterdayfor hearing upon a
the
Wilrestrain
or
an
injunction to
>ur
performing
Company from
Opera
as the
known
he opera
“Mikado,” with
The complainant
in orchestral accompaniment.
> ntroduced numerous affidavits certifying that this
1
company had played this opera with instrumental
1
irchestra, in Portland, 8t. John, N. B., and Banl ;or, and had advertised to do so again at Bangor,

Friday night

Adjourned Meeting of
land Exchange.

the Port-

The adjourned meeting of the Fishing Exchange
with a large attendwas held yesterday afternoon
Trefethen presided.
ance. President George
Mr. Whitten, chairman of the committee appointed to visit Gloucester, reported that the
committee had been courteously and gladly received by the fishing interest there, and a large
and enthusiastic meeting was held at the rooms of
the American Fish Bureau. Geo. Steele, Esq.,
presided at this meeting. From Gloucester|tlie
committee proceeded to Boston and met Judge
Woodbury, who conferred with them on his recent visit to the President at Washington.
At the Gloucester meeting a resolution was

passed deeming future legislation unnecessary.
The President’s recommendation in his message
for the appointment of a commission to settle the
question is not regarded with favor, but having
been made, will have to take its course.
The matter of early South fishing was brought
to the attention of the Gloucester fishing interest
and well received.
In reply to a question by Mr. A. M. Smith, Mr.
Whitten said that Judge Woodbury thought the
chances of success at Washington in favor of the
fishing Industry. The recommendation for the
appointment of the commission made by the President, Mr. Whitten thought, was in accord witli a
promise probably given Sir John Macdonald at
the time the continuance of the fishing relations
between this country and Canada was made in
June last.
Mr. Whitten said that he thought Judge Woodbury has done good work, giving his time and
talent to the cause. The determined action of
the Portland Exchange lias had a good effect in
Gloucester, although the committee from this
•ity told the Gloucester people that they were regarded as the leaders In the Industry, and would
receive Portland’s hearty co-operation and support in the course they may decide upon. The
Gloucester people feel that the present crisis is a
matter of life and death to them, the citizens
doing their utmost to further the work.
A meeting of the committee appointed at the
Gloucester convention will be held in the Parker
House, Boston, next Monday, and a definite
This comcourse will then probably be adopted.
mittee consists of eight members from Massachusetts and three from Maine, and has power to
make such arrangements as they see fit. MessrsGeo. Trefethen and O. B. Whitten of Portland,
and T. F. Smith of North Haven are the Maine
members of the committee.
Upon motion of Mr. Smith, the report was accepted and ordered Incorporated in the records of
the Exchange.
L/uiciciiu
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had been pretty generally distributed in the towns
along the coast. Upon motion of Mr. Whitten, a
committee of two was appointed to circulate the
Messrs. Edward A.
petitions for signatures.
Chase and William H. Shurtleff were named as
such eommittee.
A committee to draw up resolutions to be sent
to our representative in Congress, expressing the
▼lews of the Portland Fishing Exchange, was, on
motion, appointed by the chair, who named
Messrs. E. G. Willard and A. M. Smith as that
committee.
The committee reported the following resolution, which was unanimously adopted:
Whereas, we, who are interested in the fishing
industry of the United States, look with alarm upon the opening of the fishery question with the
government of Great Britain, with regard to the
admission of fish caught by British subjects free
from duties into the United States, and being satisfied to have the present situation of the fishing
interest remain where it is: and,
Whereas, we believe that the appointment of
anv commissioners or any legislation to adjust
differences would be disastrous to our fishing interest, as Great Britain has no privileges she can
grant as an offset to the greqj advantages which
would be derived through the free access to our
markets with the productions of their fisheries;
and
Whereas, we are willing to forego any advantages which Great Britan may offer to us as an offset for our free market for her fish; therefore
Jtesolved, That we respectfully request our representatives to Congress from the State of Maine
to do all in their power to prevent the appointment of commissioners to treat with Great Britain in the matter of the (fisheries, and we hereby
appeal to the Congress of the United States to
protect our fishing interest and place us upon the
same footing as other industries of the country.
The meeting was then adjourned until next
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock.

--

WHITE BED SPREADS.
Not

8 sold to

over

one

Customer at Advertised Prices.

White fair size Spreads at 35 cents, or 3 for $1.00,
usual price 50 cents each.
Red border fair sized Spreads at 39 cents, or 3 for

$1.10, usual price 65 cents each.
Light Blue good size Spreads at 55 cents, or 3 for
$1.65, usual price never less than $1.00 each.
Light Brown or Cardinal good size Spread at 69
cents or 3 for $2.00, usual price $1.00 each.
White good size Marseilles Pattern Spread at 59

Plainer Patterns 55 cents.
2 Cases large size Marseilles Pattern Spreads warranted to give good satisfaction at 98 cents.
extra $3.00 large size Marseilles Pattern
Case
I
Spreads warranted to give good satisfaction at
omy 91.cents eacn.
2 Assorted Cases of Finest White and Fancy Bordered Spreads from $2.50 to $10.00 each.
These are warranted to be under present market
cents.

prices.

Hoise Blankets and Damaged Bed Blankets

Damon Council of the Orient.
Damon Council, No. 1901, has been organized
and elected the following officers:
Grand Orient—G. H. Cobb.
Grand Vice Orient—R. W. Taylor.
Grand High Priest—C. A. Verrill.
Grand Vizier—A. W. Emerson.
M. of H. A.-Willaim L. Hall, J. M. Hammond,
Jr.
__

St. Alban Commandery.
The following officers were elected last night:

The defendant certified that he did not use the
ircbestral score of Gilbert & Sullivan, the authors^
tut an orchestral score prepared by a composer
It was contended by his counsel
> n Cincinnati.
1 hat this was not an infringemet of the rights of
he complainant.
The counsel for the complainant argued that a
1 iow orchestration was necessarily aa imitation of
1

lomplainant.
Judge Webb delivered an opinion sustaining
he motion, and enjoined the defendant and his
lervants and agents from using any instrument,
ixcept the piano and organ, in the production of

he “Mikado.” D. A. Dorr and N. & H. B.Cleaves
1 ippeared for complainant, and Mattocks, Coombs
!i Neal for Wilbur.
1

Portland Fishing Business.
The Transcript for this week says the volume of
he fishing business the past year is somewhat un-

was

ier that of 1884, the decline, as will appear from
he figures given below, being most marked in
nackerel:
Eight fresh fish firms handled the past season
1.080.000 ponnds, against 8,600,000 pounds in
884.

The four firms
In dried fish a decline is noted.
iggregate 30,700 quintals, against 46,200 quinto the
is
attributed
off
Tile
als in 1884.
falling
; act that some of the dealers have bought instead
if making.
Eleven dealers in pickled fish show a decline of
,hout 33 per cent in amount from last year.
1884.
1885.

j

dackerel.131,602 84,831
10,189 15,900

: lerring.
! ihad.

600
1,475
Four firms handled 2,800,000 pounds of lobster
of
a
decrease
of
700,000,
1886,
luring the season
lue probably to close observance of tbe law ap] ilying to short lobsters.
The finnan haddie business continues to devel( ,p rapidly.
The amount produced for the season
j > about 1,260,000 pounds, an increase of some
: 150.000

pounds.

The canning of mackerel has been coinparative( y insignificant, large amounts having been car, led over from the preceding season.

Maine Historical Society.
The papers expected to be read before the
1 iaine Historical Society on the 22d inst. are as
1 ollows:
Memoir of Jas. Sliepperd Pike, by George F.

Talbot, Esq.

Richard Vines, by Charles E. Banks, M. D.
The Popbam Settlement, by Rev. Henry O.

price $3.00.
Grey Bed Blankets, at 59 cents, 69 cents,
98 cents, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $4.50 per pair.
Fine White All Wool Bed Blankets, at $3.98, $4.50,
$5.00 up to $20.00 per pair.

4 Cases

Rl NES BROTHERS.
dlt

decll

OREN HOOPER

9, Edward C. Elliott and

Congress Street, Corner Pearl.
LOOK AT THE ARRAY OF GOODS
AND NOTE THE PRICES.

Easy Chair for $3.50 and forty different
styles unsurpassed, from $3.50 upwards.
An elegant Easy Plush Chair for $10.
A Charming Walnut or Cherry Easy Chair

According to the best authorities, originates in a
morbid condition of the blood. Lactic acid, caused
by the decomposition of the gelatinous and albuminous tissues,circulates with the blood and at
tacks the fibrous tissues, particularly in the joints
and thus causes the local manifestations of the
disease. The back and shoulders are the parts
usually affected by rheumatism, and the joints at
the knees, ankles, hins and wrists are also sometimes attacked. Thousands of people have xouna
in Hood’s Sarsaparilla a positive and permanent
This medicine, by its puricure for rheumatism.
fying and vitalizing action on the blood, corrects
toe cause of the disease, and it also gives strength
to every function of the body.

Immediate Relief.
"Some twentv vears ago I had my right ankle
dislocated, andi t lias been weak ever since. Abou
ten years ago I was exposed to severe cold and
came near freezing. Since then I have often been
troubled with rheumatism, affecting me most in
the right ankle. I suffered severely during the
late cold winter, and tried Hood’s Sarsaparilla as
It gave me almost immediate relief, and
a help.
I keep it constantly ready for use. It is worth
times
its cost.” L. T. Hunt, firm of Estey &
many
Hunt, Kenton, Oiiio.
“About a year ago I was pretty well run down,
being troubled with rheumatism and indigestiou,
and my blood being very poor. I began to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it gave me great relief.”
John Lewis, Torrington, Conn.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by alt druggists. $1; six for *6.
Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

lOO Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm

SICK HEADACHEI
ni nrrr

tjM°$B%epDi|
Too*
Indigestion and
Hearty Eating. A per*
feet remedy Tor Dizai*
ness, Nausea, Drowsi*
nese,Bad

Taste in

the*

Mouth, Coated Tongue*
Pain to the Side, &c*
They regulate the Bow*
_els and prevent Consti*
easiest to taka*
JkeraaUestanS
Pile*,
and
ration
Only one Dill a doee. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg*
85 cents. 6 vialsby mailfor$l.oB*
etaWe.
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CARTER MEDICINE CO.iProp’rs, New York.

B

Notice.
firm of Hall & Haskell, ship brokers, is
this day dissolved by mutual consent, Chas.
O. Haskell retiring. The business will be continued by Albert B. Hall under the same Arm name.
ALBERT B. HALL.
Dec. 1, 1885.
CHAS. 0. HASKELL.
decl0d3t

THE
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East Stoughton, Mass., Nov. 22,1885
To the FLOWER MEDICINE CO.

with Foot Rest eombined, for $5.00.

a

for

I have been trying about
on the market, BE-

me.

everything

DIFFERENT

TWENTY

SIDES

DOCTORS, and found nothing to
help me permanently. I sometimes felt better for a short time,
but would then go down again. I
have had the DYSPEPSIA and
IN
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THE WORST

but

FORMS,

today

I call myself well, and all the

SURPRISING! SURPRISING!

re-

your medicine. I
a bilious attack
about once in two weeks, and now
I have not had one since I commenced taking your Sanative, and
that was months ago. I CALL IT
THE BEST MEDICINE ON THE
CONTINENT, and I ought to be a
good judge by this time. I am now

taking
generally had
sult of

For a moment, think of a Solid Moquett
Valore Plush Lounge for

SIX DOLLARS

Dear Sirs :
With great pleasure I send you
few lines telling you of the won-

derful cure your LIVER AND
STOMACH SANATIVE has done

A Solid Walnut Marble Top Table for $1,
and more than seventy-live handsome patterns from $1 upward.
A great assortment of new styles Polished Top Centre and Library Tables in
Im. Mahogany, Cherry, Ebony,
and Walnnt,from all the leading manufactories in this country.

$6.00

$6.00

Chamber Ms!
Chamber Ms!

58 years old, am doing my own
work, and feel like a new being.
With best wishes for your success, for you are doing a great
work for suffering humanity,
I remain your sincere and

We buy Chamber Suits by the Train
Load where our competitors only claim
by the car load. Of course in buying in such immense quantities we can
Prices as low as
sell way, way down.
any prices quoted on earth.

to buy

Walnut, Cherry, Im. Mahogany, Ash,

grateful friend,

Bass Wood and Pine.

More than 150 Sets now on exhibition.

MRS. THOMAS TRIPP.
dec2_eodtl

Parlor Suits!
Parlor Suits!

FIR!

Now we are talking, we have them in ev
ery color, kind, style and prices, and can
fairly paralyze you with the quantity.

We can furnish Fir boughs for filling
Pillows at from IO to SOcents per
to

$40 PLUSH PARLOR SUIT $40

quality.

$40.00!

$40-00!

WALNUT AND CHERRY DESKS
more

than 40 different designs.

Secretaries.
No end to tlie variety.

AccountBooks.

SIDEBOARDS & CHIFFONIERS

MORSE & PINKHAM,

RELIABLE INSURANCE.

ANNUAL STATEMENT JAN. 1st, 1885,
OF THE

—

Union Ins. Co.,

—OF—

Phoenix Assurance
COMPANY,
of London.

ESTABLISHED IN 1782.

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INCORPORATED

IN

1804.

Capital paid up In cash.*375,000.00
Total Assets at actual value. 860,429.80
LIABILITIES.
Losses in process of ad-

_

justment.8 74,148.38

Re-Insurauce reserve— 273,679.99
Ali other demands against
138,930.49
Co
Surplus to policy holders. 379,670.94
■-——§ooB,4jy.oU

Morse & Pinkham,
AGENTS,

Exchange Street^

„J?

GRAfSSp
—

FOR

—

Colds, Bronchial
all Throat Affections.

Coughs,

ana

finest Red Spruce Gum, (Delicious Flavor.
Balsamic, Soothing, Expectorant and Tonie'.

Prepared from the

SOLD

BY ALL

RESPECTABLE CHEMISTS.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists, Moatreal.

Price '25 Cents.
N. B.—The words '‘Syrup of Red Spruce Gum”
constitute our registered Trade Mark, aud our
wrapper and labels are also registered.
Factory Rouse’s Point. Wholesale Warehouse:
220 State Street, Boston, Mass.
codCmlstortthp
(tecl 1

1886.
FISHERIES
We Offer to the Trade:
10 000 lbs Lobster Twine. 6,000 lbs lt-6 Herring and Mackerel Gill Netting. 6,000 fbs StowTwlne. Netting, Strong and Fine, for Mackerel
and Herring. 20,000 lbs hard laid Twine Netting
20,000 lbs Stow-Twlne
for traps and pounds.
Purse, Mackerel, Seine Nettings.10,000 lbs Hadley Twine, Purse, Mackerel, Seine Nettings. Several thousand pounds have been used, the past seasou of the stock for Purse Seines and every report
received, without an exception, have given it a
satisfactory character for strength and lightness.
To sum up, if made same size twine as competing
twines, it is 20 per cent stronger, if made 20 per
Lightness is Procent lighter it is as strong.
Sir. Stowe regards it as the best twine he
fix
ever produced in his long experience, for Purse
Seines.

NET MD TWINE C0„
GLOUCESTER
Otf Commercial Hi.,
BoMioo.niaHS.

decll

NATIONAL

eod2w&w4w

TRADERS BANK.

shareholders of the National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room,
at 11
on Tuesday the twelfth day of Jannary next,
o’clock a. m., to choose five Direeiors for the enthat
and
to
on any other business
act
suing year,
niav
legally come before them,
may ieba
EDWARD GOULD. Cashier.
declldlm
Dec. 11, 1886,

THE

For Philadelphia.
A. R. WEEKS, Henley master. For freight
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.,
apply to
167 Commercial St.
declldtf

SCH.

Jan, 1,1885.

*

Total Assets, ....
Net Surplus, over
Loses Paid, over ...

$5,728,874.13

8,000,000.00

70,000,000.00

Total Assets In United States.81,603,476.00
Total liabilities in United States, including reserve for reinsurance,
and unpaid losses. 1,043,101.43
Net Surplus in United States.
460,374.67
A.

EASELS! Order Blank Books for New Year
Early.
Chairs Chairs Chairs Check Books, Printing and Ruling
EASELS!
Don’t buy

STATEMENT

Fire and III' Insurance.
—

Rheumatism

Dll I C

Lots abutting

any
Ice
Sidewalk to cause accumulations of Snow
to be removed from said sidewalk w ithin three
hour, after the ceasing of the fall of the snow ii
the day time, and if in the night time before ten
o’cloch of the forenoon succeeding.
1 trust citizens will promptly comply with the
requirements of the ordinance, thereby convening
the public and avoiding complaint and proseciiBENJ. F. ANDREWS,
tion.
City Marshal.
nov28d2w

Buildings

Elegant display of these.

In this city, Dec. 10, Gertrude Mary, youngest
child of Edgar E. and Emma Rounds, aged 3
years 9 months.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 196 Franklin street.
In this city, Dec. 10, Patrick Mannalian, aged
38 years.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 9 o’clock,
from No. 16 Briegs street.
In this city, Dec. 10, Cecelia L., daughter of
John A. and Mary Loring, aged 4 years 11 months
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, rear of
No. 87 Washington street.
The funeral service of Michael Caples will
take place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from No.
262 Danfortb street.
In Bath. Dec. 8, Caroline E., wife of Levi C.
Oliver, aged 68 years.
In Brunswick, J. G. Collins, aged 76 years.
In Biddeford, Dec. 2, Charles Decker, aged
about 60 years.
In Biddeford, Nov. 30, James D. Hutchins, aged
66 years.
In Sanford, Nov. 29, James E. Scott, aged 47
years 2 months.
In Saco, Nov. 29, Miles W. Strout, aged 48
years 6 months.

|*l m«)a
■§

of the

is called to the Ordinances
ATTENTION
City requiring Tenants, Oreupnnt.
Owner, of

sortment under

Five pieces Silk Plushes and Velvets,
must be sold to-day ; and in order to do
so have marked them at 50 cents a yd.
One hundred Worked Tidies 50 cents.
One hundred Table Scarfs 50 cents.
On Steamboat Counter.

DEATHS.

S

City Marshall's Office, 1
Nov. 26, 1886, I

To the Public:

Elegant in finish of Frame and Upholstery ; unsurpassed for

In Haipswell, Dec. 6, Johnson H. Stover and
Miss Lydia J. Farr.
In Bath, Dec. 5, Irvin W. Brown of Bath and
Sarah A. Turnbell of Digby, N. S.

| v tn

ADVERTIBE1HENTB.

SNOW AND ICEON SIDEWALKS.

SON,

&

C. W. ALLEN
dti

—

We beat the World and British ProvinBed Lounges. The greatest asone roof in Maine at
the unheard of price of *0.00 up to *26.
An elegant Lounge for your Sitting
Room for *2.60 and upwards.

SILK PLUSHES 50 CENTS.

pound, according

In this city, Dec. 9, by Rev. L. H. Hallock, Chas
C. B. Goodwin and Mrs. Georgie P. Stevens, both

P ITTlt
■ l/rn

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.
marl4
CITY

MARRIAGES.

lAftltKu

OF

peering,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

ces on

_

janl

—

$6.00 BED LOUNGES $6.00

The attention of our readers is called to the
statement of the old Phoenix Assurance Company
of London, published in our columns this morning. This company is nearly 104 years old,
having been organized in 1782, and established
agencies in this country more than three-quarters
of a century ago, or half a century earlier than
any other foreign company, and has paid as appears by its statement over seventy million dollars in losses. This is a very honorable record
and we take pleasure in calling attention to it.
W. D. Little & Co. and Capt. Albert Marwick are
its representatives in this city.

Hood’s

19th, at
shall
on SATURDAY, Dec.
Exchange, lortlanU,
Me. The Presumpscot Park property,
Me., tor full desbription of property and terms
of sale, see Portland Dally Advertiser.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*,
<*td
dec 11

WE 12 M.,sell
at Merchants

FURNITURE STURE
—

AUCTION.

■

■Rftpnrriffr—Franklin Savwftr.

Tlie^British

View of the Ashburton Treaty, by
Cdward H. Elwell, Esq.
Some Additional Facts Concerning Geo. Weyl oouth, by Rev. Dr. Henry S. Burrage.
Indian Camping Grounds in Maine, by Charles
j 4. Sawyer, Esq.
Indian Graves lately discovered at Prours
feck, by Horatio Hight, Esq.

Bargains,
Bargains,
AT THE GREAT

Property,

deebiuo.
BY

—

Park

2 Bales large size Heavy Fancy Horse Blankets, at Carpet Roekers, beauties for $1.00, and
69 cents or 3 for $2.00.
a great assortment of elegant patAJSSTZ
I Bale $1.25 large size, extra heavy Horse Blankets,
from $1.00 upwards.
terns
at 90 cents or 3 for $2.65.
for
Street Horse Blankets in large sizes, at $1.00, A handsome Reed or Rattan Rocker
$3.00, and one hundred elegant new
to
$5.50.
$2.00
up
$1.25, $1.50,
designs from $8.00 upwards.
5 Cases White Bed Blankets Damaged by Fire,
Smoke and Water, at 86 cents per pair, usual A beautiful Walnut or Cherry Frame

Commander—B. B. Farnsworth.
Generalissimo—Fred R. Farrington.
Captain General—J. K. Martin.
Treasurer—Warren P. Chase.

of Portland.
In Brunswick, Dec.
Miss Alice G. Buffum.

...

■

Presumpscot

WE BLOW NOW !

BEST AND CHEAPEST

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
eounty have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Cumberland—A. R. Littlefield to Albert H.Granncll, land. *25.
Brunswick—Robert Ross to Gustavus Parker,
land. *75.
Bridgton—Westley B. Perkins to Kutlianna Davis, land. *85.66.

next.

1

lias

special meeting of School Board

crowddd house there.

The

AUCTION BALKS.

FURNITURE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

KOSSQTI CLUB.

ACTION OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
A

a

The souvenir concerts Saturday afternoon and
evening, Dec. 26th, will be very attractive. The
Sock Band Concert Company (Till Family) who
introduce the great novelty, the rock harmonicon,
in instrument about
the size of a grand piaio,
made of tuned rock. They play on other instruments and sing English glees. They will be assisted by Leland T. Powers, who will give selec;ions at the matinee, and in the evening present
'Esmeralda," in which he represents nine charac;ers.
The Arclamena Ladies Quartette of Boston
will make their first appearance.—Misses Monroe,
Martin, Cook, Martin. Souvenir Christmas cards
ire given away with each ticket.

is

Tlin

was

To-night the Harvard Glee Clubland Pierian
Sodality will appear in the Stockbridge course at
City Hall. The programme we published yesterday. A few good seats can still be secured at
Stockbridge’s.

Dr. Henry P. Merrill stated that he knew
nothing of the condition of the Monument street
schoolhouse, and could not tell where the children suffering with malignant diphtheria on the
hill during the past year had attended school.
Dr. Merrill has had two cases of diphtheria from
the hill, both being children from healthy homes.

dropped off in about
the same ratio, so that today nearly one-half, or
over one hundred pupils, were absent.
All this
excitement and dropping out of the children has
occurred during the past week.”
All the water closets in the building are now located in the basement, and in the one used by the
boys water is kept running all the time.

Smoke

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

DR. HENRY T. MERRILL.

rooms

by

discovered about 7.16 o’clock last
tvening issuing from a second story window in
the brick block on Federal street adjoining the
Perry Hotel, by Mr. Charles W. Harris, the undertaker. Mr. Harris at once ran up stairs and
lound a fire burning in a closet in a room occupied by Mr. W. P. Stevens for the manufacture of
tin heaters. Seeing that he could not extinguish
the flames with any means at Ills command, Mr.
Harris raised an alarm of fire and box No. 31 was
pulled by Officer Frith, the department responding promptly. The fire did not amount to much
but the building was thoroughly wet down, nearly
all the tenants losing more or less heavily. The
building itself is damaged to the extent of anumber of hundred of dollars, a large amount of plastering having fallen and a good deal of the partitions being cut away The building is owned by
Hon. A. W. H. Clapp and is insured for the following amounts: $2060 with Palmer & Anderson
and $2400 with Morse & Pinkham.
Tobin Brothers, undertakers, suffered considerable damage to their stock by water. Fully insured.
W. P. Stevens, tinware manufacturer, loses
$360 damage to stock, with no insurance.
James S. Knight, stove dealer, suffers a loss to
stock by water of $1000. Mr. Knight was insured
In the agency of C. A. Sparrow.
The billiard hall in the upper story is unoccupied and the other tenants will not lose anything.
A small piece of pipe on the side of the boiler of
No. 6 blew off but no damage was done.
Smoke

or

pils in the other

nnmotM

LAST NIGHT’S FIRE.

DR. C. R. CRANDALL.

the principal of this school. She was called
upon last evening by a Pkkss representative, and
the
gave the following statement concerning
school.
Miss Wilson said that she had been a
teacher in the Monument street school for about
twelve years, nine of them as principal. She has
seven teachers under her, all of whom, she said,
enjoyed excellent health, and had not lost any
time through illness that she was aware of.
The
school building is divided into eight rooms—four
on the lower and four on the upper floor. In these
eight rooms are distributed about 300 children.
Miss Wilson says she has considered her pupils
In past years the
as, on the whole, healthy.
vaults were the old-fashioned kind, and were located on the upper and lower floors, but during
the past year these were taken out, and water introduced. Before this change was made, she had
noticed disagreeable odors in the building frequently, coming from the vaults; and since then
she has detected a slight odor at times, in some of
the rooms, though hot disagreeable.
She has
heard complaints from the parents of some of her
scholars, that when the old vaults were removed
and water put in they were not properly cleaned
out. As to that, however, she was not;prepared to
give an opinion. She said the building was kept
At the rear of
neat and clean in every part of it.
the school room, last year, were an old stable, in
and a fish market.
which pigs were kept,
In that vicinity also, were several buildings whose
sanitary arrangements were said to be poor. She
was not prepared to say that the drainage from
these might not have had some bad effect on the
scholars.
In answer to an inquiry as to how many deaths
from diphtheria had occurred among her scholars, Miss Wilson said six, all within the past year.
In June last there were two, but she had learned
their deaths had been tiaced to poor drainage at
home; one in July, one during the summer vacation, and three since the present term began in
September. All of these, however, had been of
children who, while in school, were placed in the
rooms considered most healthy—that Is, on the
lower floor and at the front of the building. No
cases of diphtheria had been reported among pupils in the upper rooms.
She was asked again if there was much excitement among the parents of her pupils.
“Oh, yes,
it is great,” she replied. “In my room were fortythree pupils daily, but todav I had only twenty
one. In another room were flfty-one, and today

unanimously passed:

NEW

the fishing interest.

an

Easel until you have

seen ours.

More than two hundred varieties and
in round numbers over four thousand.

of all kinds.

We have Three Floors of over Fourteen
Thousand Square Feet each, making over
Forty-Two Thousand Square Feet, solid
full of everything to furnish your house
from cellar to attic.
We mean business when we say we have the Largest
Store and Largest Variety of House
Furnishing Goods in New England,
and we mean business when we say
that no dealer on earth can sell good
goods lower than we can and will.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON,
octie

We are hardly done blowing yet, for we
have not mentioned half our stock, and
want to say another word.

CARPETS!
W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
CARPETS!
CARPETS!
31 EXCHANGE ST.
Ass’t

Manager.

Manager.

We invite the

eod3w

THE CASCO NATIONAL BANK, OF PORTLAND.
annual

of

the Stockholders of

the

meeting
Bank of Portland will be held
THECasco National
house
12,

at its

Tuesday, January
second Tuesday of said month),

banking

on

1886, (being tne
at 10 o’clock a. ni. The election of seven Directof
ors for the ensuing year, and the transaction
any other business that may legally come before
it, will be the business of the meeting.
WILLIAM T. SMALL, Cashier.
declldtd

Portland, Dec. 11,1885.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
the stockholders of the

annual meeting
National Bank of Portland for the
THECanal
election of
directors, and for the transaction
of

stock ofRELIABLE COOPS in
this line of any house in Boston.
These goods are all of our own
manufacture, hence we quote the

Large and Handsome Line of
Oil Carpets.
Wool Carpets for 65, 75 and 85 cents.
Tapestry Bmssels, that cannot be beat,
for 67, 75 and 85 cents.
We have

a

j

Dee. 11,1885.

double
tenement houses, Nos. 133 and 135 Oxford
house
No.
7
Heath
and
stable
carriage
house,
St.,
St.; also a light manufacturing business. Enquire
11-1
Sells to leave the city.
on the PREMISES.

FOR

SAI.E—By B. F. Strickland,

for

LACRpONA.
M.50
Cigars.

a

per 100.

Guaranteed Ion? Havana filler, imported expressly for this cigar, equal in
quality and appearance to any 10 cent
cigar in the market.

not
least, we have
AG KMC'\ for the

E. I. STANW000 &

GO.,

sale by all first class dealers.
dec7
eodlmlstor4thp
For

as

low

404
the

Washington St.f

BOSTON.

•

noTl7__eod4w

the King of All IHuchinea. Over
half a minion now in use, and everybody
Come and buy one for a
happy.

WM. C. BELL & CO.
BOSTON, MASS.,

PRESENT

CHRISTMAS

manufacturers of

for your wife or daughter.
Evefy Machine warranted for five years.

Remember the place, you ca nnot miss it,
for we have three Large Show Windows
ON

—

CONGRESS ST., COR. PEARL,
with One Hundred Fret From.

Bell’sSpicnfl Seasoning
Made of the grauulated leaves of
the most fragrant sweet icibsand
spices. Used and recommended
>y all first class hotels, restaurants and railroad
( lining halls throughout the country.
No family
hould be without it.
For the dressing to your
urkey it is indispensable. For seasoning escaloped oysters, meats, game, fish and ixmltry, it
ius no equal.
Families ordering should be sure to
ink for Bell's seasoning and take no other.
Sold by all first-class grocers and market me*.
>

j

—

Valuable Family mediciuc.
Messrs. Maurice Baker* Co., Gentlemen; Have
used Baker’s Great American Specific for some
time and have fonnd it a very valuable family
medicine. Bv external application it gave me very
much relief front piles, which had been troubling
J. T. COLLINS,
me for many years.
144 Suffolk street, Lowell. Mass.
Ask for “BAKER’S Great American
Specific,” prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,
Portland, Me. Bold by all Druggists. Price 60 cts.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED,
novc
«odistor4thp

Goods

WHITE SEWING MACHINE!

—

SOLE PROPRIETORS 0E THE La CREMONA CIGAR.

inferior stock.

Stoves! EDWARD KAKAS
Stoves,

line of
Prices
as the Lowest.

Last, but

no

purchased of us are oertain to
give superior service and in the
end prove the cheapest.
INSPECTION SOLICITED.

two

general
good capable girl
WANTED—A
housework. Apply at 89 PINE St. 11-1

5C.

We have

Recollect that

Keep

Stoves!
Stoves!

banking

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
declldtd

equal

quality of goods.

seven

aTm.

for

LOWEST, Pftjcss

The fact is, friends, we have the Largest Carpet Room in Maine, and an Imdon't you
mense Stock to selectprom;
forget it, but come and be convinced.

of any other business that may legally come before
house on Tuesthem, will be held at their
day the twelfth day of January, 1886, atll o’clock

attention of

intending purchasers of FINE
FURS to our superb stock. We
have, without doubt, the best

AGENTS,

decll

co(13m

FURS!

1). IRVING,

E. B. CLARK.

474 Congress Street.

A

AT WHOLESALES

BY

—

rWITCIIELL CIIAMPLIN & €0.
dec4

OREN HOOPER
& SON.

declO-12-15 19-21-22-24

dim

P.&O.R.youpons.
Coupons due July 1, 1885.

on

lst-mortgage

P. & O. B. R. Co. will be paid by the Reat his ufllee In Portland.
SAM. J. A NDERSON,
Rec 'iver P. & O. R. R.
dec2dtf

londs of

: elver

on

presentation

